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Samaysaar  III

P R E F A C E 

Samaysaar (The pure Soul) is known as the king of the 
scriptures written by Acharya Shri Kundkund Dev. The foremost  
subject of Samaysaar is “The Pure Soul”. The pure Soul is the center 
point and the essence of all the preaching of omniscient God.

Butter, which is the essence of buttermilk, comes up when 
you churn buttermilk. The pure Soul, which is essence of the whole 
universe, is realized as separate from the whole universe, when 
one puts in an effort and attains self-realization. Hence the fact that 
nothing is more important than the pure Soul in the whole universe. 
Samaysaar explains the pure Soul and therefore it is the most 
important scripture. Samaysaar gives the complete description of 
the Soul, which was realized by the enlightened Soul.

The Soul is separate from feelings of love and hate, even 
though these feelings arise in the Soul. Two villages are situated on 
two sides of a flowing river. The people in these villages are never 
a part of the flowing water. Love and hate feelings are never a part 
of the flowing knowledge. A Soul is full of knowledge and it is the 
essence of this scripture. One cannot transfer the fresh air on the 
beach by filling it in a box. Similarly, realization of one’s own Soul 
cannot be described by speech. Still, the enlightened Soul feels like 
imparting the knowledge of self-realization. The enlightened Soul 
knows and believes that these feelings do not belong to itself.

Acharya Shri Kundkund Dev originally wrote “Samaysaar” in 
Prakrit language about 2000 years ago. Acharya Shri Amrutchandra 
Dev wrote an explanation of Samaysaar, named “Atmakhyati” 
in prose and poetry form in Sanskrit language about 1000 years 
ago. Acharya Jaysen wrote an explanation of Samaysaar, named 
“Tatparya Vrutti” in Sanskrit language about 700 years ago. It is 
the “Samaysaar” scripture, which has made changes in the lives of 
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great people like Poet Pandit Shri Banarasidas, Param Krupaludev 
Shrimad Rajchandra wrote Shri Atma Siddhi Shastra which is the 
essence of 1500 holy scriptures including Samaysaar. Pujya Gurudev 
Shri Kanjiswami has extensively elaborated his discourses on the 
entire Samaysaar 19 times for 46 years. He was so touched that he 
claimed that this is The Ultimate scripture for attaining the state of 
the Soul's liberation.

Religion has no boundaries. To follow religion has no 
restrictions. The Soul has limitless potential, so how can the 
religion of the Soul have limitations of caste, creed or any form of 
living beings? One should remember that the 23rd Tirthankar, Lord 
Parshvanath, attained self-realization in the form of an elephant and 
the 24rd Tirthankar, Lord Mahavir, attained self-realization in the 
form of a lion. Not only Souls in the form of animals or human beings 
but even heavenly and hellish beings can attain self-realization by 
imbibing the preaching of omniscient God.

The thought arose in Smt. Amitaben Anandbhai Parekh, the 
daughter of Smt. Mangalaben Rajendrabhai Mehta, that all major 
religious scriptures should be translated into English so that the 
next generation can be introduced to them. I am thankful to them 
that this scripture, published in English, is being distributed all over 
the world.

I am extremely grateful to Dr. Shilpa Pradip Mehta (Mumbai) 
for translating Samaysaar with explanation named “Gyaayak Bhaav 
Prakaashak” into simple English with a lot of effort. Each stanza 
has an explanation and an example so that it reaches the youth and 
makes it easier for them to understand this scripture. I wish that all 
the readers attain self-realization and supreme bliss after reading 
this book. I convey my heartfelt gratitude and appreciation to all 
Gyaan Deepaks for supporting the composition, publication and 
distribution of Samaysaar globally.

I welcome any feedback and suggestion to improve this book.

- Fulchand
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PURVARANG ADHIKAAR  
(Introduction) 

  Stanza 1  

d§{XÎmw gìd{gÕo Ywd_Mb_Umod_§ JqX nÎmoŸ& 
dmoÀN>m{_ g_`nmhþS>{_U_mo gwXHo$dbr^{UX§Ÿ&&1&&

The author,  Acharya Shri Kundkund says : I bow 
down to all omniscient liberated Souls who have attained 
the eternal, steady and unique state of liberation. 
This scripture, Samaysaar, has been expressed by 
knowledgeable Souls who have complete knowledge of all 
the preaching of omniscient God. 

The palace of “Moksha” has three walls and an entrance.  
A blind person navigates through the walls to find the 
entrance. He is unable to enter from the three sides where 
there are walls. In the event due to itching of his eczema 
condition, if he misses the feel of the presence of the entrance 
and walks past the entrance, then, he has to repeat the cycle 
and navigate the walls again. The palace of “Moksha” has 
three walls and an entrance. An ignorant Soul tries to 
enter from heaven, animal kingdom or hell but is unable 
to enter from the three states of the non-liberated Soul. 
It can only enter from the human state. However, when 
it reaches the state of human life which is the entrance 
to Moksha, it gets trapped in the transient attachments 
and misses the chance to enter. It has been repeating the 
cycles of birth and death since infinite times.
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A tire tube has a valve, which allows air to enter but not 
to leave. Similarly, one can enter Moksha but never leave 
it, since it is eternal. 

One moves ones’ hand if one is uncomfortable with the 
position of that hand. The Soul in the state of liberation 
has no body and experiences infinite bliss therefore it is 
steady.

All the four states of non-liberated Souls have birth, 
death, hunger, thirst, disease, etc. The state of Moksha is 
unique because there is no birth, death, hunger, thirst, 
disease, etc.

  Stanza 2  

Ordmo M[aÎmX§gUUmU{Æ>Xmo V§ {h gg_`§ OmUŸ& 
nmo½JbH$å_nXog{Æ>X§ M V§ OmU nag_`§Ÿ&&2&&

One should know that a Soul with self-realization is 
engrossed in its own eternal Soul, which is a collection of 
belief, knowledge, conduct and other infinite attributes. 
And a Soul without self-realization is engrossed in material 
outer objects, which have been obtained by fruition of karma.

A person throws a stone at the television screen 
where India is losing a cricket match to another country. 
It is engrossed in the momentary incident and forgets 
himself. An intelligent person will not get excited and react.  
A Soul without self-realization is engrossed in transient 
worldly objects, people and incidents and forgets his 
own Soul. A Soul with self-realization is engrossed in his 
own Soul and does not get affected by worldly objects, 
people or incidents.
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  Stanza 3  

E`Îm{UÀN>`JXmo g_Amo gìdËW gwÝXamo bmoEŸ& 
~§YH$hm E`Îmo VoU {dg§dm{XUr hmo{XŸ&&3&&

In fact, the Self, which is individual and absorbed in  
his own Soul, is always magnificent and wonderful. 
Whereas, if, the Self is contaminated with other substances, 
is the cause of difficulties and problems.

A person finished drinking milk in a glass and asked 
for water. The water was given in the same unwashed 
glass. The water looked milky and impure. Two substances, 
when they are individual and separate, are pure. If they get 
mixed, they become impure. If the Soul combines with 
other substances, it becomes impure. However, the Soul 
does not join with any other substance and is therefore 
eternally pure by its inherent nature.

  Stanza 4  

gwXn[a{MXmUw^yXm gìdñg {d H$m_^moJ~§YH$hmŸ& 
E`Îmñgwdb§^mo Ud[a U gwbhmo {dhÎmñgŸ&&4&&

All ignorant Souls have heard, been introduced to  
and realized the stories of the enjoyment of worldly 
material objects innumerable times. That is why these 
are easy to understand. But they have not heard, been 
introduced to and realized the Soul, which is separate 
from all worldly material objects. That is why this is  
not easy.
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The two sense organs of skin and tongue (kaam) need 
direct contact with the object to be known and are one single 
quantity each, whereas the three sense organs of nose, eyes 
and ears (bhog) do not need direct contact with the object 
and are two each. 

To enjoy any object using the five senses compulsorily 
requires four things. For example, to enjoy a chocolate, 
one has to have a chocolate, one has to feel like eating the 
chocolate, one has to have the capacity to digest it and there 
should be the absence of any unfavorable circumstances 
which would divert ones’ attention. This is difficult, but 
has been enjoyed infinite times in the past and therefore is 
not called “difficult”. “Difficult” is used for that which has 
never happened in the past. The ignorant Soul has never 
realized its own Soul and that is why it is called difficult.

  Stanza 5  

V§ E`Îm{dhÎm§ XmEh§ AßnUmo g{dhdoUŸ& 
O{X XmEÁO n_mU§ MwŠHo$ÁO N>b§ U KoÎmìd§Ÿ&&5&&

Using my own experience, I will explain the nature of 
the Soul. The Soul is a unity of infinite attributes and is 
completely separate from all other substances. I request 
you to overlook if there are any mistakes and continue 
with your effort to study this scripture. 

India can be destroyed by an external attack from a 
foreign nation or by an internal war between its states. 
The Soul is neither affected by any external material 
substances nor by conflict between its own infinite 
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attributes and so it can't be destroyed  Therefore, the 
Soul is eternal and supreme.

A person will never divulge his total wealth to anyone 
since it can be stolen. Acharya Shri Kundkund has given 
us the wealth of his own knowledge without reducing his 
own knowledge, which is indestructible. He had reached 
the 6th-7th Gunasthana (stages of spiritual development) 
and it was his greatness to ask for forgiveness from the 
readers of this scripture for any grammatical errors. 
Acharya Shri Kundkund has explained the nature of 
the Soul based on his own self-realization. This makes 
it more authentic and true. He advises his readers to  
deeply study this scripture and experience it themselves 
in order to attain true bliss.

  Stanza 6  

U {d hmo{X Aßn_Îmmo U n_Îmmo OmUJmo Xw Omo ^mdmoŸ& 
Ed§ ^U§{V gwÕ§ UmXmo Omo gmo Xw gmo ModŸ&&6&&

The Soul goes through fourteen stages in order to 
attain liberation. The author is oscillating between the 
sixth and seventh stages. During writing this scripture 
he is in the sixth stage and while meditating he is in the 
seventh stage. However the Soul is separate from both 
stages and is eternally pure. 

The deeper meaning of sixth stage is 1st to 6th stages 
and the seventh stage is 7th to 14th stages (meditation 
stages). The fourteen stages are impermanent whereas 
the Soul is permanent. 
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A lamp lights itself and the surroundings at the same 
time. A lamp is always a lamp on both occasions. Similarly, 
the nature of the Soul is to know itself and the whole 
world while the Soul remains constant as the Soul.

  Stanza 7  

ddhmaoUwd{Xñg{X Um{Uñg M[aÎm X§gU§ UmU§Ÿ& 
U {d UmU§ U M[aÎm§ U X§gU§ OmUJmo gwÕmoŸ&&7&&

From an empirical or practical viewpoint, the Soul 
has knowledge, belief and conduct attributes. From a  
non-conventional or theoretical viewpoint, the Soul does 
not have knowledge, belief and conduct attributes. The 
Soul is always the pure Soul.

From a practical viewpoint, India has various states, 
districts, etc. to help in governance. But, from a theoretical 
viewpoint, India is one country.  In the same way, the Soul  
is explained by its knowledge, belief and conduct 
attributes, even though it is always one.

  Stanza 8  

Oh U {d gŠH$_UÁOmo AUÁO^mg§ {dUm Xw JmhoXw§Ÿ& 
Vh ddhmaoU {dUm na_ËWwdXogU_gŠH§$Ÿ&&8&&

One cannot make a foreigner understands some 
explanation unless it is explained in the respective language 
he knows. Similarly, one cannot preach the theory of any 
object without its practical viewpoint could be understood.
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At home, the language spoken to a child is usually 
what the child will understand, though the feelings maybe 
of the adult. For example, if a father asks his child to call his 
'mother', then he will call his own mother. Similarly, the 
preacher teaches the ignorant disciple in a language 
which he will understand, though the feelings are of the 
preacher. Therefore, the Soul is explained initially from 
the practical viewpoint and later from the theoretical 
viewpoint.

  Stanza 9-10  

Omo {h gwXoU{hJÀN>{X AßnmU{_U§ Vw Ho$db§ gwÕ§Ÿ& 

V§ gwXHo$d{b{_{gUmo ^U§{V bmo`ßnXrd`amŸ&&9&&

Omo gwXUmU§ gìd§ OmU{X gwXHo$dqb V_mhþ {OUmŸ& 

UmU§ Aßnm gìd§ Oåhm gwXHo$dbr VåhmŸ&&10&& Owå_§Ÿ&&

Omniscient God has preached that from a theoretical 
viewpoint a shrut kevali is one who has realized his own 
Soul by articulate knowledge. From a practical viewpoint,  
a shrut kevali is one who has observed, memorized, 
imbibed and realized the knowledge from all the preaching 
of omniscient God. Because knowledge itself is the Soul.

If one tastes the sweetness of sugar, he tastes the sugar, 
since sugar is sweet. If one realizes knowledge, then he 
automatically realizes the Soul, since the Soul is full of 
knowledge.
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  Stanza 11  

ddhmamo ^yXËWmo ^yXËWmo Xo{gXmo Xw gwÕUAmoŸ& 
^yXËW_pñgXmo Ibw gå_m{XÆ>r hd{X OrdmoŸ&&11&&

Omniscient God has said that the empirical or 
practical viewpoint is incorrect and the non-conventional 
or theoretical viewpoint is correct. The Soul who realizes 
this is a true believer. Each and every sentence of the  
scriptures was written by enlightened persons using a 
logical viewpoint (naya).

Whether a logical viewpoint is specified or not specified 
it is always meant to be with a logical perspective. Any 
conduct without understanding it, will not give correct 
results. The understanding of the true nature of an object 
cannot be obtained without knowing it from a truly 
logical perspective. That is why the true seeker of the  
Soul will also understand enlightened mentor’s words 
from a logical viewpoint. 

The ignorant person says that practical viewpoint is 
worth leaving because it does not lead to self-realization 
and only theoretical viewpoint is useful and the best.  
The enlightened mentor tells such a person that 
if practical viewpoint was useless, why would an 
enlightened Soul follow it and preach it? Hence it is not 
necessary to completely avoid practical viewpoint. 

It is important to understand a particular viewpoint 
depending on which viewpoint is written. In the Scriptures, 
nothing that is written can be incorrect. If one cannot 
understand a particular topic, it is because of the weakness 
in one’s knowledge and in the inability to understand that 
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particular viewpoint. In this way one can try to remove 
ignorance. And not only that, but one should understand 
that particular viewpoint and imbibe it in one’s life. 

  Stanza 12  

gwÕmo gwÕmXogmo UmXìdmo na_^mdX[agrqhŸ& 
ddhmaXo{gXm nwU Oo Xw Ana_o {Æ>Xm ^mdoŸ&&12&&

A Soul who has reached the complete pure state has 
to know the non-conventional or theoretical viewpoint. 
A Soul in the incomplete impure state has been preached 
from the empirical or practical viewpoint.

If one wants to go to the temple, one has to have a mode 
of transport. If one is travelling by car to the temple, it is 
necessary to leave the car upon reaching the temple. Similarly, 
the Soul has to leave the practical viewpoint once the 
goal of attaining the complete pure state is reached. 

While climbing a staircase, one leaves the previous step 
behind as one goes up. However, the steps already passed 
should not be destroyed because there are many other 
Souls who may want to use this path. Similarly, the practical 
viewpoint should be left behind but not broken or destroyed.

A banana skin protects the banana and is not destroyed 
completely till the inner banana is eaten. Similarly, the 
practical viewpoint protects the Soul and is left only  
once the theoretical viewpoint is completely understood.

Soap is used to clean a dirty piece of cloth. The foam of 
the soap also gets dirty. Once the cloth is washed, the soap 
and dirt are removed. Similarly, the practical viewpoint is 
used to purify the Soul, but once the Soul is purified, the 
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practical viewpoint has to be left behind and the Soul has 
to be maintained in a pure state.

  Stanza 13  

^yXËWoUm{^JXm OrdmOrdm ` nwÊUnmd§ MŸ& 
Amgdg§da{UÁOa~§Ymo _moŠImo ` gå_Îm§Ÿ&&13&&

Jiva (Soul), Ajiva (Non-Soul), Punya (auspicious 
karma), Paap (inauspicious karma), Aasrava (Inflow 
of karmic matter), Bandh (Bondage of karmic matter), 
Samvara (Stoppage of karmic matter), Nirjara (Shedding 
of karmic matter) and Moksha (Liberation) are the Nine 
Fundamental Principles (Tattva) known from the real 
viewpoint and are self-realization.

If nine different metals are gold-plated, they will all look 
as if they are gold. Similarly, if the Soul’s knowledge knows 
nine different objects, it will plate it with it’s knowledge 
and they will all look as if they are one knowledge. 

A person will see his own face in all mirrors, which he 
looks at. An enlightened Soul knows its own Soul in all 
objects known in its knowledge.

  Stanza 14  

Omo nñg{X AßnmU§ A~ÕnwÆ>§ AUÊU`§ {U`X§Ÿ& 
A{dgog_g§OwÎm§  V§  gwÕU`§  {d`mUr{hŸ&&14&&

It is the real viewpoint, which sees that the Soul 
is unbound and untouched, unchangeable, unvarying, 
undivided and un-joint. 
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Self-realization is only possible if one sees the Soul 
from the real/theoretical viewpoint.

If an object is dry it will bind with an object that is sticky 
and vice versa. However, the Soul is neither dry nor sticky 
since these are characteristics of matter. Therefore, the 
Soul is unbound. 

A cow is tied with a rope around its neck. However, in 
reality, the rope is tied to the rope and not to the cow. Karmic 
matter binds with matter but not with the Soul.

Touch is an attribute of matter and does not exist in 
the Soul. Therefore, the Soul is untouched.

Gold is always gold, whatever shape it is in. (like ring, 
bangle, earrings, etc.) Similarly, the Soul is unchangeable 
in whichever state it is - like human, heavenly being, 
animal, hellish being, etc. 

In spite of sea waves the sea can never have a flood 
but a river can be flooded and it is unsafe to live right on 
the bank of a river but safe and calm to live adjacent to the 
sea. The Soul is like the sea with lots of ups and downs of 
circumstances, but the Soul remains unchanged.

A flame of a candle may flicker with the wind, but it 
always remains a flame. Similarly, the Soul is unvarying 
and steady, no matter what circumstances it is in.

India has many states, but is an undivided country.  In the 
same way, the Soul has infinite attributes like knowledge, 
belief, conduct, etc., but the Soul is undivided.

A mirror will reflect whatever object is in front of it, but 
will never join with it. In a similar way, worldly objects are 
known in the Soul’s knowledge, but the Soul does not 
combine with them. The Soul is remains disjoint.
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  Stanza 15  

Omo nñg{X AßnmU§ A~ÕnwÆ>§ AUÊU_{dgog§Ÿ& 
AnXogg§V_ÁP§1  nñg{X  {OUgmgU§  gìd§Ÿ&&15&&

A person who realizes that the Soul is unbound, 
untouched, unchangeable, unvarying, undivided and 
disjoint knows all the preaching of omniscient God. The 
preaching of omniscient God is in the form of scriptures 
and inner knowledge.

Is the Kohinoor diamond more valuable than the eyes? 
After death, the body cannot see the diamond. So, the Soul  
is surely more valuable than the eyes.

When one goes to a marriage, the bride and bridegroom 
are the center point of the function. The rest of the 
arrangements are of no use without their presence The 
Soul is the center point of the preaching of omniscient 
God. The Soul as well as the whole universe (collection 
of all six substances) has been described to ultimately 
understand the Soul. 

The same preaching is given to all Souls – humans, 
heavenly beings and animals – since all are equally 
capable of realizing one's own Soul. For example, Lord 
Parshwanath attained self-realization in the elephant form 
and Lord Mahavir attained self-realization in the lion form. 
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  Stanza 16  

X§gUUmUM[aÎmm{U go{dXìdm{U gmhþUm {Uƒ§Ÿ& 
Vm{U nwU OmU {VpÊU {d AßnmU§ Mod {UÀN>`XmoŸ&&16&&

A true seeker should always attain belief, knowledge and 
conduct. From the theoretical viewpoint, all three are one Soul. 

The eyes see, but the eyes have to be with the body to be 
able to see. The eyes have to be in the body to be able to see, 
not when they are separate from the body or the Soul. One 
does not know by using the brain, but by the knowledge 
attribute of the Soul. 

Tasting a drop of water from the ocean is the same 
as tasting the whole ocean. Similarly, realizing belief, 
knowledge and conduct attributes is the same as realizing 
the Soul. 

Matter substance will have touch, taste, smell and color, 
which cannot be separated from the substance. Similarly a 
Soul has belief, knowledge and conduct, which cannot be 
separated from the Soul. Any substance is not separate 
from its infinite attributes.

  Stanza 17-18  

Oh Um_ H$mo {d nw[agmo am`mU§ Om{UD$U gÔh{XŸ& 
Vmo V§ AUwMa{X nwUmo AËWËWrAmo n`ÎmoUŸ&&17&&

Ed§ {h Ordam`m UmXìdmo Vh ` gÔhoXìdmoŸ& 
AUwM[aXìdmo ` nwUmo gmo Mod Xw _moŠIH$m_oUŸ&&18&&
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If a person wants wealth, he first knows the king, 
believes the king and then serves the king by working hard 
for him. Similarly, one who desires to achieve moksha, 
should first know the Soul, believe in the Soul and then 
make immense effort to attain self-realization.

When one wants to go and live in a new house, one 
first gets to know the house. After he buys the house, he  
gets attached to it. Then he spends money and effort to 
renovate and decorate the house. When he has settled down 
in the house, he knows, believes and becomes devoted to 
the house all at one time. In the same way, knowledge, 
belief and conduct come one by one. However, right 
knowledge, right belief and right conduct are achieved 
at one moment when self-realization is attained by 
unperturbed meditation on the Soul.  

  Stanza 19  

H$å_o UmoH$å_{åh ` Ah{_{X AhH§$ M H$å_ UmoH$å_§Ÿ& 
Om Egm Ibw ~wÕr Aßn{S>~wÕmo hd{X VmdŸ&&19&&

The Soul is ignorant till it believes that “I” am karmic 
matter, impure feelings and the body and these exist in “I”.

There are three types of karma which cause cycles 
of birth and death: Bhaavakarma (impure feelings 
of attachment, love and hate arising in the Soul), 
Dravyakarma (karmic matter binding to the Soul due 
to the impure feelings) and Nokarma (objects like body, 
money, wealth, house, family, etc. causing the impure 
feelings). 
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The Soul lives in the body and the impure feelings 
live in the Soul. However, the Soul is separate from both 
of them. For example, a person can be compared to his  
father, himself and his children. The father is like the body and 
the children are like impure feelings. He himself is separate 
from both of them and is the Soul. It is easy to leave one’s 
father but more difficult to leave one’s children. It is easy 
to leave one’s body, etc. but more difficult to leave one’s 
feelings attached to the body, etc.  

  Stanza 20-21-22  

Ah_oX§ EX_h§ Ah_oXñg påh ApËW __ EX§Ÿ& 
AÊU§  O§  naXìd§  g{ƒÎmm{MÎm{_ñg§  dmŸ&&20&&

Am{g __ nwìd_oX§ EXñg Ah§ {n Am{g nwìd§ {hŸ& 
hmo{h{X nwUmo __oX§ EXñg Ah§ {n hmoñgm{_Ÿ&&21&&

E`§ Vw Agã^yX§ AmX{d`ßn§ H$ao{X g§_yT>moŸ& 
^yXËW§ OmU§Vmo U H$ao{X Xw V§ Ag§_yT>moŸ&&22&&

A person who wrongly believes that other substances 
[like living (wife, sons, etc.), non-living (wealth, food, etc.) 
and associated (village, town, etc.)] – I am these, all these 
substances are similar to me, I belong to them, all these 
substances belong to me, all these substances belonged 
to me in the past, I belonged to them in the past, these 
substances will belong to me in the future, I will belong to 
them in the future – is an ignorant Soul; and the person 
who does not wrongly believe the true nature of the 
substances is not ignorant, but is the knowledgeable Soul.
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After marriage, the relationship automatically also 
includes the whole family. If the relationship with the 
husband breaks, all the other relationships will also break. 
A person who has a relationship with his own body will 
automatically have a relationship with all circumstances 
related to the body (e.g. father, mother, children, wealth, 
food, village, town, etc.). If the relationship with the  
body breaks, all other relationships will also break. In 
fact, all these relationships are separate from the body 
and not connected to it in any way. 

If a person has auspicious living circumstances but no 
wealth, house, car, etc., but he is unhappy. Similarly, a person 
who has wealth, house, car, etc. but no children is unhappy. 
Both persons think that with both living and non-living 
circumstances, they will be happy. However, persons with 
both are still unhappy. In fact, there is no happiness in outer 
transient objects but an ignorant person does not believe this.

  Stanza 23-24-25  

AÊUmU_mo{hX_Xr _ÁP{_U§ ^U{X nmo½Jb§ Xìd§Ÿ& 
~Õ_~Õ§ M Vhm Ordmo ~hþ^mdg§OwÎmmoŸ&&23&&

gìdÊhþUmU{XÆ>mo Ordmo CdAmoJbŠIUmo {Uƒ§Ÿ& 
H$h gmo nmo½JbXìdr^yXmo O§ ^U{g _ÁP{_U§Ÿ&&24&&

O{X gmo nmo½JbXìdr ŷXmo OrdÎm_mJX§ BXa§Ÿ& 
Vmo gŠH$mo dÎmw§ Oo _ÁP{_U§ nmo½Jb§ Xìd§Ÿ&&25&&

A person, whose mind is mesmerized by ignorance 
and has attachment, love and hate feelings, says that 
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matter like the body which is occupying the same space 
as the Soul and matter like wealth, food, etc. occupying 
a different space from the Soul, both are mine. The Soul 
is eternally knowledgeable as seen by omniscient Gods’ 
knowledge. How can the Soul become matter? How can  
you say that this matter is mine? If the Soul becomes 
matter and matter becomes the Soul, only then can you 
say that this matter is mine.

All Souls are living. Non-living matter, like a body 
with a Soul, is still non-living. 

A drunken person is intoxicated and confused as to  
who his wife is and where he lives. He circles round and 
round trying to find his goal. An ignorant person is like 
a drunkard and is mesmerized by his ignorance. He 
continues his cycles of birth and death.

India can never go to America, but an Indian person 
can go to America. Also an Indian can say that India is mine, 
but that does not mean that India belongs to him and that he 
can sell it. Similarly, the Soul does not join with the body.  
The Soul can believe that all material outer objects are 
mine, but still they do not belong to it.

  Stanza 26  

O{X Ordmo U gara§ {VËW`am`{a`g§WwXr ModŸ& 
gìdm {d hd{X {_ÀN>m VoU Xw AmXm hd{X XohmoŸ&&26&&

An ignorant person says : “If the Soul is not the body, 
then praying to omniscient God or the head of monks 
(Acharya) will all be false. Therefore, we believe that the 
Soul is only the body.”
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Why is the body of omniscient God being praised 
and worshipped and not the Soul itself since both are 
different? For example, why are all the appliances running 
on electricity being praised and not the electricity itself, if 
both are different? The body and the appliances can be seen, 
whereas the Soul and electricity are not visible. The Soul 
(self-realization) and electricity (electric shock) can 
both be realized.

  Stanza 27  

ddhmaUAmo ^mg{X Ordmo Xohmo ` hd{X IbwEŠH$moŸ& 
U Xw {UÀN>`ñg Ordmo Xohmo ` H$Xm {d EŠH$Æ>moŸ&&27&&

The practical viewpoint says that the Soul and body 
are one. Whereas the theoretical viewpoint says that  
both the Soul and body are never one. 

Both the practical and theoretical viewpoints seem 
to be contradictory, but are supplementary to each other. 
Both the viewpoints are like two sides of the same coin and 
like a signpost at the border of two countries.

Parents are known as one entity even though they 
are a combination of mother and father. From a practical 
viewpoint, a human life is known as one entity even though 
it is a combination of the Soul and the body. In fact, the 
mother and father are separate entities. From a theoretical 
viewpoint, the Soul and body are separate entities.
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  Stanza 28  

BU_ÊU§ OrdmXmo Xoh§ nmo½Jb_`§ Ww{UÎmw _wUrŸ& 
_ÊU{X hþ g§WwXmo d§{XXmo _E Ho$dbr ^`d§Ÿ&&28&&

A monk believes that I am praying to omniscient God 
when I am actually praying to the material body, which is 
different from the Soul. 

This stanza stresses the practical viewpoint.
The parents of a child are praised when the child 

performs well. Similarly, a monk prays to the material 
body but with the clear intention to worship the Soul of 
omniscient God.

If a rich person wears torn jeans, it is fashionable. The 
same jeans worn by a poor person will be pitiable. Similarly, 
the body of omniscient God is to be revered. The same 
atoms of God’s body, when they are recycled and become 
a part of our body cannot be revered. From a practical 
viewpoint, praying to God’s body is actually praying to 
omniscient God.

  Stanza 29  

V§ {UÀN>`o U OwÁO{X U garaJwUm {h hm|{V Ho$d{bUmoŸ& 
Ho$d{bJwUmo WwU{X Omo gmo Vƒ§ Ho$dqb WwU{XŸ&&29&&

From the theoretical viewpoint, this praying is not 
correct because the properties of the body are not the 
same as those of omniscient God’s Soul. In fact, a person 
who is praying to God’s characteristics is actually praying 
to omniscient God. 
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A poet was invited to the king’s palace for dinner. He 
arrived in shabby clothes and the guard did not allow him 
to enter. He changed his clothes and came back in elegant 
clothes and the guard allowed him inside. When the poet was 
having dinner, he kept stuffing all the food into his pockets. 
When the king asked him why he was doing this, he replied 
that his clothes have got entry into the palace and not him!  
In the same way, one should not give importance to the 
outer appearance of omniscient God, but to his inner Soul.

  Stanza 30  

U`apå_ dpÊUXo Oh U {d aÊUmo dÊUUm H$Xm hmo{XŸ& 
XohJwUo Wwìd§Vo U Ho$d{bJwUm WwXm hm|{VŸ&&30&&

One cannot describe a king by describing his kingdom. 
In the same way, characteristics of omniscient God cannot 
be prayed to by praying to the characteristics of his body. 

This stanza stresses on the theoretical viewpoint.
One cannot praise a person by praising his house. The 

Soul cannot be described by describing the body.

  Stanza 31  

Omo BpÝX`o {O{UÎmm UmUghmdm{Y`§ _wU{X AmX§Ÿ& 
V§ Ibw {OqX{X`§ Vo ^U§{V Oo {UpÀN>Xm gmhÿŸ&&31&&

The Soul is more precious than the material objects 
known by five senses and mind. The Soul who has realized 
this has conquered the five senses and mind and is known 
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as a “winner over senses”. Enlightened Souls preached this.
The universe can be divided into two parts: the Self 

(Soul) and the non- Self (all other substances). A football 
team is divided into two teams who are recognized by the 
color of their shirts. In a similar way, the Self and non-self 
are differentiated by their attributes. 

Before the war in Mahabharata, when Shri Krishna  
asks Duryodhana and Arjuna to choose between him and 
his army, Duryodhana happily chose the army because he 
thought that the army is more precious than Shri Krishna. 
Arjuna had no option, but was very happy with what he 
got and won the war even before it started because of Shri 
Krishna, who didn’t raise a weapon, but only guided and 
inspired Arjuna. Similarly, a person has a choice between 
the Soul and material objects. He should always choose 
the Soul because the Soul is eternal and material objects 
are transient and he knows that he is on the right path  
to liberation.

  Stanza 32  

Omo _moh§ Vw {O{UÎmm UmUghmdm{Y`§ _wU{X AmX§Ÿ& 
V§ {OX_moh§ gmhþ§ na_Æ>{d`mU`m ~|{VŸ&&32&&

The monk who has conquered attachment and has 
realized that the Soul is more precious than the material 
objects known by five senses and mind is a winner over 
attachment and is known as a “winner over impure 
feelings”. Omniscient God preached this.

If a weak charactered person sees a bundle of notes lying 
on the road, he may pick it up for himself while, a morally 
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strong person will leave it as it is. The second person has 
conquered his feelings of greed and possession.

At the age of thirty, Vardhamaan conquered all types 
of feelings of attachment and became a monk. He was 
later known as Mahavir Bhagwaan.

  Stanza 33  

{OX_mohñg Xw OB`m IrUmo _mohmo h{dÁO gmhþñgŸ& 
VB`m hþ IrU_mohmo ^ÊU{X gmo {UÀN>`{dXyqhŸ&&33&&

A monk who has completely destroyed the impure 
feelings of attachment, love and hate is known as a 
“destroyer of impurities”. Omniscient God preached this 
from a theoretical viewpoint.

Dirt in a glass of water will settle down. After sometime 
it may come up again. Only if the dirt is completely removed, 
the water will never become impure again. The feelings of 
attachment, love and hate in the Soul will contaminate 
the Soul. Only if these feelings are completely destroyed, 
will the Soul never become impure again. 

A monk, who dreams of angels and dancers, has 
suppressed his feelings but not completely destroyed them. 
That is why his feelings have subconsciously arisen again.

From the theoretical viewpoint, there are three 
levels of prayers : the lower level is a “winner over senses”, 
the middle level is a “winner over impure feelings” and 
the highest level is a “destroyer of impurities”.
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  Stanza 34  

gìdo ^mdo Oåhm nƒŠImB© nao {Îm UmXyU§Ÿ& 
Våhm  nƒŠImU§  UmU§  {U`_m  _wUoXìd§Ÿ&&34&&

All other substances except the Soul are non-self. 
Knowing this and renouncing all other substances is 
renunciation. Only knowledge is true renunciation. This 
doctrine should be known by everyone.

If the piece of cloth has a design on it as well as dirt, 
which looks like a design, one will not wash it to remove the 
dirt because he believes that the dirt is a part of the design. 
In the same way, one has to know the difference between 
the Self and the non-self in order to renounce the non-
self. Knowledge of Self and non-self is essential to be able 
to renounce the non-self. 

The nature of the Soul is that it can never attach 
physically to any object, so physical renunciation is not 
possible. True renunciation is to remove ignorance and 
know the difference between Self and non-self. 

  Stanza 35  

Oh Um_ H$mo{d nw[agmo naXìd{_U§ {V Om{UXw§ M`{XŸ& 
Vh gìdo na^mdo UmD$U {d_wÄMXo UmUrŸ&&35&&

If a person knows that “other substances except the 
Soul are non-self” then he renounces the other substances. 
Similarly, an enlightened person knows that “impure 
feelings arising in the Soul are non-self” and renounces 
the impure feelings.
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A person with a malignant tumor (cancer) should  
know that the tumor has grown in a part of his body but 
should be removed because even though it has grown in his 
own body, it can harm his whole body. The Soul with impure 
feelings of attachment, love and hate should know that 
these impurities are a part of its Soul but should be 
renounced because even though those feelings have 
arisen in his own Soul, they can harm his Soul.

  Stanza 36  

UpËW __ H$mo {d _mohmo ~wÁP{X CdAmoJ Ed Ah_oŠH$moŸ& 
V§ _moh{Uå__Îm§ g_`ñg {d`mU`m ~|{VŸ&&36&&

One who knows that “attachment, love and hate do 
not belong to me and that I am the knowledgeable Soul”  
is without any impure feelings. This has been known by 
self-realized Souls.

A burning candle results through four effects- the 
candle, the flame, the smoke and the air surrounding it. 
The flame is the purpose of lighting the candle. The smoke 
is a by-product, which needs the oxygen (the instrumental 
cause, which cannot be seen). The smoke can be seen due 
to presence of the flame. The candle is like the Soul, the 
flame is the knowledge, the smoke is impure feelings and 
the oxygen is the fruition of karma. The impure feelings 
are the by-product, which need the fruition of karma  
(the instrumental cause, which cannot be seen). Hence, 
the  impure feelings can be known only by the knowledge 
of the Soul.
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  Stanza 37  

UpËW __ Yå_ AmXr ~wÁP{X CdAmoJ Ed Ah_oŠH$moŸ& 
V§ Yå_{Uå__Îm§ g_`ñg {d`mU`m ~|{VŸ&&37&&

One who knows that “ether and other substances do 
not belong to me and that I am the knowledgeable Soul” is 
separate from ether and other substances. This has been 
known by self-realized Souls.

Just by living in Mumbai does not mean that Mumbai 
belongs to him. The Soul lives in a house, body, with family, 
etc. but that does not mean that the house, body or family 
belong to him. 

Houses or other cars reflected in a car’s mirror does 
not mean that the houses or other cars belong to him. The 
Soul is like one’s own car. Knowledge is like the mirror.  
Ether, matter and all other substances, which reflect in 
one’s knowledge, do not belong to him. The Soul is the 
owner of its own knowledge attribute.

  Stanza 38  

Ah_oŠH$mo Ibw gwÕmo X§gUUmU_B`mo gXmê$drŸ& 
U {d ApËW _ÁP qH${M {d AÊU§ na_mUw_oÎm§ {nŸ&&38&&

The self-realized Soul knows from a theoretical 
viewpoint that : I am one- with unity of infinite attributes, 
eternally pure, always colorless and with the nature 
of knowledge and perception. I am separate from all 
inanimate matter. A single atom of the Universe is not mine. 
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India is one united country with many states, districts, 
villages, etc. The Soul is also one substance with infinite 
attributes.

A cake is a collection of flour, cream, sugar, milk, etc., but 
it is one cake. The Soul is a collection of infinite attributes, 
but is yet just one Soul..

Dirt settled at the bottom of a glass of water will be seen 
only if the water is pure. The impurities of the Soul can be 
known and proves that the Soul itself is eternally pure. 

Air cannot be seen (but can be felt by the touch sense) 
and it exists. The Soul is colorless, touchless, tasteless, 
odorless and speechless and therefore cannot be known 
by the five senses and mind, but it still exists and can be 
known by the knowledge.
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JIVA–AJIVA ADHIKAAR  
(Soul–Non Soul) 

  Stanza 39-40-41-42-43  

AßnmU_`mU§Vm _yT>m Xw naßndm{XUmo Ho$B©Ÿ& 
Ord§  AÁPdgmU§  H$å_§  M  Vhm nê$d|{VŸ&&39&&

Adao AÁPdgmUogw {Vìd_§XmUw^mJJ§ Ord§Ÿ& 
_ÊU§{V Vhm Adao UmoH$å_§ Mm{d Ordmo {ÎmŸ&&40&&

H$å_ñgwX`§ Ord§ Adao H$å_mUw^mJ{_ÀN>§{VŸ& 
{VìdÎmU_§XÎmUJwUoqh Omo gmo hd{X OrdmoŸ&&41&&

Ordmo H$å_§ Ch`§ XmopÊU {d Ibw Ho$B Ord{_ÀN>§{VŸ& 
Adao g§OmoJoU Xw H$å_mU§ Ord{_ÀN>§{VŸ&&42&&

Ed§{dhm ~hþ{dhm na_ßnmU§ dX§{V Xwå_ohmŸ& 
Vo U na_Æ>dmXr {UÀN>`dmXrqh {U{ÔÆ>mŸ&&43&&

Some ignorant Souls who do not know the true nature 
of the Soul, believe that other substances, impure feelings 
or karma are the Soul. Other ignorant Souls believe that 
extreme and mild impure feelings are the Soul. Some 
believe that the body and outer living and non-living 
material objects attained by the fruition of past karma are 
the Soul. Others believe that fruition of karma is the Soul. 
Some others believe that modifications of the intensity of 
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nature of the fruition of karma are the Soul. Many believe 
that the combination of karma and the Soul is the Soul or 
the association of karma with the Soul is the Soul. These 
ignorant false believers believe that non-self is the Soul. 
The self-realized Souls who have attained self-realization 
have not said that these ignorant Souls are correct.

A person got change from a shopkeeper of one five-
rupee coin. When he went back to buy something else, the 
shopkeeper told him that the five-rupee coin was actually 
two fifty-paisa coins stuck together. So he made a loss of four 
rupees. An ignorant Soul makes a loss if he believes that 
the Soul and body are one, like the two fifty paisa coins 
stuck together. He makes a loss of re-birth in the four 
states (heaven, human, animal and hell) of the cycles of 
birth and death. 

A father sends his son to attend a wedding instead of him. 
He falsely believes that his son represents him. The ignorant 
person falsely believes that its body represents his Soul. 

A person who owned a single share of a company wrongly 
believed that he owned the whole company. A human being 
is a collection of one Soul and infinite atoms of the body. 
An ignorant Soul believes that it is the owner of its Soul 
and the whole body. 

Many ignorant Souls have attachment to physical 
(home, money, car, etc.) and non-physical (mobile number, 
car number, etc.) objects. 

Water and milk are two separate objects, but when 
mixed together many people believe that they are one object. 
The body and the Soul are two separate objects, but the 
ignorant Soul believes that both are one object.
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  Stanza 44  

EXo gìdo ^mdm nmo½JbXìdn[aUm_{UßnÊUmŸ& 
Ho$d{b{OUoqh ^{U`m H$h Vo Ordmo {Îm dwÀM§{VŸ&&44&&

Omniscient God said that all the impurities in the 
Soul’s modifications are due to matter. How can one call 
these impurities the Soul?

Green moss collecting on the top of stagnant water 
makes the water look dirty. How can one call the green 
moss as water? The water below it is pure and clean. The  
impurities in the Soul’s modifications make the Soul  
look impure. How can one say that these impurities are 
the Soul? The Soul is eternally pure and clean.

  Stanza 45  

AÆ>{dh§ {n ` H$å_§ gìd§ nmo½Jb_`§ {OUm ~|{VŸ& 
Oñg  \$b  V§  dwƒ{X XwŠI§ {V {dnƒ_mUñgŸ&&45&&

Omniscient God said that there are eight types 
of karma. All of them are matter. The fruition of these  
karma give rise to sorrow.

If there are eight types of poison, each one of them is 
poisonous and can cause death. Each person always marks 
the bottles of poison clearly and is aware of its nature. Each 
and every type of karma will give rise to sorrow. The  
Soul should be aware of these karma and should put in 
effort to be free from karma.
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  Stanza 46  

ddhmañg XargU_wdEgmo dpÊUXmo {OUdaoqhŸ& 
Ordm EXo gìdo AÁPdgmUmX`mo ^mdmŸ&&46&&

Omniscient God, from a practical viewpoint, said that 
all impurities in the modifications of the Soul are the Soul.

We call a house “dirty” if there is a lot of dirt in it. From 
a practical viewpoint, the Soul is known as an impure 
Soul due to impure present state. 

  Stanza 47-48  

am`m hþ {U½JXmo {Îm ` Egmo ~bg_wX`ñ` AmXogmoŸ& 
ddhmaoU Xw CÀM{X VËWoŠH$mo {U½JXmo am`mŸ&&47&&

E_od ` ddhmamo AÁPdgmUm{X AÊU^mdmU§Ÿ& 
Ordmo {Îm H$Xmo gwÎmo VËWoŠH$mo {UpÀN>Xmo OrdmoŸ&&48&&

From a practical viewpoint, when a king is passing by 
with his army, the people say, “The king is passing”. From 
a practical viewpoint, in fact the entire passing army has 
only one king. Similarly, from a practical viewpoint, it is 
said in the scriptures that impure feelings, etc. and other 
feelings are “the Soul”. From a theoretical viewpoint, the 
Soul is only one.

The prime minister of India tells America “We want 
peace”. The Americans publish in the newspapers “Indians 
want peace”. From a practical viewpoint, the prime minister 
represents the whole Indian population. 
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If the eyes of Steve see a peacock, it is said, “Steve has 
seen the peacock”. The eyes are in fact a part of Steve’s whole 
body and will not function without the body. 

Similarly, the impure feelings and other feelings  
are considered as “the Soul” from a practical viewpoint. 
From a theoretical viewpoint, though the Soul represents 
all these feelings, they both are different.

  Stanza 49  

Aag_ê$d_J§Y§ AìdÎm§ MoXUmJwU_gÔ§Ÿ& 
OmU AqbJ½JhU§ Ord_{U{ÔÆ>g§R>mU§Ÿ&&49&&

Great Soul! You know that the Soul is tasteless, 
colorless, odorless and invisible, has knowledge attribute, 
is speechless, cannot be grasped by the senses and has  
no fixed shape.

The objects of the five senses (skin, tongue, nose,  
eyes and ears) are all attributes of matter. These 
attributes cannot be found in the Soul. Knowledge is the 
supreme attribute of the Soul. 

A bag full of sugar is emptied, but the bag still tastes of 
sugar if licked. The sweet taste is of the sugar and not of the 
bag. The body is like the bag, sugar is the Soul and knowledge 
is the sweetness. Sugar can be separated from the bag, but 
the sweetness cannot be separated from sugar. The Soul can 
be separated from the body, but knowledge can never be 
separated from the Soul. 

Spectacles are the medium to help the eyes to see. The 
body is the medium to help the Soul to gain knowledge. 
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But the body doesn’t have knowledge. After death, 
the Soul is not in the body and therefore body has no 
knowledge of anything. 

Water takes the shape of the vessel in which it is. 
Similarly, the non-liberated Soul, takes the shape of 
the body occupied by it. The shape of the Soul cannot 
be realized by the five senses and therefore the Soul is 
called “shapeless”.

  Stanza 50-51-52-53-54-55  

Ordñg UpËW dÊUmo U {d J§Ymo U {d agmo U {d `\$mgmoŸ& 
U {d ê$d§ U gara§ U {d g§R>mU§ U g§hUU§Ÿ&&50&&

Ordñg UpËW amJmo U {d Xmogmo Uod {dÁOXo_mohmoŸ& 
Umo nƒ`m U H$å_§ UmoH$å_§ Mm{d go UpËWŸ&&51&&

Ordñg UpËW d½Jmo U d½JUm Uod \$S²>T>`m Ho$B©Ÿ& 
Umo AÁPßnÆ>mUm Uod ` AUw^mJR>mUm{UŸ&&52&&

Ordñg UpËW Ho$B© Omo`Æ>mUm U ~§YR>mUm dmŸ& 
Uod ` CX`Æ>mUm U _½JUÆ>mU`m Ho$B©Ÿ&&53&&

Umo {R>{X~§YÆ>mUm Ordñg U g§{H$bogR>mUm dmŸ& 
Uod {dgmo{hÆ>mUm Umo g§O_b{ÕR>mUm dmŸ&&54&&

Uod ` OrdÆ>mUm U JwUÆ>mUm ` ApËW OrdñgŸ& 
OoU Xw EXo gìdo nmo½JbXìdñg n[aUm_mŸŸ&&55&&

The Soul has no color, no odor also, no taste also and 
no touch also, no visibility also, no body, no shape also, 
no physical strength; the Soul has no love, no hate also, 
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no attachment, no influx of karma, no karma, no physical 
objects obtained by fruition of karma also; the Soul has  
no atom, no molecule, no intense karma also and no 
auspicious karma; the Soul has no effect of karma, no 
vibrations or no bondage and no fruition of karma, no 
physical sign; the Soul has no duration of bondage of karma 
or no inauspicious feelings, no auspicious feelings or no 
physical conduct; and the Soul has no differences because 
of body, no differences because of it’s modifications; 
because all these are the nature of matter substance.

The Soul is separate from matter and cannot be 
described in terms of the above twenty-nine properties 
of substances that are matter.

Sometimes the Soul is described as “light from 
thousands of suns”. This is incorrect because the Soul  
has no brightness or darkness. 

A prisoner with handcuffs is looked after by a jailor 
and is in jail. The Soul is like the prisoner, karma is like the 
handcuffs, the family is like the jailor and the body is like the 
jail. When the body is sick, the family looks after it because 
it doesn’t want the Soul to go away. When transferred from 
one jail to another, the prisoner is still handcuffed. When the 
Soul goes from one body to another, the karma is still 
bound to it and always goes with the Soul. The prisoner 
is always a human body and is not affected by the handcuffs, 
jailor or jail. Similarly, the Soul is always an unaffected 
living Soul in spite of living with karma, body, family, etc. 
The eternal pure nature of the Soul is supreme. 

The movie screen is white, to be able to show the colors 
on it. The Soul is eternally pure and knows impurities  
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in its modifications. The Soul knows the twenty-nine 
types of the nature of matter, but is eternally unaffected 
by them.

The owner of the movie theater is attached to the  
screen. The audience is attached to the colorful scenes on 
the screen but not the screen itself. The enlightened Soul is  
like the owner and is attached to the purity of the Soul 
and the ignorant Souls are like the audience and are 
attached to the twenty-nine types of the nature of matter. 

Ten bulbs light up a room. If each one is switched off 
one at a time the brightness gradually lessens till it is finally 
dark. The light of each bulb is individual. Two substances 
of different matter can never mix together. So how can 
the Soul mix with matter? The enlightened Soul realizes 
that the Soul is eternally pure and separate from all 
other substances and from the Soul’s own modifications.

  Stanza 56  

ddhmaoU Xw EXo Ordñg hd§{V dÊU_mXr`mŸ& 
JwUR>mU§Vm ^mdm U Xw Ho$B© {UÀN>`U`ñgŸ&&56&&

Starting from color to modifications of the Soul, they 
all belong to the Soul from a practical viewpoint. However, 
from a theoretical viewpoint, no one belongs to the Soul.

From the USA point of view, India is to the East but 
from the Singapore point of view, India is to the West. Both 
are correct. Similarly, both the practical and theoretical 
viewpoints are different, but both are correct from  
their own perspective.
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  Stanza 57  

EXoqh ` gå~ÝYmo Ohod IramoX`§ _wUoXìdmoŸ& 
U ` hm|{V Vñg Vm{U Xw CdAmoJJwUm{YJmo OåhmŸ&&57&&

One should know that the Soul has a relationship 
with the twenty-nine types of the nature of matter which is 
similar to that of milk and water since both are occupying 
the same one space. The twenty-nine types of matter do 
not belong to the Soul because the Soul has knowledge 
attribute and matter does not have knowledge attribute.

If we boil a mixture of milk and water, the water can be 
evaporated. They are both separate even in the mixture. The 
twenty-nine types of the nature of matter can be removed 
by meditating on the Soul. If fact, the twenty-nine types of 
the nature of matter and the Soul are eternally separate.

  Stanza 58-59-60  

n§Wo _wñg§V§ n[ñgXyU bmoJm ^U§{V ddhmarŸ& 
_wñg{X Egmo n§Wmo U ` n§Wmo _wñgXo H$moB©Ÿ&&58&&

Vh Ordo H$å_mU§ UmoH$å_mU§ M n{ñgXw§ dÊU§Ÿ& 
Ordñg Eg dÊUmo {OUoqh ddhmaXmo CÎmmoŸ&&59&&

J§Yag\$mgê$dm Xohmo g§R>mU_mB`m Oo `Ÿ& 
gìdo ddhmañg ` {UÀN>`XÊhÿ dd{Xg§{VŸ&&60&&

From a practical viewpoint, when someone is robbed 
on a particular path, it is said, “the particular path is 
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robbed”. From a theoretical viewpoint, the particular path 
is not robbed, only the person is robbed. From a practical 
viewpoint, omniscient God said, “The color of karma and 
the physical objects obtained by fruition of karma belong 
to the Soul. Similarly, odor, taste, touch, visibility, body, 
shape, etc. of karma and the physical objects obtained by 
fruition of karma belong to the Soul.”

From a practical viewpoint, the road is called “beautiful” 
when the road has beautiful trees and flowers on both sides 
of it. In fact the road itself is not beautiful. In the same 
way, from a practical viewpoint the Soul is known by 
the properties of matter. In fact, the Soul has none of 
the properties of matter and is completely separate. 

In general it is said that, a University gives degrees to its 
students. From a practical viewpoint, the Soul and matter 
are known as one. Actually, the University is separate and 
the students themselves get the degree. Similarly, the Soul 
and matter are separate.

  Stanza 61  

VËW ^do OrdmU§ g§gmaËWmU hm|{V dÊUmXrŸ& 
g§gman_wŠH$mU§ UpËW hþ dÊUmXAmo Ho$B©Ÿ&&61&&

The effects of the fruition of Karmic matter are 
found in non-liberated Souls. However, from a theoretical 
viewpoint, the effects of the fruition of Karmic matter are 
not found in liberated Souls or in the non-liberated state.

Fire is always united with heat, but fire may not always 
give smoke (smokeless fire). The Soul is always united with 
knowledge, but may not have the effects of the fruition 
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of Karmic matter in the liberated state. From a practical 
viewpoint the Soul and body are considered as one and 
therefore the Soul is called colorful, etc. In the state of 
liberation, the Soul has no body and therefore no color, etc.

  Stanza 62  

Ordmo Mod {h EXo gìdo ^md {Îm _ÊUgo O{X {hŸ& 
OrdñgmOrdñg ` UpËW {dgogmo Xw Xo H$moB©Ÿ&&62&&

Oh, ignorant Soul! If you believe that the effects of 
the fruition of Karmic matter are the Soul, then there is no 
difference between the living Soul and non-living matter 
in your belief.

Rice grain with husk covering is similar to the Soul with 
the body covering it. An ignorant person does not see the  
rice inside and believes that the husk is the rice. In the same 
way, the ignorant person does not see the Soul inside the 
body and believes that the body is the Soul.

  Stanza 63-64  

Ah g§gmaËWmU§ OrdmU§ VwÁP hm|{V dÊUmXrŸ& 
Våhm g§gmaËWm Ordm ê${dÎm_mdÊUmŸ&&63&&

Ed§ nmo½JbXìd§ Ordmo VhbŠIUoU _yT>_XrŸ& 
{UìdmU_wdJXmo {d ` OrdÎm§ nmo½Jbmo nÎmmoŸ&&64&&

If you believe that the non-liberated Soul has the effects 
of the fruition of Karmic matter then the Soul becomes 
colorful, etc. in the non-liberated state. The effects of the 
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fruition of Karmic matter are the attributes of matter and 
therefore, oh, ignorant Soul! Non-living matter will become 
the Soul in the non-liberated state and after liberation also, 
non-living matter will become the living Soul.

The passengers get off at the station; some wait for 
sometime and then leave.  The atoms of the body are like 
the passengers and the Soul is like the station. When the 
passengers have to leave, the station cannot force them to 
stop. In the same way, when a person dies, the Soul cannot 
stop the atoms of the body to stay with it. The longer the 
passengers’ stay on the station, the more attachment there 
is. Similarly, the Soul gets attached to the body. The longer 
ones’ life, the more attachment there is of the body to the 
Soul and this causes more sadness at the end of the life. 

The living Soul and non-living matter, like the body, 
etc. are two different substances. 

  Stanza 65-66  

EŠH§$ M XmopÊU {VpÊU ` MÎmm[a ` n§M BpÝX`m OrdmŸ& 
~mXanÁO{ÎmXam n`S>rAmo Um_H$å_ñgŸ&&65&&

EXm{h ` {UìdÎmm OrdÆ>mUm C H$aU^yXmqhŸ& 
n`S>rqh nmo½Jb_Bqh Vmqh H$h§ ^ÊUXo OrdmoŸ&&66&&

One-sensed, two-sensed, three-sensed, four-sensed, 
five-sensed, large, minute, fully developed and undeveloped 
Souls – are the types of a karma (naamkarma), which 
determines the body structures. These types of karma 
are matter and due to this karma, the different body 
structures are obtained. How can they be called the Soul? 
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Water in different types of solid containers, like steel, 
brass, glass, etc. is still liquid water. The Soul in different 
bodies is still the Soul. One should not differentiate 
between the different bodies as they all have a living 
“Soul” in them. One, who is thirsty, sees the water and not 
the container. One, who wants to be happy, sees the Soul 
and not the body.

  Stanza 67  

nÁOÎmmnÁOÎmm Oo gwh_m ~mXam ` Oo ModŸ& 
Xohñg OrdgÊUm gwÎmo ddhmaXmo CÎmmŸ&&67&&

All these body types like, developed and undeveloped, 
minute and large, etc., are all called the Soul from a 
practical viewpoint.

A steel jar with oil in it is known as a “jar of oil”. In fact 
the jar is made of steel. From a practical viewpoint, the 
inanimate body with the living Soul is known as the 
“living body”.  In fact, the body is a collection of atoms 
and the Soul is separate from it.

  Stanza 68  

_mohUH$å_ñgwX`m Xw dpÊU`m Oo B_o JwUÆ>mUmŸ& 
Vo H$h hd§{V Ordm Oo {Uƒ_MoXUm CÎmmŸ&&68&&

It is said in the scriptures that the different stages 
of the non-liberated Soul (gunasthaana) are due to the 
fruition of deluding karma (mohakarma). How can they 
be the Soul, as they are always inanimate?
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A person on a staircase may be on any step. The person 
is living and the steps are inanimate. A person can be in any 
of the fourteen stages of the non-liberated Soul, but the 
stages can never be the living Soul, since the stages are 
always inanimate. 

A king and a pauper are differentiated on the basis of 
their wealth. If they are seen as separate from their wealth, 
they are normal human beings. Souls are differentiated on 
the basis of the body and karma. If they are seen as separate 
from the body and karma, they are all equal “Souls”.
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KARTA–KARMA ADHIKAAR 
(The Doer–The Deed) 

  Stanza 69-70  

Omd U do{X {dgog§Va§ Vw AmXmgdmU Xmo†§ {nŸ& 
AÊUmUr Vmd Xw gmo H$mohm{Xgw dÅ>Xo OrdmoŸ&&69&&

H$mohm{Xgw dÅ>§Vñg Vñg H$å_ñg g§MAmo hmoXrŸ& 
Ordñgod§ ~§Ymo ^{UXmo Ibw gìdX[agrqhŸ&&70&&

The Soul remains ignorant and involved in anger and 
other impure feelings, till it does not know the difference 
between the Soul and the influx of impure feelings. It 
collects karmic matter by involving himself in impure 
feelings. Omniscient Gods have said that karma binds to 
the Soul in this way.

When one has cold, mucus forms in the nose in one's body, 
but it is waste matter and is separate from the body. Similarly, 
anger and other impure feelings arise in the Soul, but are 
impurities and are separate from the Soul. If one thinks 
that the mucus is a part of the body, one will never remove the 
mucus. If one thinks that anger and other impure feelings 
are part of the Soul, one will never remove them. 

The inherent nature of water is to remain cold. However, 
when it comes in contact with fire, it temporarily becomes 
hot. The inherent nature of the Soul is not to have impure 
feelings. However, when the Soul comes in contact with 
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karma it temporarily has impure feelings. However, the 
Soul and impure feelings are separate.

  Stanza 71  

OB`m B_oU OrdoU AßnUmo AmgdmU ` VhodŸ& 
UmX§ hmo{X {dgog§Va§ Vw VB`m U ~§Ymo goŸ&&71&&

When the Soul knows the difference between the Soul 
and influx of karma, then karma will not bind to the Soul.

Samaysaar stresses that the Soul is separate from 
the influx of karma whereas other scriptures stress on 
the 57 types of influx of karma.

A glass with red juice in it will look red, but the glass 
is still transparent and does not become red. The Soul with 
anger and other impure feelings in it will look angry and 
impure, but the Soul is separate from the anger and other 
impure feelings and is still pure. The same glass, when 
emptied and filled with green juice, will look green since the 
glass has not become red. When the anger is removed and 
the Soul later has pride, the Soul realizes the pride and 
that the anger has disappeared. This shows that the Soul 
is separate from anger, pride and other impure feelings. 

  Stanza 72  

UmXyU AmgdmU§ Agw{MÎm§ M {ddar`^md§ MŸ& 
XwŠIñg H$maU§ {V ` VXmo {U`qÎm Hw$U{X OrdmoŸ&&72&&

When the Soul knows the dirtiness and contradictory 
nature of the influx of karma and that they are the cause 
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of sorrow, then the Soul will stop the influx of karma.
A person was given a chance to solve the problems 

of the people of the village. He was sitting on a stone and 
he suddenly felt pain and got up and left because it was 
unbearable. He thought the pain was due to his inability to 
solve the difficult problems. Actually, the cause of the pain 
was not the problems of the people but the stone on which he 
was sitting, which had a broken edge and there was a scorpion 
biting him. The Soul remains unhappy until it knows the 
real cause of its sorrow, which is the influx of karma 
and not outer favorable and unfavorable circumstances.

  Stanza 73  

Ah_oŠH$mo Ibw gwÕmo {Uå__Amo UmUX§gUg_½JmoŸ& 
Vpåh {R>Xmo V{ƒÎmmo gìdo EXo I`§ Uo{_Ÿ&&73&&

From the theoretical viewpoint, I am one, pure, 
affectionless and full of knowledge and perception. I 
remain steady with this inherent nature of the Soul and 
destroy anger and all other influx of karma.

The impurities in gold cannot be removed manually but 
can be removed by heating it to very high temperatures. The 
influx of karma cannot be destroyed by meditating on  
the karma, but can be removed by unperturbed 
meditation on the inherent nature of the Soul.
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  Stanza 74  

Ord{U~Õm EXo AYw«d A{Uƒm Vhm AgaUm `Ÿ& 
XwŠIm XwŠI\$b {Îm ` UmXyU {UdÎmXo VoqhŸ&&74&&

The influx of karma are linked with the Soul. They 
are unsteady, transient and also are not worthy of giving 
support. They are full of sorrow and are the fruits of 
sorrow. After knowing this, the enlightened Soul will stop 
the influx of karma.

The shadow of the tree changes according to the sun. 
When the tree becomes old it falls down and there is no 
shadow now. The feelings of the Soul are unsteady and 
change according to the moment. When the person 
for whom the Soul had feelings is no longer there, the 
feelings also disappear.

  Stanza 75  

H$å_ñg ` n[aUm_§ UmoH$å_ñg ` Vhod n[aUm_§Ÿ& 
U H$aoB E`_mXm Omo OmU{X gmo hd{X UmUrŸ&&75&&

The Soul, which does not do, but knows the karma 
and the objects attained by the fruition of karma, is an 
enlightened Soul.

The boss knows and supervises and observes the 
workers under him. The boss never does the work like the 
workers even though he earns much more than the boss. 
Similarly, the enlightened Soul knows and observes the 
karma but does not believe that he is the doer of karma 
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and therefore he attains permanent happiness. The  
unenlightened Soul does not know or observe the karma 
but he believes that he is the doer of karma and therefore 
he does not attain happiness. 

  Stanza 76  

U {d n[aU_{X U {JÊh{X CßnÁO{X UnaXìdnÁOmEŸ& 
UmUr OmU§Vmo {d hþ nmo½JbH$å_§ AUo`{dh§Ÿ&&76&&

From a theoretical viewpoint, the enlightened Soul, 
in spite of knowing various types of karmic matter, does 
not change, grasp or originate into the modifications of 
other substances. 

The eyes see the sea but do not leave the body and 
change, grasp or originate from the sea. The Soul knows the 
modifications of other substances, but does not change, 
grasp or originate into these modifications.

  Stanza 77  

U {d n[aU_{X U {JÊh{X CßnÁO{X U naXìdnÁOmEŸ& 
UmUr OmU§Vmo {d hþ gJn[aUm_§ AUo`{dh§Ÿ&&77&&

From a theoretical viewpoint, the enlightened Soul, 
in spite of knowing various types of its own feelings, does 
not change, grasp or originate into the modifications of 
other substances. 

The waves of the sea are due to the wind, but they do not 
affect the inherent cool nature of the water of the sea. The 
Soul is like the water and auspicious and inauspicious 
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feelings do not affect its inherent unperturbed nature of 
the knowledge of the Soul.

A goldsmith knows that he is making a ring from gold, 
but he himself does not change, grasp or originate into the 
gold. The enlightened Soul knows various types of its 
own feelings, but it does not change, grasp or originate 
into the various types of feelings.

  Stanza 78  

U {d n[aU_{X U {JÊh{X CßnÁO{X U naXìdnÁOmEŸ& 
UmUr OmU§Vmo {d hþ nmo½JbH$å_ß\$b_U§V§Ÿ&&78&&

From a theoretical viewpoint, the enlightened Soul, 
in spite of knowing that the fruition of karmic matter 
is infinite, does not change, grasp or originate into the 
modifications of other substances.

A businessman travelling in a bulletproof car knows  
that a life-threatening bullet from the gun of an assassin  
will not harm him. An enlightened Soul knows that the 
fruition of karmic matter is infinite. However, this does 
not affect the Soul because matter can never affect the 
inherent nature of the Soul.

  Stanza 79  

U {d n[aU_{X U {JÊh{X CßnÁO{X U naXìdnÁOmEŸ& 
nmo½JbXìd§ {n Vhm n[aU_{X gEqh ^mdoqhŸ&&79&&

In the same way, matter also does not change, grasp 
or originate into the modifications of other substances. 
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This is because matter changes into its own modifications.
Two persons living in adjacent flats with a wall in 

between cannot enter or change each other’s flats. The 
doctrine of independence of two substances (e.g. Soul 
and matter) is compared to the wall and says that one 
substance can never change, grasp or originate into the 
modifications of other substances.

  Stanza 80-81-82  

Ordn[aUm_hoXw§ H$å_Îm§ nmo½Jbm n[aU_§{VŸ& 
nmo½JbH$å_{U{_Îm§ Vhod Ordmo {d n[aU_{XŸ&&80&&

U {d Hw$ìd{X H$å_JwUo Ordmo H$å_§ Vhod OrdJwUoŸ& 
AÊUmoÊU{U{_ÎmoU Xw n[aUm_§ OmU XmoÊh§ {nŸ&&81&&

EXoU H$maUoU Xw H$Îmm AmXm gEU ^mdoUŸ& 
nmo½JbH$å_H$XmU§ U Xw H$Îmm gìd^mdmU§Ÿ&&82&&

The feelings of the Soul are instrumental in matter 
changing into karma. Similarly, karmic matter is 
instrumental in arising feelings of the Soul. The Soul is not 
the doer of karma and karma is not the doer of the Soul. 
Both are instrumental causes for each other. Because of 
this, the Soul is the doer of its own feelings but is not the 
doer of the modifications of other karmic matter.

In a zoo, there is a strong unbreakable transparent glass 
between the enclosure of the lion and the deer. The lion feels 
it will eat the deer and the deer is scared of being eaten by 
the lion, though neither of these is possible. The doctrine of 
independence of two substances (e.g. Soul and matter) 
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is compared to the glass and says that one substance can 
never change, grasp or originate into the modifications 
of other substances.

The Soul and the body occupy the same one unit of 
space. When the Soul moves, the body moves with it and 
vice versa. The feelings of the Soul are the instrumental 
causes for the movement of the body and the movement 
of the body is the instrumental cause for movement of 
the Soul. However, they are not the doers for each other  
and are separate entities.

The owner and the employees of a company do work 
for each other. Both are instrumental causes for each other 
earning money. In fact, both put in hard work according 
to their destiny. Similarly, the karma and the Soul are 
instrumental causes for each other. But in fact, both are 
separate substances with individual destinies. 

  Stanza 83  

{UÀN>`U`ñg Ed§ AmXm AßnmU_od {h H$ao{XŸ& 
doX`{X nwUmo V§ Mod OmU AÎmm Xw AÎmmU§Ÿ&&83&&

From the theoretical viewpoint, the Soul is the doer of 
it’s own self and also the sufferer or enjoyer of it’s own Self. 

A person is attracted to an attractive lady, but not to 
his sister, who is more beautiful. The cause of attraction is 
the weaknesses of one’s own Soul and not the beauty. The 
Soul is the doer and sufferer or enjoyer of it’s own self. 

One can rearrange the furniture in one’s home but 
cannot rearrange the furniture in another person’s home. 
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In the same way, the Soul is the doer of it’s own Self but 
cannot be the doer of any other substance.

  Stanza 84  

ddhmañg Xw AmXm nmo½JbH$å_§ H$ao{X Uo`{dh§Ÿ& 
V§ Mod nwUmo do`B nmo½JbH$å_§ AUo`{dh§Ÿ&&84&&

From the practical viewpoint, the Soul is the doer of 
various types of karma and also the sufferer of various 
types of karma. 

The potter makes a pot from clay, but we say that the 
potter and not the clay make the pot. The Soul binds the 
karma and suffers or enjoys the fruition of inauspicious 
or auspicious karma.

  Stanza 85  

O{X nmo½JbH$å_{_U§ Hw$ìd{X V§ Mod doX`{X AmXmŸ& 
Xmo{H$[a`md{X[aÎmmo ngÁOXo gmo{OUmd_X§Ÿ&&85&&

If the Soul binds and suffers or enjoys karmic matter, 
then it is the doer of two deeds. This is not acceptable by 
omniscient God.

If a rich person wants to buy a car, he does not require 
monetary help from another rich person since he has the 
capacity to buy it himself. The Soul cannot be the doer of two 
deeds since then he cannot be the doer of its own deeds. 
Karmic matter does not require help from the Soul since it 
is powerful enough to bind to the Soul by itself. Both do their 
own deeds independently according to their own nature.
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  Stanza 86  

Oåhm Xw AÎm^md§ nmo½Jb^md§ M Xmo {d Hw$ìd§{VŸ& 
VoU Xw {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r Xmo{H$[a`mdm{XUmo hþ§{VŸ&&86&&

A person who believes that the Soul is the doer of both 
the nature of the Soul and the nature of matter believes one 
substance is the doer of two deeds. He is a false believer.

A potter makes a clay pot. However, the doer of the pot 
is the clay and not the potter since the potter remains the 
same but the clay changes into the pot. The Soul binds the 
karma. However, the doer of the bondage of karma is the 
karmic matter and not the Soul since the Soul does not 
change to karma but the karmic matter does. 

The potter does two jobs – thinks and makes a clay pot. 
The potter is not the doer but only the instrumental cause in 
making the pot. Similarly, the Soul cannot be the doer of 
two deeds – feelings of binding of karma and the binding 
of karmic matter. The Soul is only the instrumental cause.

  Stanza 87  

{_ÀN>Îm§ nwU Xw{dh§ Ord_Ord§ Vhod AÊUmU§Ÿ& 
A{da{X  OmoJmo  _mohmo  H$mohmXr`m  B_o  ̂ mdmŸ&&87&&

There are two types of false beliefs – animate 
and inanimate. And similarly – ignorance, sins, yoga, 
attachment, anger and other passions – are of two types, 
animate and inanimate.

The animate state is like the software of the computer 
and the inanimate state is like its hardware. Both the  
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software and hardware of the computer are required in 
order for the computer to work properly. Similarly, both  
the animate and inanimate states are required for the 
cycles of birth and death of the Soul.

  Stanza 88  

nmo½JbH$å_§ {_ÀN>§ OmoJmo A{da{X AUmU_ÁOrd§Ÿ& 
CdAmoJmo AÊUmU§ A{da{X {_ÀN>§ M Ordmo XwŸ&&88&&

Inanimate false belief of yoga (vibration of the Soul), 
sins and ignorance are karmic matter. Animate false  
belief of yoga, sins and ignorance are feelings. 

There are five types of causes of bondage : wrong 
belief, sins, laziness, passions and vibration of the Soul. 
They are all of different intensities.

There are five types of living beings. One should stop 
killing five-sensed beings, then four-sensed beings, then 
three-sensed beings, then two-sensed beings and finally one-
sensed beings. False belief is like the five-sensed being and 
should be renounced first. The most dangerous cause of 
bondage is wrong belief. If wrong belief is removed, the 
other four causes will be automatically removed.

  Stanza 89  

CdAmoJñg AUmB© n[aUm_m {VpÊU _mohOwÎmñgŸ& 
{_ÀN>Îm§ AÊUmU§ A{da{X^mdmo ` UmXìdmoŸ&&89&&

The Soul is deluded regarding its belief and conduct 
attributes since eternity. Therefore, the Soul has three 
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types of feelings – false belief, false knowledge and false 
conduct.

If a small drop of poison is added to milk, the whole 
milk becomes poisonous. In the same way, the nature of 
the Soul is pure but can get impure with attachment, love 
and hate of inanimate objects. Then belief, knowledge 
and conduct become false belief, false knowledge and 
false conduct.

When a person gives birth to the first child, the age of the 
father is still the same as that of the child since that person 
only became a father same time as the birth of the child. If 
the Soul has been there since eternity and karma is “born” 
afterwards, this is not possible since the Soul without karma 
is a liberated Soul. If karma has been there before the Soul, 
this is not possible because karma cannot exist without the 
Soul. Therefore, the Soul and karma are both bound and 
exist together since eternal time.

  Stanza 90  

EXogw ` CdAmoJmo {V{dhmo gwÕmo {Ua§OUmo ^mdmoŸ& 
O§ gmo H$ao{X ^md§ CdAmoJmo Vñg gmo H$ÎmmŸ&&90&&

The nature of the knowledge of the Soul is pure, 
unblemished and solid. However, it has three types of 
feelings and becomes the doer of those feelings.

A person is known as a businessman, thief and murderer 
according to his deeds. However, the person is one. Though 
the Soul is one, it is known as the believer, knower and 
follower of conduct of its own feelings according to its 
belief, knowledge and conduct attributes.
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  Stanza 91  

O§ Hw$U{X ^md_mXm H$Îmm gmo hmo{X Vñg ^mdñgŸ& 
H$å_Îm§ n[aU_Xo Vpåh g`§ nmo½Jb§ Xìd§Ÿ&&91&&

The Soul becomes the doer of those feelings, which  
it feels itself. Once it becomes the doer, the karmic matter 
is automatically transformed to karma.

A person invites his guest to his home with genuine 
feelings. The guest comes walking to his home. The feelings of 
the host are the instrumental cause and the feet of the guest 
are the real cause to reach the host’s home. The guest leaves 
when the person doesn’t pay attention to the guest.

Impure feelings of the Soul are like the invitation of 
the host, and the influx of karma is like the guest. Karma 
comes and binds to the Soul. The impure feelings of the 
Soul are the instrumental cause and the karmic matter 
is the real cause of bondage of karma to the Soul. Only 
karmic matter has the power to be bound with the Soul. 
Karma leaves the Soul when the Soul doesn’t pay attention 
to karma and only pays attention to the inherent nature 
of the knowledge of the Soul.

  Stanza 92  

na_ßnmU§ Hw$ìd§ AßnmU§ {n ` na§ H$[a¨Vmo gmoŸ& 
AÊUmU_Amo Ordmo H$å_mU§ H$maJmo hmo{XŸ&&92&&

The Soul, who makes other substances as its own self 
and its own self as other substances, is the ignorant Soul 
and becomes the doer of karma.
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If someone praises the beauty of an ignorant person’s 
body, the ignorant Soul believes that someone is praising it 
since it believes that it is the body. If someone praises the 
infinite power of the Soul, the ignorant Soul believes that 
someone else is being praised.

An ignorant person’s nature is mix with others, to go to other 
people’s homes and to invite others to his home. The ignorant 
Soul likes to mix with other substances, which is not possible.

  Stanza 93  

na_ßnmU_Hw$ìd§ AßnmU§ {n ` na§ AHw$ìd§VmoŸ& 
gmo UmU_Amo Ordmo H$å_mU_H$maJmo hmo{XŸ&&93&&

The Soul, who does not make other substances as 
its own self and its own self as other substances, is the 
knowledgeable Soul and does not become the doer of karma.

A politician was offered protection by the police, but 
he refused the offer. He believed that his death was destined 
at a particular moment, and that he could not change it, so 
protection would be of no use. The knowledgeable Soul 
believes that all incidents are destined, and that he does 
not become the doer of any incident.

  Stanza 94  

{V{dhmo EgwdAmoJmo Aßn{d`ßn§ H$ao{X H$mohmo@h§Ÿ& 
H$Îmm VñgwdAmoJñg hmo{X gmo AÎm^mdñgŸ&&94Ÿ&&

There are three types of knowledge. Perturbed 
thoughts like “I am the anger” arise in the Soul. Therefore 
the Soul becomes the doer of those perturbed thoughts.
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Knowledge of the Soul is of three types: belief, 
knowledge and conduct. The Soul believes, knows and 
does “the anger”. 

Moving scenes or objects shown on TV do not belong 
to the person watching the TV. Only the TV belongs to him. 
Similarly, impure feelings arising in the Soul like “I am 
the anger” do not belong to the Soul. Only eternal pure 
nature of knowledge belongs to the Soul.

  Stanza 95  

{V{dhmo EgwdAmoJmo Aßn{d`ßn§ H$ao{X Yå_mXrŸ& 
H$Îmm VñgwdAmoJñg hmo{X gmo AÎm^mdñgŸ&&95&&

There are three types of knowledge. Perturbed 
thoughts like “I am ether, etc.” arise in the Soul. Therefore 
the Soul becomes the doer of those perturbed thoughts.

An interior decorator suggests that the window should 
be put on a particular wall. If fresh air and breeze come from 
the window, she feels it is because of her suggestion. However, 
if noise of the traffic comes from the window, she has no 
comment. An ignorant person believes that all favorable 
circumstances are due to him and all unfavorable 
circumstances are due to destiny.

  Stanza 96  

Ed§ nam{U Xìdm{U Aßn` Hw$U{X _§X~wÕrAmoŸ& 
AßnmU§ A{d ` na§ H$ao{X AÊUmU^mdoUŸ&&96&&

In this way, the ignorant person, due to his ignorance, 
believes other substances belong to him and believes his 
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own self as other substances.
A drunken person calls his mother as his “wife” and 

his wife as his “mother” due to his intoxication. Even if he 
calls his mother as his mother and his wife as his wife, it is 
in an intoxicated state. An ignorant person believes that 
other substances belong to him and the Soul belongs to 
others. Even though, after reading religious scriptures, 
the ignorant person says superficially that he is the 
Soul and other substances do not belong to him, it does 
not make his belief correct since he is not self-realized. 

  Stanza 97  

EXoU Xw gmo H$Îmm AmXm {UÀN>`{dXyqh n[aH${hXmoŸ& 
Ed§ Ibw Omo OmU{X gmo _w#m{X gìdH${ÎmV§Ÿ&&97&&

Because of this, the knowledgeable Soul knows that 
it is the doer of its own Soul. The person who knows this 
renounces the doership of all types of false beliefs.

A king visits his prison and asks all the prisoners why  
are they in prison.  All the prisoners claim that they are 
innocent and haven’t committed any crime. One prisoner 
confesses to his crime of drinking, beating his wife, etc. 
The king releases this prisoner since he has realized his 
misbehavior and will not repeat it again. The other prisoners 
are surprised and the king tells them that since they have 
not confessed to their crime, they will not be released since 
they will repeat the same crime again. The Soul has to  
first accept and then only can he renounce the doership 
of all types of false beliefs.
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  Stanza 99  

ddhmaoU Xw AmXm H$ao{X KS>nS>aYm{U Xìdm{UŸ& 
H$aUm{U ` H$å_m{U ` UmoH$å_mUrh {d{dhm{UŸ&&98&&

From a practical viewpoint, the Soul is the doer of pot, 
cloth, chariot and other objects. Also the Soul is the doer 
of senses and various types of anger and other karmic 
matter and is also the doer of the body and other objects 
obtained by the fruition of past karma. 

From a practical viewpoint, a person can call those 
objects as his own which have been obtained by the fruition 
of past karma, e.g. his house, car, wife, etc. 

  Stanza 99  

O{X gmo naXìdm{U ` H$aoÁO {U`_oU Vå_Amo hmoÁOŸ& 
Oåhm U Vå_Amo VoU gmo U Voqg hd{X H$ÎmmŸ&&99&&

If the Soul is the doer of other substances, it will 
definitely become other substances. Actually, it does not 
become other substances. Therefore, it is not the doer of 
other substances.

Water itself converts to ice and is therefore the doer 
of ice. The Soul does not convert to matter or any other 
substance and is therefore not the doer of matter or any 
other substance.
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  Stanza 100  

Ordmo U H$ao{X KS>§ Uod nS>§ Uod gogJo XìdoŸ& 
OmoJwdAmoJm  CßnmXJm  ̀   Voqg  hd{X  H$ÎmmŸ&&100&&

The Soul is not the doer of pot, cloth and anything 
else, but the Soul’s vibration and knowledge are the 
instrumental cause in the creation of pot, cloth and other 
substances. The Soul is the doer of its own vibration and 
knowledge.

A teacher is not doer for the results of his students, only 
the instrumental cause. The potter’s feelings (inner) and the 
movement of his body (outer) are both instrumental causes, 
but not doer, in the creation of the pot. The Soul is also the 
instrumental cause for its feelings, but is also the doer of 
its own vibration and knowledge.

  Stanza 101  

Oo nmo½JbXìdmU§ n[aUm_m hm|{V UmUAmdaUmŸ& 
U H$ao{X Vm{U AmXm Omo OmU{X gmo hd{X UmUrŸ&&101&&

The Soul who believes that it is not doer of the 
knowledge-obstructing and other seven karmas is the 
enlightened Soul.

A person wants to go to the bank to withdraw some  
money on Saturday. The bank closes at 1 p.m. and he leaves 
his home at 12.45, hoping to reach before 1 p.m.. However, 
he reaches only at 1.05 p.m. and is not able to withdraw 
the money. He blames the driver for driving slowly and 
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the traffic. However, the money was destined to come to 
him only on Monday and he should not blame anyone else 
for this. The enlightened Soul knows and believes that 
everything happens due to the fruition of karma and he 
is therefore not perturbed by favorable and unfavorable 
circumstances.

  Stanza 102  

O§ ^md§ gwh_gwh§ H$ao{X AmXm g Vñg Ibw H$ÎmmŸ& 
V§ Vñg hmo{X H$å_§ gmo Vñg Xw doXJmo AßnmŸ&&102&&

The Soul who feels auspicious and inauspicious feelings, 
is in fact the doer of those feelings. The Soul becomes the doer 
and sufferer or enjoyer of those feelings and those feelings 
then become the object of enjoyment of the Soul.

A person is watching the cricket match on television. He 
is given a chocolate to eat and he eats it without enjoying it 
because he is so engrossed in the cricket match. Any person 
enjoys his own feelings and not the material object in 
front of him. 

  Stanza 103  

Omo Opåh JwUo Xìdo gmo AÊUpåh Xw U g§H$_{X XìdoŸ& 
gmo AÊU_g§H§$Vmo H$h V§ n[aUm_E Xìd§Ÿ&&103&&

The existence of the attribute of a substance does 
not change to any other substance or its attributes. If a 
substance cannot change to any other substance or its 
attributes, how can it change the substance to any other 
substance?
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If a person vomits blood, he feels that the blood is a part 
of “him” and he has being vomiting. However, the knowledge 
attribute of the Soul has not changed to the blood and 
therefore it is not “his” blood, which has been vomited. The 
Soul can never change to any other substance.

  Stanza 104  

XìdJwUñg ` AmXm U Hw$U{X nmo½Jb_`påh H$å_påhŸ& 
V§ C^`_Hw$ìd§Vmo Vpåh H$h§ Vñg gmo H$ÎmmŸ&&104&&

The Soul does not do anything to the substance or 
attribute of karmic matter. So, how can the Soul become 
the doer of karmic matter?

An American citizen cannot become the President 
of India. One has to have Indian citizenship. The Soul and 
karmic matter are separate substances and cannot 
become the doers of each other.

  Stanza 105  

Ordpåh hoXw^yXo ~§Yñg Xw npñgXyU n[aUm_§Ÿ& 
OrdoU H$X§ H$å_§ ^ÊU{X Cd`ma_oÎmoUŸ&&105&&

From a practical viewpoint it is said that the Soul 
binds the karma since the Soul is the instrumental cause 
for the bondage of karmic matter. 

A mother gives birth to a child, but the name of the child 
is always with the father’s name since he is the instrumental 
cause in his birth.  From a practical viewpoint, the Soul is 
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said to be the doer of bondage of karmic matter, though 
the Soul is only the instrumental cause for the binding. 
Karmic matter itself is the doer of bondage of karma.

  Stanza 106  

OmoYoqh H$Xo OwÕo amEU H$X§ {V O§nXo bmoJmoŸ& 
ddhmaoU Vh H$X§ UmUmdaUm{X OrdoUŸ&&106&&

When the soldiers fight a war, from a practical 
viewpoint it is said, “the king has fought the war”. In the 
same way, from a practical viewpoint it is said that the 
Soul binds knowledge-obstructing and types of karma.

We say that Switzerland is one of the most uncorrupt 
countries in the world. Actually the politicians and citizens 
of Switzerland are uncorrupt. Similarly, from a practical 
viewpoint, the Soul binds karma. However, from a 
theoretical viewpoint, karmic matter binds karma.

  Stanza 107  

CßnmXo{X H$ao{X ` ~§Y{X n[aUm_E{X {JÊh{X `Ÿ& 
AmXm   nmo½JbXìd§   ddhmaU`ñg   dÎmìd§Ÿ&&107&&

The Soul originates, does, binds, changes and obtains 
matter substances. This statement is from a practical 
viewpoint. 

The mother gives birth to a child and feeds him, brings 
him up, educates him, etc. This statement is from a practical 
viewpoint. In fact, the child is born, grows up and studies by 
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himself. From a practical viewpoint, the Soul originates, 
does, binds, changes and obtains matter substances. 
However, as a matter of fact, karmic matter binds to the 
Soul by itself.

  Stanza 108  

Oh am`m ddhmam XmogJwUwßnmXJmo {Îm Amb{dXmoŸ& 
Vh Ordmo ddhmam XìdJwUwßnmXJmo ^{UXmoŸ&&108&&

The king is blamed for creating the good and bad 
character of his subjects. Similarly, from a practical 
viewpoint, the Soul is blamed for the characteristics of 
matter substances.

A teacher is praised or criticized for his student’s 
achievements or failure. Actually the real cause of the 
achievement or failure is the student himself. The teacher is 
the instrumental cause and that is why the teacher is praised or 
criticized. The Soul is the instrumental cause for changing 
the characteristics of matter substances. Actually the 
real cause of the changes of the characteristics of matter 
substances is the matter itself. 

  Stanza 109-110-111-112  

gm_ÊUnƒ`m Ibw MCamo ^ÊU§{V ~§YH$ÎmmamoŸ& 
{_ÀN>Îm§ A{da_U§ H$gm`OmoJm ` ~moÕìdmŸ&&109&&

Voqg nwUmo {d ` B_mo ^{UXmo ^oXmo Xw Voag{d`ßnmoŸ& 
{_ÀN>m{XÆ>r AmXr Omd gOmo{Jñg Ma_§V§Ÿ&&110&&
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EXo AMoXUm Ibw nmo½JbH$å_wX`g§^dm OåhmŸ& 
Vo O{X H$a|{V H$å_§ U {d Voqg doXJmo AmXmŸ&&111&&

JwUgpÊUXm Xw EXo H$å_§ Hw$ìd§{V nƒ`m OåhmŸ& 
Våhm Ordmo@H$Îmm JwUm ` Hw$ìd§{V H$å_m{UŸ&&112&&

From a theoretical viewpoint, one should know that 
the doer of bondage is four types of common influx of 
karmic matter: false beliefs, sins, passions and vibrations 
of the Soul. There are thirteen forms of different types 
of influx. There are fourteen stages of the non-liberated 
Souls to reach liberation – from false beliefs (first stage) 
up to omniscience with vibrations of the Soul (thirteenth 
stage). From a theoretical viewpoint, the first to thirteenth 
stages are inanimate, because they are due to the fruition 
of karmic matter. Even if there is influx of karma, the  
Soul is not the sufferer or enjoyer of this karma. The four 
types of influx are the doer of karma. The Soul is not the 
doer of the karma.

All types of feelings arising in the Soul are not 
greater than the Soul itself since all types of feeling are 
transient and the Soul is eternal. Anything impermanent 
cannot be greater than the permanent.

Feelings of worshiping, donations, compassion, penance 
and vows, etc. arising in the Soul are momentary and therefore 
they are not greater than the eternal Soul.

Clothes worn by a person are given less importance 
than the body itself. If the clothes are on fire, they are quickly 
thrown away. Similarly, the Soul is more important than 
the feelings.
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Feelings arising in the Soul are due to the fruition 
of past karma. The fruition of karma is unsteady and 
fluctuates continuously. Hence, the feelings of attachment, 
love and hate are also unsteady and fluctuate continuously.

A poor person should not be pitied because his present 
state is due to the fruition of his karma. Similarly, a terrorist 
should not be blamed for his violence since it is due to fruition 
of his karma. One should be aware that every Soul in the 
past has experienced the same feelings of violence at 
some point of time.

A gymnast’s body, covered with oil, will attract dust 
involuntarily. The Soul with auspicious and inauspicious 
feelings will have an involuntary influx of karmic matter.

Impermanent feelings are separate from the 
permanent knowledge attribute and therefore feelings 
are known as inanimate, whereas the Soul is animate 
and full of knowledge.

  Stanza 113-114-115  

Oh Ordñg AUÊUwdAmoJmo H$mohmo {d Vh O{X AUÊUmoŸ& 
OrdñgmOrdñg ` Ed_UÊUÎm_mdÊU§Ÿ&&113&&

Ed{_h Omo Xw Ordmo gmo Mod Xw {U`_Xmo Vhm@OrdmoŸ& 
A`_o`Îmo Xmogmo nƒ`UmoH$å_H$å_mU§Ÿ&&114&&

Ah Xo AÊUmo H$mohmo AÊUwdAmoJßnJmo hd{X MoXmŸ& 
Oh H$mohmo Vh nƒ` H$å_§ UmoH$å__{d AÊU§Ÿ&&115&&

Just like the Soul and knowledge are joint, if anger 
was also joint with the Soul, then living and living as 
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well as living and non-living substances would get joint to 
each other. If this happens in this universe, what is living 
will also be non-living. In the same way, influx of karma, 
objects attained by fruition of karma and karma itself will 
have the same error of combining with the Soul. If you 
believe that anger is separate from the knowledgeable 
Soul, then you will believe that just like anger, influx of 
karma, objects attained by fruition of karma and karma 
itself are also separate from the Soul.

When sugar and lime are “mixed” together, adding 
water can make lemon drink. However, the sugar’s sweetness 
and the lime’s sourness remain independent and do not mix  
with each other. Hence, the sugar and lime do not combine 
with each other. If the attribute of one substance converts 
into the attribute of another substance, the substance 
will get converted into the other substance.

When a girl and boy get divorced, both the families  
also get separated and the relationship gets broken. The 
attribute of one substance is separate from the attribute 
of another substance. Both the attributes remain separate 
from each other and therefore the two substances also 
remain separate.

When a mirror gets coated with dust, one cannot see the 
reflection of the objects in front of it. However, the mirror’s 
nature of reflection remains steady and reflects the dust. 
Similarly, the Soul is covered with impure feelings of 
attachment, love and hate and the Soul cannot see the 
objects in the universe. However, the Soul’s nature of 
knowing remains steady and knows the impure feelings.
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  Stanza 116-117-118-119-120  

Ordo U g` ~Õ§ U g`§ n[aU_{X H$å_^mdoUŸ& 
OB nmo½JbXìd{_U§ Aßn[aUm_r VXm hmo{XŸ&&116&&

H$å_B`d½JUmgw ` An[aU_§Vrgw H$å_^mdoUŸ& 
g§gmañg A^mdmo ngÁOXo g§Ig_Amo dmŸ&&117&&

Ordmo n[aUm_`Xo nmo½JbXìdm{U H$å_^mdoUŸ& 
Vo g`_n[aU_§Vo H$h§ Uw n[aUm_`{X MoXmŸ&&118&&

Ah g`_od {h n{aU_{X H$å_^mdoU nmo½Jb§ Xìd§Ÿ& 
Ordmo  n[aUm_`Xo  H$å_§  H$å_Îm{_{X  {_ÀN>mŸ&&119&&

{U`_m H$å_n[aUX§ H$å_§ {M` hmo{X nmo½Jb§ Xìd§Ÿ& 
Vh V§ UmUmdaUmBn[aUX§ _wUgw VƒodŸ&&120&&

If one believes that matter substance is not bound 
to the Soul individually and does not change to karma 
individually, then matter substance will become inactive.  
And if karmic matter does not convert to karma, there is 
no existence of the state of non-liberation. This belief is  
of 'Saankhya' philosophy.

If one believes that the Soul changes matter substances 
to karma, then the question arises as to why the Soul does 
not change matter into karma? If one believes that matter 
substances themselves change to karma, then the fact that 
the Soul changes matter substance to karma will be incorrect.

Therefore, one should know that matter substances, 
which have converted to karma, are known as karma. And 
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matter substances, which have converted to knowledge-
obstructing and other karma, are known as knowledge-
obstructing and other karma.

The nature of water is coolness from the theoretical 
viewpoint. However, when it is heated, its state is hot from 
a practical viewpoint. One cannot ignore the practical 
viewpoint, since the hot water can cause burns. 

Saankhya philosophy believes only one viewpoint - 
that the Soul is eternally pure and not the doer of karma. 
However, Jainism believes both theoretical and practical 
viewpoints. From a theoretical viewpoint the Soul is 
always pure and separate from karma. From a practical 
viewpoint, the Soul is undergoing cycles of birth and 
death due to fruition of karma. Both viewpoints are 
correct and one should not neglect either of them.

When milk is converted to cottage cheese, the 
instrumental cause is the maker of the cheese and the real 
cause is the milk itself. In the same way, when karmic 
matter is converted to karma, the instrumental cause  
are the impure feelings of the Soul and the real cause is 
the karmic matter itself.

When a goldsmith makes a ring from gold, he uses only 
part of the gold, which was destined to become the ring. 
The goldsmith is the instrumental cause for the ring. When 
the Soul binds karma from karmic matter, only that 
karmic matter changes to karma, which was destined to 
bind. The Soul is the instrumental cause for the karma.

A television set is made of matter substance, but is 
known as a television. Knowledge obstructing karma 
is made of karmic matter substance, but is known as 
knowledge obstructing karma. 
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  Stanza 121-122-123-124-125  

U g`§ ~Õmo H$å_o U g`§ n[aU_{X H$moh_mXrqhŸ& 
OB Eg VwÁP Ordmo Aßn[aUm_r VXm hmo{XŸ&&121&&

An[aU_§Vpåh g`§ Ordo H$mohm{XEqh ^mdoqhŸ& 
g§gmañg A^mdmo ngÁOXo g§Ig_Amo dmŸ&&122&&

nmo½JbH$å_§ H$mohmo Ord§ n[aUm_E{X H$mohÎm§Ÿ& 
V§ g`_n[aU_§V§ H$h§ Uw n[aUm_`{X H$mohmoŸ&&123&&

Ah g`_ßnm n[aU_{X H$moh^mdoU Eg Xo ~wÕrŸ& 
H$mohmo n[aUm_`Xo Ord§ H$mohÎm{_{X {_ÀN>mŸ&&124&&

H$mohþdOwÎmmo H$mohmo _mUdOwÎmmo ` _mU_odmXmŸ& 
_mCdOwÎmmo _m`m bmohþdOwÎmmo hd{X bmohmoŸ&&125&&

If one believes that the Soul is not bound to the matter 
substance individually and does not change to anger 
and other impure feelings individually, then the Soul will 
become inactive.  The Soul does not change to anger and 
other impure feelings and there is no existence of the state 
of non-liberation. This belief is of Saankhya philosophy.

If one believes that karmic matter changes the Soul 
to anger, then the question arises as to why the karmic 
matter does not change all the Souls to anger? If one 
believes that the Soul changes to anger by itself, then the 
fact that anger changes the Soul to anger will be incorrect. 

Therefore, the Soul whose knowledge is involved in 
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anger is anger only. The Soul whose knowledge is involved 
in pride is pride only. The Soul whose knowledge is involved 
in deceit is deceit only. And the Soul whose knowledge is 
involved in greed is greed only.

The owner of a factory does not do any physical work 
but watches and motivates the workers. The Soul does 
not physically do anything but observes and feels the  
feelings of anger, pride, deceit, greed, etc. 

When one falls ill, he blames the environment, food, etc. 
for his illness. These were all instrumental causes for falling 
ill. Other people in the same environment who ate the same 
food did not fall ill. The impure feelings like attachment, 
love and hate arising in the Soul are due to instrumental 
causes like friends, enemies, etc. One should not blame 
others for this.

A thermometer measures the temperature of a sick 
person. When it shows a high fever, the person throws the 
thermometer away thinking it is the cause of his fever. One 
has to take proper medicine for the illness to be cured. The 
thermometer is necessary to measure any further rise or 
fall in the fever. Similarly, feelings of anger arise when 
seeing an enemy. If one runs away to another place, the 
anger still remains. The enmity has to be destroyed by 
perfectly understanding the nature of the enemy, which 
is the appropriate medicine for the anger. Unfavorable 
circumstances will gauge the intensity of the impure 
feelings still remaining. 

In spite of changing mirrors, a blemish on one’s face  
will still be present. One has to treat and remove the blemish. 
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In spite of changing outer circumstances, impure  
feelings like anger, pride, deceit, greed, etc. in a person 
will still be present. One has to put in effort to renounce 
the impurities.

The nature of water is cold, but when it gets in contact 
with fire, it becomes hot. In the same way, the nature of 
the Soul is knowledge, but when the knowledge involves 
itself with the anger, knowledge becomes anger. Other 
impure feelings like pride, deceit, greed, etc. also cause 
knowledge to become pride, deceit, greed, etc. 

  Stanza 126  

O§ Hw$U{X ^md_mXm H$Îmm gmo hmo{X Vñg H$å_ñgŸ& 

Um{Uñg g UmU_Amo AÊUmU_Amo AUm{UñgŸ&&126&&

The Soul becomes the doer of the feelings (karma), 
which it feels. For the knowledgeable Soul those feelings 
are full of knowledge and for the ignorant Soul those 
feelings are full of ignorance. 

A person at the bottom of the sea finds the sea very 
peaceful and unperturbed. A person on the surface of the 
same sea experiences the waves and turbulence. One only 
sees the person on the surface. An enlightened Soul realizes 
that the Soul is full of knowledge and is unperturbed. 
An unenlightened Soul realizes that the Soul is full of 
ignorance and is turbulent. To find the self-realized Soul 
one has to go deep inside the Soul.
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  Stanza 127  

AÊUmU_Amo ^mdmo AUm{UUmo Hw$U{X VoU H$å_m{UŸ& 
UmU_Amo Um{Uñg Xw U Hw$U{X Våhm Xw H$å_m{UŸ&&127&&

The ignorant Soul has feelings full of ignorance 
and therefore, the ignorant Soul binds karma; and the 
knowledgeable Soul has feelings full of knowledge and 
therefore, the knowledgeable Soul does not bind karma.

A prince walks in the palace with his head up and he 
does not harm any living being. A monk walks in the forest 
with his head down looking four feet ahead and careful of 
not harming any living being, but he might harm some. The 
prince, however, binds karma because he is unaware and 
careless. The monk will not bind karma because he is aware 
and careful. The ignorant Soul is unaware and binds 
karma whereas the knowledgeable Soul is aware and 
does not bind karma.

  Stanza 128-129  

UmU_`m ^mdmAmo UmU_Amo Mod Om`Xo ^mdmoŸ& 
Oåhm Våhm Um{Uñg gìdo ^mdm hþ UmU_`mŸ&&128&&

AÊUmU_`m ^mdm AÊUmUmo Mod Om`Xo ^mdmoŸ& 
Oåhm Våhm ^mdm AÊUmU_`m AUm{UñgŸ&&129&&

Knowledgeable feelings arise from knowledgeable 
feelings and therefore, all feelings of the knowledgeable 
Soul are knowledgeable. Ignorant feelings arise from 
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ignorant feelings and therefore, all feelings of the ignorant 
Soul are ignorant.

The Soul enters the body on conception. Feelings of 
being male dominate a male embryo and the female genes 
are suppressed. The Soul becomes knowledgeable by 
thinking that I am knowledgeable and the Soul becomes 
ignorant by thinking that I am ignorant. You become 
what you think.

A fountain will spray clear water if the container storing 
the water is clear. Another fountain will spray dirty water if 
the container stores dirty water. The knowledgeable Soul 
will give rise to knowledgeable feelings and the ignorant 
Soul will give rise to ignorant feelings.

  Stanza 130-131  

H$U`_`m ^mdmXmo Om`§Vo Hw$ÊS>bmXAmo ^mdmŸ& 
A`_``m ^mdmXmo Oh Om`§Vo Xw H$S>`mXrŸ&&130&&

AÊUmU_`m ^mdm AUm{UUmo ~hþ{dhm {d Om`§VoŸ& 
Um{Uñg Xw UmU_`m gìdo ^mdm Vhm hm|{VŸ&&131&&

Gold earrings can be made only from gold. Iron 
bangles can be made only from iron. In the same way, 
various types of ignorant feelings arise only from the 
ignorant Soul and all types of knowledgeable feelings 
arise only from knowledgeable Soul.

Bread can be made only from flour and a sweet can 
be made only from sugar. It cannot be interchanged. A cow 
will always give birth to a calf and a woman will always give 
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birth to a human being. In the same way, ignorant feelings  
arise only from the ignorant Soul and knowledgeable 
feelings arise only from knowledgeable Soul.

  Stanza 132-133-134-135-136  

AÊUmUñg g CXAmo Om OrdmU§ AVƒCdbÕrŸ& 
{_ÀN>Îmñg  Xw  CXAmo  Ordñg  AgÔhmUÎm§Ÿ&&132&&

CXAmo Ag§O_ñg Xw O§ OrdmU§ hdoB A{da_U§Ÿ& 
Omo Xw H$bwgmodAmoJmo OrdmU§ gmo H$gmCXAmoŸ&&133&&

V§ OmU OmoJ CX`§ Omo OrdmU§ Vw {MÆ>CÀN>mhmoŸ& 
gmohU_gmohU dm H$m`ìdmo {da{X^mdmo dmŸ&&134&&

EXogw hoXw^yXogw H$å_B`d½JUmJX§ O§ VwŸ& 
n[aU_Xo AÆ>{dh§ UmUmdaUm{X^mdoqhŸ&&135&&

V§ Ibw Ord{U~Õ§ H$å_B`d½JUmJX§ OB`mŸ& 
VB`m Xw hmo{X hoXy Ordmo n[aUm_^mdmU§Ÿ&&136&&

Due to the fruition of ignorance karma, the Soul has 
ignorance of the true nature of the substances. Due to  
the fruition of false belief karma, the Soul has false belief 
of the substances. Due to the fruition of the indulgence 
karma, the Soul has feelings of sins. Due to the fruition of 
passion karma, the knowledge of the Soul becomes impure. 
Due to the fruition of yoga karma, the Soul has eagerness 
for auspicious or inauspicious activity and inactivity. 

Karmic matter gets converted into eight karmas like 
knowledge-obstructing karma, etc. due to fruition of all  
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the above feelings. When the karmic matter binds to 
the Soul, the impure feelings of the Soul become the 
instrumental cause.

A group of friends are sitting on the bank of a river. Late 
at night they drink a lot and get drunk. A boat with oars is 
tied to a tree on the bank. The boys get into the boat and start 
rowing it. When it is morning, they want to see where they 
have reached, but actually they are at the same spot since 
they did not remove the rope tying the boat to the tree. False 
belief gives rise to false belief karma. Enlightenment of 
the Soul gives rise to the wisdom of the transient.

A mother has only one eye. Her son goes to the city and 
becomes a prominent officer and hates his mother since 
she has only one eye. On her death she leaves a note telling 
him the truth that she had donated one of her eyes to him 
since he was born blind in one eye. Ignorance gives rise to 
impure feelings. Enlightenment of the Soul gives rise to 
realization of the eternal.

A human being indulges in eating at night, eating non-
vegetarian and vegetarian food and having milk throughout 
his life. Animals do not eat at night, are either vegetarian or 
non-vegetarian and wean off from milk when they reach a 
certain age. The fruition of indulgence karma gives rise to 
this indulgence in human beings.

A man goes to a marriage bureau and there are two 
doors asking to make a choice between young and old, then 
beautiful and normal looking, then a singer and a non-singer 
and finally a girl who can cook and one who cannot. He chose 
young, beautiful, singer and who can cook. The last door 
leads to a room with no one inside and only a big mirror. He 
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is asked to see himself first, whether he is worthy of making 
these choices. The feelings of passion are endless and can 
be conquered by meditating on one’s own Soul.

When a person is always moving parts of his body due to 
his unhappiness and discomfort, it gives rise to vibrations 
in the Soul (yoga). A liberated Soul is eternally steady.

  Stanza 137-138  

Ordñg Xw H$å_oU ` gh n[aUm_m hþ hm|{V amJmXrŸ& 
Ed§ Ordmo H$å_§ M Xmo {d amJm{X_mdÊUmŸ&&137&&

EH$ñg Xw n[aUm_mo Om`{X Ordñg amJ_mXrqhŸ& 
Vm H$å_moX`hoXyqh {dUm Ordñg n[aUm_moŸ&&138&&

If we believe that matter substance also binds karma 
like the Soul, then we have to believe that both matter 
substance and the Soul bind karma. If fact, only the karmic 
matter converts into karma. The feelings of the Soul are 
the instrumental cause for binding karma to the Soul and 
therefore karma is separate from the Soul.

Clay is converted into a pot. The instrumental cause for 
the conversion is the potter and the real cause is the clay.  
In the same way, karmic matter is converted to karma. 
The instrumental cause is the impure feelings of the  
Soul and the real cause is the karmic matter.

A lady is swimming in the sea on a hot summer day and 
forgets to put a sun block. She gets sunburnt and blames the 
sun for it. In fact, it is her own forgetfulness that caused the 
sunburn. Similarly, the impure feelings of the Soul are the 
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instrumental cause for karma binding to the Soul and the 
real cause is the karmic matter. Karma is separate from 
the Soul.

  Stanza 139-140  

OB OrdoU gh {ƒ` nmo½JbXìdñgH$å_n[aUm_moŸ& 
Ed§ nmo½JbOrdm hþ Xmo {d H$å_Îm_mdÊUmŸ&&139&&

EH$ñg Xw n[aUm_mo nmo½JbXìdñg H$å_^mdoUŸ& 
Vm Ord^mdhoXyqh {dUm H$å_ñg n[aUm_moŸ&&140&&

If we believe that both the Soul and karma feel the 
feelings of attachment, love and hate, then both the Soul 
and karma will change to the feelings of attachment, 
love and hate. But, only the Soul feels the feelings of 
attachment, love and hate and therefore the nature of 
the Soul is separate from the instrumental cause for the 
fruition of karma.

When a stone clashes with a brick, the brick breaks 
but the stone is unaffected. Similarly, fruition of karma is 
harmful to the Soul but not to itself. 

If the brick keeps separate from the stone, it is unaffected 
by the stone. If the Soul is aware and keeps separate from 
karma, it is unaffected by the karma.

If sugar is added to water, the sweetness is not due to the 
combination of sugar and water. It is only due to the sugar. The 
Soul and Karma are combined. The combination of Soul 
and Karma do not work together to create the impure 
feelings. It is only the work of the Soul.
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  Stanza 141  

Ordo H$å_§ ~Õ§ nwÆ>§ Mo{X ddhmaU`^{UX§Ÿ& 
gwÕU`ñg Xw Ordo A~ÕnwÆ>§ hd{X H$å_§Ÿ&&141&&

It is said from a practical viewpoint that karma is 
bound to and touches the Soul. It is said from a theoretical 
viewpoint that karma is unbound and untouched to the Soul.

From a practical viewpoint, a husband and wife 
are bound to each other after marriage. However, from a 
theoretical viewpoint they both are separate human beings 
and unbound from each other. From a practical viewpoint, 
the Soul and karma are bound to each other. From a 
theoretical viewpoint, both are separate. 

  Stanza 142  

H$å_§ ~Õ_~Õ§ Ordo Ed§  Vw OmU U`nŠI§Ÿ& 
nŠIm{XŠH§$Vmo nwU ^ÊU{X Omo gmo g_`gmamoŸ&&142&&

The karma is bound to the Soul or not bound to the  
Soul from different viewpoints. However, from beyond 
both the viewpoints, the Soul is full of knowledge.

Sugar is placed in a packet tied with a thread.  The thread 
is untied. From one viewpoint, the sugar is still bound in the 
packet. From another viewpoint, the sugar has been unbound 
by untying the thread. From beyond both the viewpoints, 
sugar is full of sweetness. From one viewpoint, the Soul 
is bound to karma. From another viewpoint, the Soul is 
unbound from karma. From beyond both the viewpoints, 
the Soul is full of knowledge.
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  Stanza 143  

XmoÊh {d U`mU ^{UX§ OmU{X Uda§ Vw g_`n{S>~ÕmoŸ& 
U Xw U`nŠI§ {JÊh{X qH${M {d U`nŠIn[ahrUmoŸ&&143&&

The Soul realizes its own Self beyond both viewpoints 
and then he only knows the statements of both viewpoints 
but is not involved in them.

A man cannot see the moon. He is asked to see the 
topmost branch of the tree in front of him and then asked to 
see the moon behind the tree.  Once he sees the moon, the 
tree becomes insignificant. A true seeker puts in an effort 
to realize the Soul. For him, all viewpoints are useful 
to reach the Soul. Once the Soul has been realized, all 
viewpoints are insignificant.

  Stanza 144  

gå_Ô§gUUmU§ Egmo bh{X {Îm Ud[a ddXog§Ÿ& 
gìdU`nŠIa{hXmo ^{UXmo Omo gmo g_`gmamoŸ&&144&&

That which is said from beyond all viewpoints, is  
the pure Soul. Only such Soul can be called as having the 
right belief and the right knowledge.

Seaweed covers a lake with cool water in it. The water  
is unaffected by the seaweed. The coolness of the water 
remains the same. The Soul is unaffected by impure 
feelings or the body. To have a Right Belief is the same as 
attainment of the Soul.
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PUNYA–PAAP ADHIKAAR 
(Auspicious karma–Inauspicious karma) 

  Stanza 145  

H$å__gwh§ Hw$grb§ gwhH$å_§ Mm{d OmUh gwgrb§Ÿ& 

H$h V§ hmo{X gwgrb§ O§ g§gma§ ndogo{XŸ&&145&&

You know that inauspicious karma is bad and 
auspicious karma is good. How can auspicious karma 
be good since it makes the Soul enter the cycles of birth  
and death?

Inauspicious karma e.g. violence, lies, stealing, sex 
possessions, etc. and auspicious karma e.g. worship, 
prayer, compassion towards other Souls, charity, etc. – 
both are the cause of bondage of karma. 

A second-hand clothes dealer sells regular used  
clothes. Another dealer sells clothes of celebrities. A person 
would like to buy and is shy of being seen buying the regular 
used clothes. Another person is proud to buy the clothes 
of celebrities. Both types of clothes are used and are not  
brand new. In this way, a Soul who binds inauspicious 
karma enters the cycles of birth and death. Similarly,  
a Soul who binds auspicious karma also enters the  
cycles of birth and death.
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  Stanza 146  

gmodpÊU`§ {n {U`b§ ~§Y{X H$mbm`g§ {n Oh nw[ag§Ÿ& 
~§Y{X Ed§ Ord§ gwh_gwh§ dm H$X§ H$å_§Ÿ&&146&&

Just like gold handcuffs bind a person as well as 
iron handcuffs also bind a person, auspicious as well as 
inauspicious karma bind the Soul. 

A person with iron handcuffs feels unhappy and wants 
to get rid of them. But a person who has gold handcuffs is 
satisfied and feels that the handcuffs are ornaments in spite 
of his bondage and does not want to get rid of them. Similarly, 
an ignorant person who is bound to inauspicious karma 
wants to get rid of them, but an ignorant person who is 
bound to auspicious karma does not want to get rid of them. 

A bird is imprisoned in a gold cage and another bird is 
imprisoned in an iron cage. Auspicious karma is like a gold 
cage whereas inauspicious karma is like an iron cage. Both 
are the cause of bondage.

  Stanza 147  

Våhm Xw Hw$grbo{h ` amJ§ _m Hw$Uh _m d g§g½J§Ÿ& 
gmhrUmo {h {dUmgmo Hw$grbg§g½Jam`oUŸ&&147&&

Therefore, do not love or bind both the karmas, 
because the association and love with auspicious and 
inauspicious karma destroys the independence of the Soul.

An elephant, who has to be trained for a circus, is first 
caught by digging a pit and covering it with hay. A female 
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elephant is kept in front of him, and when he walks toward 
her, he falls into the pit. The first trainer first starves him for 
many days and beats him up. The second trainer then feeds 
him and gives him solace. He then performs according to 
what the second trainer tells him to do. He believes the first 
trainer is bad and the second trainer is good. Actually both 
the trainers trap him and are bad.

The fruition of inauspicious karma results in hunger, 
thirst and unfavorable circumstances. The fruition of 
auspicious karma results in food, water and favorable 
circumstances. Both result in physical material objects. 
Both are not the cause of liberation.

  Stanza 148-149  

Oh Um_ H$mo{d nw[agmo Hw$pÀN>`grb§ OU§ {d`m{UÎmmŸ& 
dÁOo{X VoU g_`§ g§g½J§ amJH$aU§ MŸ&&148&&

E_od H$å_n`S>rgrbghmd§ M Hw$pÀN>X§ UmXw§Ÿ& 
dÁO§{V n[aha§{V ` Vñg§g½J§ ghmdaXmŸ&&149&&

Just like a person leaves association with a person 
with a bad character or bad nature. In the same way, a 
person who is engrossed in his own Soul, renounces the 
association and love knowing the bad nature of karma.

A yongster is in the bad company of other youngsters 
who gamble. His mother tells him to leave such bad company. 
A driver, who sees two roads leading to his destination, always 
takes the road with less traffic on it. Similarly, the moment 
a person, who  knows that the nature of karma is bad, 
instantly renounces it. 
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  Stanza 150  

aÎmmo ~§Y{X H$å_§ _wÀM{X Ordmo {damJg§nÎmmoŸ& 
Egmo {OUmodXogmo Våhm H$å_ogw _m aÁOŸ&&150&&

Omniscient God preached that a Soul with feelings of 
love binds karma and a Soul who has renounced the feelings 
of love attains liberation from the bondage of karma. 
Therefore, you should not have attachment to karma.

There are three persons. Someone loves the firsts 
person, hates the second person and does not love or hate the 
third person. He feels sad when the first person goes away. 
He feels sad when the second person comes to him. However, 
he does not feel sad whether the third person goes or comes. 
Feelings of love and hate are the cause of sadness. To be 
neutral is bliss.

  Stanza 151  

na_Æ>mo Ibw g_Amo gwÕmo Omo Ho$dbr _wUr UmUrŸ& 
Vpåh {Æ>Xm ghmdo _w{UUmo nmd§{V {UìdmU§Ÿ&&151&&

In fact the Soul is the supreme element, essence 
of the universe, pure, just conscious, quiet knower and 
enlightened substance. Monks who are engrossed in the 
nature of the Soul will attain liberation.

A person engrossed in momentary pleasures gets 
momentary unfavorable circumstances. A person who 
renounces momentary pleasures gets momentary favorable 
circumstances. A person engrossed in his eternal nature of 
the Soul, attains liberation for eternity.
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  Stanza 152  

na_Æ>påh Xw A{R>Xmo Omo Hw$U{X Vd§ dX§ M Ymao{XŸ& 
V§ gìd§ ~mbVd§ ~mbdX§ ~|{V gìdÊhÿŸ&&152&&

A Soul who has not attained self-realization is doing 
penance and vows. Such penance and vows are known as 
childish penance and childish vows.

Deep thinking on the Soul for a single moment is better 
than physical penance of millions of years. 

A bull is blindfolded and made to go round and round the 
oil machine to crush the seeds for the whole day. When the 
blindfold is removed he finds that he is at the same place. He 
has not reached any destination in spite of moving the whole 
day. Correct direction is as important as speed. Similarly, a 
person without a goal of attainment of self-realization does 
not attain liberation in spite of doing physical penance.

  Stanza 153  

dX{U`_m{U Ya§Vm grbm{U Vhm Vd§ M Hw$ìd§VmŸ& 
na_Æ>~m{ham Oo {UìdmU§ Vo U qdX§{VŸ&&153&&

Although one practices penance, follows religious 
practices, abstinence and vows, yet one does not attain 
liberation until one has not attained self-realization.

For instance, when a pilot travels at 1000 km/hr it may 
be good news to reach a place at the earliest. At the same 
time if the navigation map of the plane is damaged, one may 
realize that knowing the direction is more important 
than the speed of travel.
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  Stanza 154  

na_Æ>~m{ham Oo Vo AÊUmUoU nwÊU{_ÀN>§{VŸ& 
g§gmaJ_UhoXw§ {n _moŠIhoXw§ AOmU§VmŸ&&154&&

A Soul who has not attained self-realization and 
does not know the real cause of liberation, then, due to 
auspicious karma will have cycles of birth and death. Due 
to its ignorance, it will desire auspicious karma.

A person asked a taxi driver the hire charge to reach 
a certain destination. The taxi driver quoted Rs. 200/-. The 
person found it expensive and begun to walk instead. After 
some time he flagged another taxi to ask the charge again and 
was told Rs. 400/-. He was surprised as he expected it to be 
lower and questioned the driver. The driver explained that it 
is higher now as he walked in the opposite direction, and so 
the distance had doubled.

Direction towards the Soul is more important than 
physical penance and vows.

  Stanza 155  

OrdmXrgÔhU§ gå_Îm§ Vo{g_{YJ_mo UmU§Ÿ& 
amJmXrn[ahaU§ MaU§ Egmo Xw _moŠInhmoŸ&&155&&

Believing in the Soul and other elements is right 
belief, knowing the Soul and other elements is right 
knowledge and renunciation of the feelings of love, etc. is 
right conduct. This is the path of liberation.

A stranger knocks on Robert’s door. Robert asks him 
whom is he looking for. Stranger answers, "Robert". So Robert 
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says that he is also searching for himself and has not yet 
found himself. All ignorant Souls are searching for others 
and not for their own Soul.

  Stanza 156  

_moÎmyU {UÀN>`Æ>§ ddhmaoU {dXwgm ndÅ>§{VŸ& 
na_Æ>_pñgXmU Xw OXrU H$å_ŠIAmo {d{hAmoŸ&&156&&

Scholars follow the practical viewpoint and leave 
the nature of the Soul described from the theoretical 
viewpoint. The religious scriptures say that only true 
monks, who have realized their own Soul, destroy their 
own karma.

An ignorant person wearing white clothes and shoes 
thinks that he is pure. This is an illusion. Without attaining 
self-realization, all outer penances are not useful to 
achieve liberation. 

  Stanza 157-158-159  

dËWñg goX^mdmo Oh Umgo{X _b_obUmgÎmmoŸ& 
{_ÀN>Îm_bmoÀN>ÊU§ Vh gå_Îm§ Iw UmXìd§Ÿ&&157&&

dËWñg goX^mdmo Oh Umgo{X _b_obUmgÎmmoŸ& 
AÊUmU_bmoÀN>ÊU§ Vh UmU§ hmo{X UmXìd§Ÿ&&158&&

dËWñg goX^mdmo Oh Umgo{X _b_obUmgÎmmoŸ& 
H$gm`_bmoÀN>ÊU§ Vh Mm[aÎm§ {n UmXìd§Ÿ&&159&&

One should know that dirt covers whiteness of the 
clothes. Similarly, impurity of wrong belief covers right 
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belief. One should know that dirt covers whiteness of 
the clothes. Similarly, impurity of ignorance covers right 
knowledge. One should know that dirt covers whiteness 
of the clothes. Similarly, impurity of passions covers right 
conduct. 

Darkness prevents an object from being seen. Impurity 
of false belief cover the right belief. 

Clouds cover the sun and it looks like the light has gone. 
Impurity of ignorance covers the right knowledge. 

A box with a big diamond in it prevents the diamond’s 
glow from showing. Impurity of love and hate covers the 
right conduct. 

When our clothes get dirty, we don’t throw them away 
because we know and believe that they can be cleaned. 
Similarly, the impure Soul can be purified and we should 
not degrade any Soul because each Soul has the potential 
to be liberated. 

  Stanza 160  

gmo gìdUmUX[agr H$å_aEU {U`oUmdÀN>ÊUmoŸ& 
g§gmag_mdÊUmo U {dOmU{X gìdXmo gìd§Ÿ&&160&&

The Soul has the inherent nature of omniscience. 
This nature is concealed by the impurity of karma and 
continues the cycles of birth and death and does not know 
everything.

The groundnut has the potential to become oil and be 
used for frying. The groundnut itself cannot be used for frying. 
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Einstein said while dying that if he were reborn, he 
would like to find his own Soul, who made all the discoveries 
that he made. 

In the same way, the Soul has the potential to become 
omniscient. However, at present it is covered with karma 
and cannot attain bliss, even though it has the power 
within.

  Stanza 161-162-163  

gå_Îmn{S>{U~Õ§ {_ÀN>Îm§ {OUdao{h n[aH${h`§Ÿ& 
VñgmoX`oU Ordmo {_ÀN>m{X{Æ> {Îm UmXìdmoŸ&&161&&

UmUñg n{S>{U~Õ§ AÊUmU§ {OUdao{h n[aH${h`§Ÿ& 
VñgmoX`oU Ordmo AÊUmUr hmo{X UmXìdmoŸ&&162&&

Mm[aÎmn{S>{U~Õ§ H$gm`§ {OUdao{h n[aH${h`§Ÿ& 
VñgmoX`oU Ordmo AM[aÎmmo hmo{X UmXìdmoŸ&&163&&

Omniscient God said that wrong belief prevents the 
right belief. One should know that the Soul becomes a  
false believer due to fruition of false belief karma. 
Omniscient God said that ignorance prevents the right 
knowledge. One should know that the Soul becomes a false 
knower due to fruition of ignorance karma. Omniscient 
God said that passion prevents the right conduct. One 
should know that the Soul becomes a follower of false 
conduct due to fruition of its karma. 

We don’t allow the sun’s rays to reach us by blocking 
them with curtains and doors. Similarly, the false belief 
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prevents right belief to arise in the Soul. The clouds cover 
the sun and prevent the full potential of the sun to reach 
us. Similarly, karma covers the Soul and prevents the right 
knowledge of the Soul. The layer of moss covering the water 
of a lake prevents the sight of clear and pure water beneath. 
Similarly, passion prevents the right conduct. The wrapper of 
a chocolate prevents one from tasting the chocolate till it is 
removed. Similarly, perturbed thoughts prevent unperturbed 
meditation on the Soul.
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AASHRAVA ADHIKAAR 
(In low of Karmic Matter) 

  Stanza 164-165  

{_ÀN>Îm§ A{da_U§ H$gm`OmoJm ` gÊUgÊUm XwŸ& 
~hþ{dh^o`m Ordo Vñgod AUÊUn[aUm_mŸ&&164&&

UmUmdaUmXr`ñg Vo Xw H$å_ñg H$maU§ hm|{VŸ& 
Voqg {n hmo{X Ordmo ` amJXmogm{X^mdH$amoŸ&&165&&

False belief, vow-less state, passions and vibrations 
are the four states of the living as well as non-living. 
Various types of influx arise in the Soul and these feelings 
belong to the Soul. These are also the instrumental cause 
for binding knowledge-obstructing and other karma. The 
Soul who feels the feelings of attachment, love and hate 
is also the instrumental cause for binding new karma.

If one has a loan of a 5 digit amount of Rupees 99999, 
he has to pay back 90000 to reduce it to 4 digits (9999) and 
he has to give back 9000 to reduce his loan to 3 digits (999) 
and give back 900 to make 2 digits (99) and give back 90 to 
reduce it to 1 digit (9). 

Similarly, false belief, vow-less state, laziness, passions and 
vibrations of the Soul are 5 causes of influx of karma. All are not 
equally harmful. To explain with the above example, false belief 
equates to 90000 out of 99999. Vow-less state equates to 9000. 
Laziness equates to 900. Passion equates to 90 and vibration 
equates to 9. They are shed away sequentially in this order.
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  Stanza 166  

UpËW Xw Amgd~§Ymo gå_m{X{Æ>ñg Amgd{UamohmoŸ& 
g§Vo nwìd{U~Õo OmU{X gmo Vo A~§Y§VmoŸ&&166&&

An enlightened Soul does not have influx and therefore 
no bondage. New impure feelings have stopped arising; 
the Soul only knows the karma bound in the past.

Water enters and fills a boat with a hole. The sailor 
plugs the hole and water stops entering and the danger of 
its sinking has been stopped. He has to now only empty the 
water from the boat. Similarly, the enlightened Soul plugs the 
influx of karma by attaining self-realization. Now the karma 
bound in the past are shed away by fruition of karma. 

  Stanza 167  

^mdmo amJm{XOwXmo OrdoU H$Xmo Xw ~§YJmo ^{UXmoŸ& 
amJm{X{dßn_wŠH$mo A~§YJmo OmUJmo Ud[aŸ&&167&&

The feelings of attachment, love and hate felt by 
the Soul are binders of new karma. Pure nature, which 
is independent from the feelings of attachment, love and 
hate, is only the knower.

An oily skin attracts dust particles. Similarly, feelings 
of attachment, love and hate of a Soul will bind new karmic 
matter. A skin with no oil does not attract dust particles. 
Similarly, a Soul free from feelings of attachment, love 
and hate will not bind new karma.
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  Stanza 168  

nŠHo$ \$bpåh n{S>E Oh U \$b§ ~ÁPE nwUmo qdQ>oŸ& 
Ordñg H$å_^mdo n{S>E U nwUmoX`_wdo{XŸ&&168&&

When a ripe fruit falls from the tree, its’ stalk cannot 
be rejoined to the branch. Similarly, after giving fruition 
once, that particular karma does not give fruit again.

After a bomb has exploded and caused damage, it will 
not explode again even though the components of the bomb 
are still there. A particular karma, that comes to fruition, 
will not give fruit again even though the karmic matter is 
still present in the universe.

  Stanza 169  

nwT>drqnS>g_mUm nwìd{U~Õm Xw nƒ`m VñgŸ& 
H$å_garaoU Xw Vo ~Õm gìdo {d Um{UñgŸ&&169&&

All enlightened Souls’ karmic matter bound in the 
past is just like a mound of clay, which is bound to the 
karmic body.

A glass falls down and breaks. The atoms of the glass 
are still there but we lose interest in them. Similarly, an 
enlightened Soul has karma bound to its Soul, but it  
is no longer interested in karma.
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  Stanza 170  

MC{dh AUo`^o`§ ~§Y§Vo UmUX§gUJwUoqhŸ& 
g_E g_E Oåhm VoU A~§Ymo {V UmUr XwŸ&&170&&

The four types of influx of karma, by the state of 
knowledge and perception, bind many types of karma. 
Therefore, the enlightened Soul is free from bondage.

Two ladies go to a shop. One lady buys a dress for Rupees 
5000. She transfers the attachment of the money to the dress. 
The other lady feels no attachment to the money and therefore 
she does not feel any attachment to the dress. Similarly, an 
enlightened Soul has no attachment to impure feelings 
and has no attachment to bondage of karma.

  Stanza 171  

Oåhm Xw OhÊUmXmo UmUJwUmXmo nwUmo {d n[aU_{XŸ& 
AÊUÎm§ UmUJwUmo VoU Xw gmo ~§YJmo ^{UXmoŸ&&171&&

Because the incomplete state of the knowledge 
attribute changes continuously, therefore knowledge 
attribute is called the cause of the bondage of karma.

At a wedding reception, a person shows his antique 
coin, which is one of two such unique coins. The coin is 
passed from one guest to another and gets lost. The person 
says that he is going to check everyone’s pocket. One guest 
refuses to let him check his pocket. So everyone is suspicious 
that he has stolen the coin. After some time, the waiter finds 
the coin behind the vessels in the buffet. The reluctant guest 
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then takes out another similar coin from his pocket and "I am 
the owner of this second coin. If I had shown this coin before, 
everyone would have thought that I am the thief." Similarly, 
the incomplete state of the knowledge is called the cause 
of bondage of karma.

  Stanza 172  

X§gUUmUM[aÎm§ O§ n[aU_Xo OhÊU^mdoUŸ& 
UmUr VoU Xw ~ÁP{X nmo½JbH$å_oU {d{dhoUŸ&&172&&

Because belief, knowledge and conduct attributes 
change in a lowly state of the Soul, therefore the enlightened 
Soul gets bound with many types of karmic matter.

A lady is getting dressed for a wedding. She leaves her 
necklace on the bed and goes in the bathroom to change. 
Some children playing in the room cover the necklace with a 
pillow. When the lady comes back she cannot see her necklace 
and thinks that someone has stolen it and she binds karma. 
She finds it after sometime. Similarly, the incomplete state 
of the knowledge is called the cause of bondage of karma.

  Stanza 173-174-175-176  

gìdo nwìd{U~Õm Xw nƒ`m ApËW gå_{X{Æ>ñgŸ& 
CdAmoJßnmAmoJ§ ~§Y§Vo H$å_^mdoUŸ&&173&&

hmoXyU {Uéd^moÁOm Vh ~§Y{X Oh hd§{V Cd^moÁOmŸ& 
gÎmÆ>{dhm ^yXm UmUmdaUm{X^mdoqhŸ&&174&&
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g§Vm Xw {Uéd^moÁOm ~mbm BËWr Ohoh nw[agñgŸ& 
~§Y{X Vo Cd^moÁOo VéUr BËWr Oh UañgŸ&&175&&

EXoU H$maUoU Xw gå_m{XÆ>r A~§YJmo ^{UXmoŸ& 
Amgd^mdm^mdo U nƒ`m ~§YJm ^{UXmŸ&&176&&

The enlightened Soul has all dormant karma bound 
in the past. According to the attention of the knowledge 
attribute together with impure feelings of attachment, 
love and hate, new karma is bound to the Soul. Due to the 
fruition of this karma, new 7 or 8 types of karma get bound 
to the Soul depending on the knowledge-obstructing and 
other feelings at that time. In the dormant state, the karma 
do not come to fruition. In child marriages, the husband 
cannot consummate the marriage. When the wife reaches 
a certain age, she attracts the husband and this results 
in sex. Karma binds to the Soul, when the fruition of the 
karma ripens. Therefore, the enlightened Soul is called 
unbound. Because the absence of new impure feelings, 
new karma does not bind to the Soul.

A cup of milk is made into yoghurt for later making it 
into a fruit yoghurt. After some time the yoghurt is ready. Now 
it may or may not be made into the fruit yoghurt. Similarly, 
past karma will not give their fruit till the correct 
moment. After the fruition of the karma, the Soul may or 
may not get bound to the new karma. The unenlightened 
Soul binds karma, whereas the enlightened Soul does 
not bind new karma. 

A man is disgusted with another man’s face. However, 
the same man has a dog with an ugly face, but still loves it. 
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Outer objects are not the cause of impure feelings. If  
the Soul puts in an effort, karma will not bind to it.  

A thermometer only measures the temperature, but is 
not the cause of the fever. Similarly, all circumstances are 
not the cause of the feelings of attachment, love and hate. 
They only show the intensity of feelings present in the Soul.

  Stanza 177-178  

amJmo Xmogmo _mohmo ` Amgdm UpËW gå_{X{Æ>ñgŸ& 
Våhm Amgd^mdoU {dUm hoXy U nƒ`m hm|{VŸ&&177&&

hoXy MXw{ìd`ßnmo AÆ>{d`ßnñg H$maU§ ^{UX§Ÿ& 
Voqg {n ` amJmXr Vo{g_^mdo U ~ÁP§{VŸ&&178&&

The enlightened Soul does not get an influx of 
attachment, love and hate feelings. Therefore, without 
influx of impure feelings, karmic matter does not cause 
karmic bondage. 

Four types of impure feelings are the cause of bondage 
of eight types of karma. In the absence of impure feelings, 
karmic matter does not bind to the Soul.

A guest is expected to come from America to India. A 
person's wait in India to receive him at airport would be 
useless if the guest has not yet left America. If there is no 
influx of karma, there is no bondage. If there is no fetus, 
there is no birth of a child. Similarly, if there is no influx of 
karma, there is no bondage of karma.
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  Stanza 179-180  

Oh nw[agoUmhmamo J{hXmo n[aU_{X gmo AUo`{dh§Ÿ& 
_§gdgmé{hamXr ^mdo CXap½Jg§OwÎmmoŸ&&179&&

Vh Um{Uñg Xw nwìd§ Oo ~Õm nÀM`m ~hþ{d`ßn§Ÿ& 
~ÁP§Vo H$å_§ Vo U`n[ahrUm Xw Vo OrdmŸ&&180&&

When food enters the stomach, the digestive power 
of the stomach combines with the food and then converts 
it to flesh, fats, blood, etc. In the enlightened Soul, the 
karmic matter bound in the past, binds many types of  
new karmic matter. Such Souls have diverted from the 
state of meditation on the Soul.

There is no machine discovered as yet, which can 
convert food into flesh, fats, blood, etc. Only the human body 
can do this. In the same way, only the Soul has the feelings 
of attachment, love and hate. Therefore, karma binds to 
it. A thief only enters the house if the owner is sleeping or 
is not there. Similarly, the influx and bondage of Karma 
occurs, when the Soul is unaware of its own self or is not 
present in the state of meditation.

Animals relax when the lion is asleep and run away  
from the lion when he awakens. The karma binds the Soul 
when the Soul is in an unaware state and releases once 
the Soul awakens.
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SAMVARA ADHIKAAR 
(Stoppage of karmic matter) 

  Stanza 181-182-183  

CdAmoJo CdAmoJmo H$mohm{Xgw UpËW H$mo {d CdAmoJmoŸ& 
H$mohmo H$moho Mod {h CdAmoJo UpËW Ibw H$mohmoŸ&&181&&

AÆ>{d`ßno H$å_o UmoH$å_o Mm{d UpËW CdAmoJmoŸ& 
CdAmoJpåh ` H$å_§ UmoH$å_§ Mm{d Umo ApËWŸ&&182&&

EX§ Xw A{ddarX§ UmU§ OB`m Xw hmo{X OrdñgŸ& 
VB`m U qH${M Hw$ìd{X ^md§ CdAmoJgwÕßnmŸ&&183&&

Knowledge exists in knowledge itself. It does not exist 
in anger and other impure feelings. Anger exists only in 
anger itself. It does not exist in knowledge. Knowledge 
does not exist in the eight types of karma or in the physical 
objects attained by fruition of karma (nokarma). The 
eights types of karma and the physical objects attained 
by fruition of karma do not exist in the knowledge. True 
knowledge exists in knowledge itself and that Soul which 
is full of knowledge, does not feel any other feelings except 
knowledge itself.

Eyes see the flowing river but do not get wet. The eyes 
are a part of the body and always attached to it. Similarly, 
knowledge knows anger but does not change to anger. 
Knowledge is a part of the Soul and always associated with it.
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Two villages are situated on two sides of a flowing river. 
The people in these villages are never a part of the flowing 
water. Similarly, love and hate feelings are never a part of 
the flowing knowledge. 

Light and smoke emit from the flame of a candle. Where 
there is light, there is no smoke and vice versa. Both are 
individual. In this way, knowledge and anger arise in the 
Soul. Where there is knowledge, there is no anger and 
vice versa. Both are individual.

  Stanza 184-185  

Oh H$U`_p½JV{d`§ {n H$U`^md§ U V§ n[aÀM`{XŸ& 
Vh H$å_moX`V{dXmo U Oh{X UmUr Xw Um{UÎm§Ÿ&&184&&

Ed§ OmU{X UmUr AÊUmUr _wU{X amJ_odmX§Ÿ& 
AÊUmUV_moÀN>ÊUmo  AmXghmd§  A`mU§VmoŸ&&185&&

When gold is heated by fire, it does not leave its 
properties. A self-realized Soul “heated” with fruition of 
karma does not leave its self-realization - a knowledgeable 
Soul knows this. An ignorant Soul, which is covered with 
the darkness of ignorance, believes that feeling of love 
only is the Soul itself. 

Water doesn’t lose its property of coolness, even 
though it is heated.  The self-realized Soul doesn’t lose its 
realization of the Self, even though it attains fruition of 
past karma.

A person’s shirt is dirty, but the person feels that it is 
a design on the shirt and he does not think about washing  
the shirt. An ignorant Soul, which is covered with the 
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impure feelings, believes that it is the nature of the Soul 
and does not think about renouncing it. 

  Stanza 186  

gwÕ§ Vw {d`mU§Vmo gwÕ§ Modßn`§ bh{X OrdmoŸ& 
OmU§Vmo  Xw  AgwÕ§  AgwÕ_odßn`§  bh{XŸ&&186&&

The Soul who realizes the Soul as a pure Soul attains 
the pure Soul. The Soul who realizes the Soul as an impure 
Soul attains the impure Soul. 

The viewpoint is important. A person who knows 
what gold is will find gold in the mine and a person who does 
not identify gold will think that the gold is rocks. A person 
who sees a pencil as a piece of wood will use it as wood  
alone. However, a person who sees a pencil as a pencil will 
use it to write. In the same way, the Soul who realizes that 
the Soul is pure, achieves the pure Soul.

  Stanza 187-188-189  

AßnmU_ßnUm é§{YD$U XmonwÊUnmdOmoJogwŸ& 
X§gUUmUpåh {R>Xmo BÀN>m{daXmo ` AÊUpåhŸ&&187&&

Omo gìdg§J_wŠH$mo Pm`{X AßnmU_ßnUmo AßnmŸ& 
U {d H$å_§ UmoH$å_§ MoXm qMVo{X E`Îm§Ÿ&&188&&

AßnmU§ Pm`§Vmo X§gUUmU_Amo AUÊU_AmoŸ& 
bh{X A{MaoU AßnmU_od gmo H$å_n{d_wŠH§$Ÿ&&189&&
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The Soul, which has stopped auspicious and 
inauspicious vibration of its own self by its own effort, 
will become steady in the perception and the knowledge 
and this Soul will become free from desires. The Soul who 
will become free from possessions and will meditate on 
the Soul by its own self and does not meditate on karma, 
body and other outer objects will attain self-realization. 
The self-realized Soul repeatedly meditates only on the 
oneness of the Soul. Because of such meditation, that Soul 
is steady and does not leave its own Self and will attain a 
pure Soul, completely free from karma. 

All living beings, with five senses and mind, have the 
knowledge that can differentiate between what belongs 
to them or others, e.g. car, house, children, etc. The same 
knowledge has to be used to differentiate between one’s 
own Soul and everything else. 

A wall has to be built to separate two adjoining plots 
of land. The bricks have to be on the side of the person who 
wants to make the wall. A constant demarcation has to be 
made between the Soul and everything else. Knowledge 
is used to make the demarcation. This knowledge is in 
the Soul itself and does not require anything else.

A surgeon, who is operating to remove a tumor, 
has to know that the tumor is not a part of the body and  
operates according to the characteristics of the remaining 
surroundings and the tumor. An enlightened Soul 
differentiates between the Soul and body by their nature.
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  Stanza 190-191-192  

Voqg hoXy ^{UXm AÁPdgmUm{U gìdX[agrqhŸ& 
{_ÀN>Îm§ AÊUmU§ A{da`^mdmo ` OmoJmo `Ÿ&&190&&

hoXwA^mdo {U`_m Om`{X Um{Uñg Amgd{UamohmoŸ& 
Amgd^mdoU {dUm Om`{X H$å_ñg {d {UamohmoŸ&&191&&

H$å_ñgm^mdoU ` UmoH$å_mU§ {n Om`{X {UamohmoŸ& 
UmoH$å_{UamohoU ` g§gma{UamohU§ hmo{XŸ&&192&&

The omniscient Soul preached that the causes of 
influx of karma are false belief, vow-less state, passion  
and vibration. A self-realized Soul does not have such 
types of feelings of influx of karma. This stops the influx  
of karma. Due to this, the Soul does not get a new body  
and stops the cycles of birth and death.

Eating very cold things may cause a cold. Once this is 
stopped, the cold gets better. The influx of karma is caused 
by impure feelings. Once the impure feelings are stopped, 
the influx of karma stops. 

When a person’s earnings stop, he stops buying 
possessions. Once the impure feelings are stopped, the 
influx of karma stops.

A guest will not come to one’s house, if the guest is not 
invited. New karma will not bind to the Soul if the Soul 
does not have impure feelings.
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NIRJARA ADHIKAAR 
(Shedding of karmic matter) 

  Stanza 193  

Cd^moJq_{X`oqh XìdmU_MoXUmU{_XamU§Ÿ& 
O§ Hw$U{X gå_{XÆ>r V§ gìd§ {UÁOa{U{_Îm§Ÿ&&193&&

The self-realized right believer outwardly luxuriates 
in non-living and living substances through his senses. 
This becomes the cause of shedding of karma.

Mahatma Gandhi was forcefully fed milk with saffron, 
almonds etc. when he was on a fast in jail. Others who tried 
to copy him and go to jail, were not given anything, except 
beatings. The knowledgeable Soul does not believe that 
outwardly luxuries are blissful and hence does not bind 
karma. Whereas an ignorant Soul believes that material 
outer object will give pleasure, but they only bind karma.

  Stanza 194  

Xìdo Cd^§wO§Vo {U`_m Om`{X gwh§ d XwŠI§ dmŸ& 
V§ gwhXwŠI_w{XÊU§ doX{X AY {UÁOa§ Om{XŸ&&194&&

When the Soul attains the fruition of past karma it 
definitely feels happy or unhappy. The self-realized Soul 
only observes such types of feelings. And this causes the  
let go of such feelings.

A bank account will be slowly reduced to zero if one 
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keeps withdrawing money without depositing anything. A 
Soul will become free from all karma if it sheds all the 
old karma and stops binding new karma.

  Stanza 195  

Oh {dg_wd^w§O§Vmo doÁOmo nw[agmo U _aU_wd`m{XŸ& 
nmo½JbH$å_ñgwX`§ Vh ^§Ow{X Uod ~ÁPXo UmUrŸ&&195&&

The ancient doctors used to take poisonous medicinal 
herbs but not die. The self-realized Soul outwardly luxuriates 
in the fruition of past karma but does not get affected.

A doctor is allowed to see a patient with an infectious 
disease, because he knows and takes the necessary 
precautions. In spite of enjoying material objects due to 
fruition of past karma, a self-realized Soul does not bind 
new karma, since he knows and believes that material 
objects are not the cause of bliss.

  Stanza 196  

Oh _ÁO§ {n~_mUmo AaXr^mdoU _ÁO{X U nw[agmoŸ& 
Xìdwd^moJo AaXmo UmUr {d U ~ÁP{X VhodŸ&&196&&

A person who drinks alcohol with no interest in it 
does not get intoxicated. Similarly, the knowledgeable 
Soul observes the substances with dis-interest and does 
not get bound by karma.

A convict on death row does not feel like or enjoy 
eating delicious food. The knowledgeable Soul observes 
luxurious objects with dis-interest and does not get 
bound by karma.
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  Stanza 197  

god§Vmo {d U god{X Agod_mUmo {d godJmo H$moB©Ÿ& 
nJaUMoÆ>m H$ñg {d U ` nm`aUmo {Îm gmo hmo{XŸ&&197&&

Some person looks as if he is enjoying material objects 
but he may not be enjoying them. Some person looks as if 
he is not enjoying material objects but is actually enjoying 
them. Some person may be looking as if he is doing 
something, but he is actually not the doer.

A beggar on a particular street since many years believes 
he owns the rights to beg on that street. When his daughter 
gets married he “gifts” the ownership to his son-in-law. An 
ignorant Soul believes that it owns everything it has. 
A self-realized Soul believes that no outward objects 
belong to it.

  Stanza 198  

CX`{ddmJmo {d{dhmo H$å_mU§ dpÊUXmo {OUdaoqhŸ& 
U Xw Vo _ÁP ghmdm OmUJ^mdmo Xw Ah_oŠH$moŸ&&198&&

Omniscient God has described many types of fruition of 
karma, but those are not my nature and I am only the Soul.

The stock exchange fluctuates daily. The stock Sensex 
fluctuation does not affect a person, who has not invested 
anything in the stock market. Circumstances and impure 
feelings fluctuate every moment. This does not affect a 
self-realized Soul because it believes that knowledge is the 
supreme wealth, which is not invested in circumstances 
and impure feelings.
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  Stanza 199  

nmo½JbH$å_§ amJmo Vñg {ddmJmoXAmo hd{X EgmoŸ& 
U Xw Eg _ÁO ^mdmo OmUJ^mdmo hþ Ah_oŠH$moŸ&&199&&

Love is karmic matter, which results in the feeling of 
love. This is not my nature and I am only the Soul.

Cough collected in the throat is extraneous matter. A  
wise person knows that it is not a part of his body and removes 
it. Feelings like attachment, love and hate are impurities of 
the Soul. A knowledgeable Soul knows that these feelings 
do not belong to the Soul and renounces them.

  Stanza 200  

Ed§ gå_m{ÔÆ>r AßnmU§ _wU{X OmUJghmd§Ÿ& 
CX`§ H$å_{ddmJ§ M _w`{X Vƒ§ {d`mU§VmoŸ&&200&&

In this way, a self-realized right believer knows 
himself that he is the Soul and knows the real nature of the 
fundamental principles and releases the fruition of karma. 

The factory workers have a supervisor, who gets a  
higher salary than the workers. A manager of the factory  
gets a still higher salary than the supervisor. The outward 
objects are known by the Soul. And the Soul is known 
by the self-realized Soul. Because of the greatness of 
knowing the self, the self-realized Soul does not bind 
new karma.
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  Stanza 201-202  

na_mUw{_Îm`§ {n hþ amJmXrU§ Vw {dÁOXo OñgŸ& 
U {d gmo OmU{X AßnmU`§ Vw gìdmJ_Yamo {dŸ&&201&&

AßnmU_`mU§Vmo AUßn`§ Mm{d gmo A`mU§VmoŸ& 
H$h hmo{X gå_{XÆ>r OrdmOrdo A`mU§VmoŸ&&202&&

In fact even a single atom of the feeling of love found 
in a Soul and even though he has studied all the religious 
scriptures, he does not know the Soul. Such a Soul does not 
know the Self and does not know other objects also. In this 
way, how can a person become a right believer when he 
does not know his own Self and other objects?

A boy is sent to buy a lemon. He buys an orange and 
comes back with it. This proves that the boy does not know 
either the lemon or the orange. If the boy knew either of  
them, he would have got the correct one. A person, who does 
not know his own Soul, does not know the true nature of 
other objects as well. If he knew the nature of his own 
Soul, he would have believed that I am the Soul. If he 
knew nature of the other objects, he would have believed 
that other objects do not belong to him.

Just looking at pictures of fruits does not satisfy a 
person. Just reading scriptures about the Soul does not 
lead to self-realization.
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  Stanza 203  

AmXpåh Xìd^mdo AnXo _moÎmyU {JÊh Vh {U`X§Ÿ& 
{Wa_oJ{__§ ^md§ Cdbã^§V§ ghmdoUŸ&&203&&

Oh Soul! You attain the Soul which is perfect, steady, 
one and which can be realized by knowing one’s own 
properties and by leaving and being free from other 
substances and their properties. 

A lemon comes closer and closer to sugar from two 
separate points. However, it does not itself change from 
sour to sweet. Money comes closer and closer to the person, 
but does not become knowledgeable. Inanimate objects 
come closer and closer to the Soul, but the respective 
properties of the objects remain same. The Soul also 
remains unchanged.

  Stanza 204  

Am{^{UgwXmo{Y_UHo$db§ M V§ hmo{X EŠH$_od nX§Ÿ& 
gmo Eogmo na_Æ>mo O§ b{hXw§ {UìdwqX Om{XŸ&&204&&

Matijnana (Sensory knowledge), shrutjnana (Scriptural 
knowledge), avadhijnana (Direct and crystal clear knowledge 
of material objects with limitation), manahparyayjnana 
(Direct and crystal clear knowledge of material objects in 
mind of another Soul), kevalijnana (Ominiscience) are all 
one knowledge. This knowledge is supreme and the Soul 
can attain moksha after achieving this knowledge.

Sweet, sour and bitter are the modifications of the taste 
attribute of matter. Matijnana, shrutjnana, avadhijnana, 
manahparyajnana, and kevalijnana are the five modifications 
of knowledge attribute of the Soul.
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  Stanza 205  

UmUJwUoU {dhrUm EX§ Vw nX§ ~hþ {d U bh§VoŸ& 
V§ {JÊh {U`X_oX§ O{X BÀN>{g H$å_n[a_moŠI§Ÿ&&205&&

Many people, without this knowledge, do not achieve 
the right state of knowledge and self-realization. If you 
want to get rid of karma completely, you should attain  
this knowledge.

A sack full of sugar is emptied. Then it is overturned and 
the sack is tasted. It still tastes sweet from the sugar stuck 
to it. All the knowledge acquired by a person does not 
belong to the body. It belongs to only the Soul and should 
be understood by it.

  Stanza 206  

EXpåh aXmo {Uƒ§ g§VwÆ>mo hmo{h {Uƒ_oXpåhŸ& 
EXoU hmo{h {VÎmmo hmoh{X Vwh CÎm_§ gmoŠI§Ÿ&&206&&

You always become interested and will always be 
satisfied and pleased in this knowledge. Then you will 
gain supreme bliss.

Journalists are interviewing a writer, who has written 
a novel on the royalty. The interview drifts to the real king 
and queen. The writer tells them to come back to reality. We 
go to the temple and listen to lectures for some time. The 
worldly life of a person is a drama and the Soul is reality 
and is eternal. Due to his false belief, he feels that worldy life 
is reality. A person has to be continuously involved in this 
knowledge. Then only can he attain eternal happiness.
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  Stanza 207  

H$mo Um_ ^{UÁO ~whmo naXìd§ __ B_§ hd{X Xìd§Ÿ& 
AßnmU_ßnUmo n[aJh§ Vw {U`X§ {d`mU§VmoŸ&&207&&

The knowledgeable Soul believes that one’s own Soul 
belongs only to itself. Can such a Soul ever say that other 
substances belong to it?

A person leaves his shoes with many other shoes  
outside a religious place. When he comes back he finds his 
shoes and now he is not interested since he believes that 
the other shoes do not belong to him. After realization of 
one’s own Soul, the enlightened person believes that 
everything except his own Soul do not belong to him.

  Stanza 208  

_ÁP§ n[a½Jhmo O{X VXmo Ah_OrdX§ Vw JÀN>oÁOŸ& 
UmXod Ah§ Oåhm Våhm U n[a½Jhmo _ÁPŸ&&208&&

If other inanimate matter substances belong to me,  
I will become inanimate matter; because I am the knower 
and therefore material possession are not mine.

A lamp is lit in a dark room and now the chair is 
illuminated. If the chair breaks, the lamp’s light does not 
go off. The Soul knows the body and other inanimate 
matter substances. If they are destroyed, the Soul and its 
knowledge will not be destroyed. Whatever is destroyed 
does not belong to me.
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  Stanza 209  

{N>ÁOXw dm {^ÁOXw dm {UÁOXw dm Ahd OmXw {dßnb`§Ÿ& 
Oåhm Våhm JÀNXw Vh {d hþ U n[a½Jhmo _ÁPŸ&&209&&

Possessions do not belong to me even though they are 
pierced or cut or being taken away or destroyed or go away. 

A mirror in the center of a room reflects a particular 
wall. If the mirror is rotated it will reflect the four walls of the 
room. But the mirror remains the same. After rebirth, the 
human body is not reflected in the knowledge of the Soul 
and the body of a heavenly being, hellish being, animal 
being or human being is reflected. The Soul (mirror) 
remains the same and is not destroyed even though the 
body is destroyed.

  Stanza 210  

An[a½Jhmo A{UÀN>mo ^{UXmo UmUr ` UoÀN>Xo Yå_§Ÿ& 
An[a½Jhmo Xw Yå_ñg OmUJmo VoU gmo hmo{XŸ&&210&&

A person without desires is called possession-less  
and the enlightened Soul does not desire auspicious karma 
and therefore it is not the possessor of auspicious karma. 
It is only the knower of auspicious karma.

A person eating a delicious dessert will not enjoy it if 
his thoughts are diverted to other desires. The enlightened 
Soul has no desires for auspicious karma and is only the 
knower.
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  Stanza 211  

An[a½Jhmo A{UÀN>mo ^{UXmo UmUr ` UoÀN>{X AYå_§Ÿ& 
An[a½Jhmo AYå_ñg OmUJmo VoU gmo hmo{XŸ&&211&&

A person without desires is called possession-less and 
the enlightened Soul does not desire inauspicious karma 
and therefore it is not the possessor of inauspicious karma. 
It is only the knower of inauspicious karma.

A person asks “I want happiness" and "how do I get it?"  
The enlightened Soul advises him to remove the first two 
words – 'I' and 'want' since 'I' stands for ego and 'want' 
stands for desires. – and he will be left with happiness. 

A person who desires happiness gets unhappiness. 
Another person who desires unhappiness also gets 
unhappiness. Desire itself is the cause of unhappiness.  
A Soul free from all desires is blissful.

  Stanza 212  

An[a½Jhmo A{UÀN>mo ^{UXmo UmUr ` UoÀN>Xo AgU§Ÿ& 
An[a½Jhmo Xw AgUñg OmUJmo VoU gmo hmo{XŸ&&212&&

A person without desires is called possession-less and 
the enlightened Soul does not desire food and therefore 
it is not the possessor of food. It is only the knower of food.

If there is a fire at the neighbour’s house, one douses the 
fire because it may spread to his own house. An enlightened 
Soul believes that it is the Soul and the body is its 
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neighbour. When the body gets hungry, the enlightened 
Soul feels like feeding the body. If it does not give the 
body food, it gets perturbed thoughts and is unhappy. A 
person should eat to live and not live to eat. 

  Stanza 213  

An[a½Jhmo A{UÀN>mo ^{UXmo UmUr ` UoÀN>Xo nmU§Ÿ& 
An[a½Jhmo Xw nmUñg OmUJmo VoU gmo hmo{XŸ&&213&&

A person without desires is called possession-less  
and the enlightened Soul does not desire liquid and 
therefore it is not the possessor of liquid. It is only the 
knower of liquid.

The river Ganga flows from the Himalayas to the Bay 
of Bengal. A king sitting in his palace knows that the river 
Ganga is flowing but he has no connection with the river 
Ganga. When an enlightened person drinks water it  
feels separation between the Soul and the action of the 
body. It is only the knower.

  Stanza 214  

E_m{XE Xw {d{dho gìdo ^mdo ` UoÀN>Xo UmUrŸ& 
OmUJ^mdmo {U`Xmo Uramb§~mo Xw gìdËWŸ&&214&&

The enlightened Soul does not desire various other 
types of feelings. It does not need anyones support. It is 
steady and is only the knower of feelings.

When you seek happiness from the outside, it is an 
illusion. Like watching the horizon and believing that moving 
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closer to the horizon will give you the sky. Chasing happiness 
from a distance by looking at it remains an illusion. As you 
approach it, the bubble bursts. For lasting happiness it is 
important to seek it from within.

Airlines are packed with travellers who believe that a 
new destination will give them joy. They move around the 
globe without pausing to look within, where true happiness 
lies. To attain lasting happiness we need to travel 
inwards. The enlightened Soul knows and believes that 
true happiness is in one’s own self.

  Stanza 215  

CßnÊUmoX` ^moJmo {d`moJ~wÕrE Vñg gmo {Uƒ§Ÿ& 
H§$Im_UmJXñg ` CX`ñg U Hw$ìdXo UmUrŸ&&215&&

An enlightened Soul has enjoyment at present, with 
the strong belief that all material objects are transient 
and have been achieved by fruition of karma and it does 
not desire such types of fruition of karma in the future.

A person goes to a saint to gain knowledge. He promises 
the saint that he will give him an offering as his gratitude to 
him whenever he gets something. He gains the knowledge and 
leaves. On the way the person meets a king and helps him. 
The king asks him what he wants in return for his help. The 
person says that he wants the king’s palace. However, he is not 
interested in the palace because what he has got he will give 
to the saint. The enlightened Soul knows that all material 
objects are transient and only the Soul is permanent. And 
therefore he is detached from worldly possessions.
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  Stanza 216  

Omo doX{X do{XÁO{X g_E g_E {dUñgXo C^`§Ÿ& 

V§ OmUJmo Xw UmUr C^`§ {n U H§$I{X H$`m{dŸ&&216&&

Both the realization of feeling and the feelings itself 
are transitory and are destroyed every moment. The 
knowledgeable Soul does not desire such feelings.

A river flows constantly. The water moves on, never 
returning to the same spot. You can keep dipping your feet in 
the same river, but not in the same water. The enlightened 
Soul doesn’t attach itself to feelings believing that they 
flow on. It believes that only the Soul is constant.

  Stanza 217  

~§Ywd^moJ{U{_Îmo AÁPdgmUmoXEgw Um{UñgŸ& 

g§gmaXoh{dgEgw Uod CßnÁOXo amJmoŸ&&217&&

Feelings of love do not arise in an enlightened Soul at 
the time of fruition of ignorance karma. They are related 
to the inner impure feelings and the outer body and are 
the instrumental cause of bondage and enjoyment.

When you touch fire and get burnt, you learn not to 
touch fire again. The enlightened Soul understands how 
feelings cause unhappiness, and chooses not to attatch 
itself to them.
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  Stanza 218-219  

UmUr amJßnOhmo gìdXìdogw H$å__ÁPJXmoŸ& 
Umo {bßn{X aOEU Xw H$Ô__ÁPo Ohm H$U`§Ÿ&&218&&

AÊUmUr nwU aÎmmo gìdXìdogw H$å__ÁPJXmoŸ& 
{bßn{X H$å_aEU Xw H$Ô__ÁPo Ohm bmoh§Ÿ&&219&&

The knowledgeable Soul has renounced the love of all 
objects. Even if it is in the midst of karma, it does not get 
bound by karma. e.g. gold, even in the midst of soil, does not 
get tarnished by it. An ignorant Soul has love for all objects 
and it is in the midst of karma, but it does get bound by 
karma. e.g. iron in the midst of soil, gets tarnished by it.

Visualise a snake coiled around a Sandalwood tree. 
Though it remains on the tree, the poison from the snake 
doesn’t penetrate the tree. The tree remains pure. At the 
same time, the snake doesn’t imbibe the qualities of the tree. 

The enlightened Soul keeps itself distant from 
ignorance. It detatches itself from the feelings of love  
and hate. 

A photograph and a statue of the same person can differ. 
Rain pelting on a photograph crumbles and disintegrates 
the paper. On the other hand, the statue glows as the water 
cleans its surface. Ignorant souls accept Karma like the 
photograph, crumbling in the aftermath. Enlightened 
Souls imbibe the Karma within themselves and use it to 
strengthen their inner self.
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  Stanza 220-221-222-223  

^§wO§Vñg {d {d{dho g{ƒÎmm{MÎm{_pñgE XìdoŸ& 
g§Iñg goX^mdmo U {d gŠH${X {H$ÊhJmo H$mXw§Ÿ&&220&&

Vh Um{Uñg {d {d{dho g{ƒÎmm{MÎm{_pñgE XìdoŸ& 
^§wO§Vñg {d UmU§ U gŠH$_ÊUmUX§ UoXw§Ÿ&&221&&

OB`m g Ed g§Imo goXghmd§ V`§ nO{hXyUŸ& 
JÀN>oÁO {H$Êh^md§ VB`m gwŠH$ÎmU§ nOhoŸ&&222&&

Vh UmUr {d hþ OB`m UmUghmd§ V`§ nO{hXyUŸ& 
AÊUmUoU n[aUXmo VB`m AÊUmUX§ JÀN>oŸ&&223&&

The conch-shell eats animate, inanimate and mixed 
food. Still its whiteness cannot be made black. The 
knowledgeable Soul enjoys animate, inanimate and mixed 
objects. Still its knowledge cannot be changed to ignorance.

When the conch-shell itself leaves its whiteness 
and becomes black, it can do so. Similarly, when the 
knowledgeable Soul leaves its knowledge and changes to 
ignorance, it can do so. 

A fair person doesn’t change his skin color by wearing 
different colored clothes. However, if he stays in the sun, he 
will get tanned. 

A white dress does not get colored in proximity with 
colored dresses. It will get colored only by dyeing it. A  
person‘s white hair will not change to black by wearing a 
black cap, but it can become black by dyeing it. The color of 
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water will not change according to the container, but will 
change if a color concentrate is added to it. 

The enlightened Soul does not become ignorant in 
the company of worldly possessions. However, it may 
become ignorant if it gets attached to the possessions.

  Stanza 224-225-226-227  

nw[agmo Oh H$mo {d Bh§ {d{Îm{U{_Îm§ Vw godXo am`§Ÿ& 
Vmo gmo {d Xo{X am`m {d{dho ^moJo gwhþßnmEŸ&&224&&

E_od Ordnw[agmo H$å_a`§ godXo gwh{U{_Îm§Ÿ& 
Vmo gmo {d Xo{X H$å_mo {d{dho ^moJo gwhþßnmEŸ&&225&&

Oh nwU gmo {ƒ` nw[agmo {d{Îm{U{_Îm§ U godXo am`§Ÿ& 
Vmo gmo U Xo{X am`m {d{dho ^moJo gwhþßnmEŸ&&226&&

E_od gå_{XÆ>r {dg`ËW§ godXo U H$å_a`§Ÿ& 
Vmo gmo U Xo{X H$å_mo {d{dho ^moJo gwhþßnmEŸ&&227&&

When a person serves a king for his livelihood, the 
king also gives him things, which will give him enjoyment. 
Similarly, the Soul binds the karma for happiness. Karma 
also gives him many types of objects, which will give him 
pleasure.

When a person does not serve a king for his livelihood, 
the king also does not give him things, which will give him 
enjoyment. Similarly, the Soul does not bind the karma for 
happiness. Karma also does not give him many types of 
objects, which will give him pleasure.
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If a person works, he will get a salary. If he doesn’t do 
any work, he will not get any salary. Water will get hot if it 
is heated. It will not get hot if it is not heated. An ignorant 
person has attachment to worldly possessions and binds 
new karma. An enlightened person has no attachment to 
worldy possessions and therefore does not bind new karma.

  Stanza 228  

gå_m{ÔÆ>r Ordm {Uñg§H$m hm|{V {Uã^`m VoUŸ& 
gÎm^`{dßn_wŠH$m Oåhm Våhm Xw {Uñg§H$mŸ&&228&&

Enlightened Souls with right belief are doubtless and 
therefore fearless. Because they are free from seven types 
of fears. And hence, they are very steady and unwavering.

Anything bought with a guarantee will make the buyer 
fearless for that period. An enlightened Soul knows that it 
is eternal and is therefore doubtless and fearless.

  Stanza 229  

Omo MÎmm[a {d nmE {N>§X{X Vo H$å_~§Y_mohH$aoŸ& 
gmo {Uñg§H$mo MoXm gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&229&&

The enlightened Soul with right belief destroys false 
belief and other four types of foundations, which are the 
cause of bondage of karma. It is the unwavering true 
believer.

A person hears that the Rajdhani Express travels from 
Mumbai to Delhi. When the person actually travels and 
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experiences it, his belief is strengthened. Attaining self-
realization by one’s own experience strengthens the belief 
that the Soul is eternal and that karma sheds from the Soul.

  Stanza 230  

Omo Xw U H$ao{X H§$I§ H$å_\$bogw Vh gìdYå_ogwŸ& 
gmo {UŠH§$Imo MoXm gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&230&&

The enlightened Soul with right belief does not desire 
fruition of karma and all types of matter. One should know  
it as a desire-less true believer.

Each incident happening in one’s life is like a flower. An 
ignorant person throws away all the flowers that come 
to him. An enlightened Soul strings them into a necklace, 
which reminds itself not to repeat the same mistakes 
again. It becomes desireless since it has experienced 
that any other person, object or incident does not give it 
happiness.

  Stanza 231  

Omo U H$ao{X XwJw§N>§ MoXm gìdo{g_od Yå_mU§Ÿ& 
gmo Ibw {Upìd{X{JÀN>mo gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&231&&

The enlightened Soul with right belief does not show 
disgust towards the nature of any substance. In fact, It is  
a true believer, free from feelings of disgust. 

A mirror does not become dirty by reflecting a dump 
yard. The enlightened person knows and believes that 
the Soul is not affected by outward disgusting smells.
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  Stanza 232  

Omo hd{X Agå_yT>mo MoXm g{Ô{Æ> gìd^mdogwŸ& 
gmo Ibw A_yT>{XÆ>r gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&232&&

The enlightened Soul with right belief is judicious  
in all its feelings. That is why its perspective is correct.  
In fact, it is a judicious true believer.

A doctor gives the correct medicines without any 
mistake, since he is aware that an incorrect medicine can 
be harmful to the patient. An enlightened Soul is always 
awakened and becomes a devotee of omniscient God, 
possession-less monk and the Holy Scriptures.

  Stanza 233  

Omo {gÕ^{ÎmOwÎmmo CdJyhUJmo Xw gìdYå_mU§Ÿ& 
gmo CdJyhUH$mar gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&233&&

The enlightened Soul with right belief has auspicious 
feelings of worship of liberated Souls. It is free from all 
types of impure feelings towards other objects. It is a true 
believer and ignores weaknesses of others.

Two geometry students compete on who can draw a 
longer line. One thinks to himself, “Let me erase the opponents 
line and mine will look longer.” The other thinks to himelf, 
“Let me adopt different ways to lengthen my own line.” 

One cannot uplift oneself by bringing others down. 
He has to grow by strengthening his own inner knowledge. 
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An enlightened person does not criticize others nor does 
he glorify himself. 

  Stanza 234  

Cå_½J§ JÀN>V§ gJ§ {n _½Jo R>do{X Omo MoXmŸ& 
gmo {R>{XH$aUmOwÎmmo gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&234&&

The enlightened Soul with right belief keeps his  
Soul on the right path even if he is diverted. It is a true 
believer with a state of steadiness. 

A person has to go in the opposite lane while overtaking 
another car. He is confident as he moves ahead that he will 
come back to his own lane. The enlightened Soul knows 
that occasionally it may have to follow his worldy social 
duties, but it does so without attachment. It is confident 
that it will not deter its effort to remain on its path.

  Stanza 235  

Omo Hw$U{X dÀN>bÎm§ {VÊh§ gmhÿU _moŠI_½JpåhŸ& 
gmo dÀN>b^mdOwXmo gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&235&&

The enlightened Soul with right belief has affection 
with no expectations towards the head of the monks, the 
teacher of the monks and monk. It is a true believer with 
feelings of affection.

A Brahmin had instructed his wife to give alms only to 
a Brahmin monk. A Buddhist monk arrived at their cottage  
and the wife apologetically declined with hand joined in front 
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of him. He returned to the cottage every day for 11 years  
and each time, she did the same. One day the husband went 
up to him and asked, “Why do you keep returning to my 
cottage for alms when we have made it clear that you will 
get nothing?” Hearing that, the Buddhist monk replied, “Why 
do you say I have received nothing? I have received love  
and respect by the manner in which your wife has declined. 
That was enough for me.”

The enlightened Soul recognizes the value of a 
compassionate voice and manner.

  Stanza 236  

{dÁOmah_mê$T>mo _Umoahnhogw ^_B Omo MoXmŸ& 
gmo {OUUmUnhmdr gå_m{XÆ>r _wUoXìdmoŸ&&236&&

The enlightened Soul with right belief is mounted on 
a chariot of knowledge and rides on the path of knowledge. 
It is a true believer who disseminates knowledge of 
omniscient God. 

George Bernard Shaw used an example stating, that if 
I have one apple and you have another and we exchanged 
our apples, we will both have one apple each. But if I have 
the knowledge of mathematics and you have scientific 
knowledge, and we exchange that, then we both will expand 
our Knowledge base.

The enlightened Soul knows and therefore spreads 
knowledge, which is more powerful than giving any 
materialistic gift.
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BANDHA ADHIKAAR 
(Bondage of karmic matter) 

  Stanza 237-238-239-240-241  

Oh Um_ H$mo {d nw[agmo Uohã^Îmmo Xw aoUw~hþbpå_Ÿ& 
R>mUpå_ R>mBXyU ` H$ao{X gËWoqh dm`m_§Ÿ&&237&&

qN>X{V q^X{X ` Vhm VmbrVbH$`{bd§gqnS>rAmoŸ& 
g{ƒÎmm{MÎmmU§ H$ao{X XìdmU_wdKmX§Ÿ&&238&&

CdKmX§ Hw$ìd§Vñg Vñg UmUm{dhoqh H$aUoqhŸ& 
{UÀN>`Xmo qMVoÁO hþ qH$nƒ`Jmo Xw a`~§YmoŸ&&239&&

Omo gmo Xw Uoh^mdmo Vpåh Uao VoU Vñg a`~§YmoŸ& 
{UÀN>`Xmo {dÊUo`§ U H$m`MoÆ>mqh gogmqhŸ&&240&&

Ed§ {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r dÅ>§Vmo ~hþ{dhmgw {MÆ>mgwŸ& 
amJmXr CdAmoJo Hw$ìd§Vmo {bßn{X aEUŸ&&241&&

A person puts oil and other sticky substances on 
his body. He goes to a dusty place and exercises with 
weapons. He cuts and damages trees like palm, tamaal, 
banana, bamboo, ashoka, etc. He destroys living and non-
living objects. In this way, the person gets dusty while 
using various media to destroy trees. You should think 
about the reality of this. One should know that the reality 
is that the oil on his skin causes dust to stick to his body 
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and other physical actions do not do so. Similarly, karmic 
matter sticks to the Soul of the false believer, not because 
of physical actions but because of its feelings of love, etc. 

A lady leaves her sandals outside a temple. When she 
returns she realizes that someone has inadvertenly worn  
her sandals and left a similar pair of sandals outside. 
Intention is the cause of bondage.

A blind man and a lame man become friends. They both 
earn 3 lakhs. Now they want to split the profits. The blind 
man feels that he should get 2 lakhs and the lame man feels 
that he should get 2 lakhs. They both sit down to discuss  
this. The lame man thinks that if he kills the blind man he will 
get all the money. He puts poison in the soup and gives it to 
the blind man. When the steam rising from the soup restores 
the eyesight of the blind man and he sees that the soup is 
black. He gives it to a dog that dies on consuming the soup.  
He then goes to the lame man and kicks him. This cures the 
lame man. Both will bind inauspicious karma in spite of 
them both getting well. 

A person wants to donate 8 lakhs but can give only 1 lakh 
just now and promises the remaining 7 lakhs. However, the 
person who owed him 7 lakhs dies and he is unable to fulfill 
his promise. His intentions were good. He binds auspicious 
karma inspite of not fulfilling his promise.

A cat carries its’ kittens in its mouth with love, whereas 
it holds a mouse with a different intention. Intention is  
more important than the act.

A knife can be used by a doctor for surgery or by a killer 
to kill someone. Bondage of karma is caused by intention 
and not by act.
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  Stanza 242-243-244-245-246  

Oh nwU gmo Mod Uamo Uoho gìdpåh Ad{UXo g§VoŸ& 
aoUw~hþbpå_ R>mUo H$ao{X gËWoqh dm`m_§Ÿ&&242&&

qN>X{X q^X{X ` Vhm VmbrVbH$`{bd§gqnS>rAmoŸ& 
g{ƒÎmm{MÎmmU§ H$ao{X XìdmU_wdKmX§Ÿ&&243&&

CdKmX§ Hw$ìd§Vñg Vñg UmUm{dhoqh H$aUoqhŸ& 
{UÀN>`Xmo qMVoÁO hþ qH$nƒ`Jmo U a`~§YmoŸ&&244&&

Omo gmo Xw Uoh^mdmo Vpåh Uao VoU Vñg a`~§YmoŸ& 
{UÀN>`Xmo {dÊUo`§ U H$m`MoÆ>mqh gogmqhŸ&&245&&

Ed§ gå_m{XÆ>r dÅ>§Vmo ~hþ{dhogw OmoJogwŸ& 
AH$a§Vmo CdAmoJo amJmXr U {bßn{X aEUŸ&&246&&

And that same person removes the oil and other 
sticky substances on his body. He goes to a dusty place and 
exercises with weapons. He cuts and damages trees like 
palm, tamaal, banana, bamboo, ashoka, etc. He destroys 
living and non-living objects. In this way, the person 
does not get dusty while using various media to destroy 
trees. You should think about the reality of this. One 
should know that the reality is that the oil on his skin had 
caused dust to stick to his body and other physical actions 
did not do so. Similarly, karmic matter does not stick 
to the Soul of the true believer, not because of physical 
actions but because of the absence of feelings of love, etc.

A stamp will not stick unless there is glue. Karma will 
not bind to the Soul unless there are impure feelings.
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A person goes to a rich person to ask for a loan saying 
that he needs money for his daughter’s wedding and tells  
him that many multimillionaires stand in a line waiting to 
meet him. But he is only a cashier at the bank. An enlightened 
person follows his duty without attachment.

If you go to a guesthouse you have no interest in improving 
it since you are going to leave it soon. The body is like a 
guesthouse, from which the Soul may check out any time.

Many children are playing outside and one of them bangs 
his head. The mother checks if her child is hurt and is happy 
to see that the child is safe. Even though she cares for the 
hurt child yet that care can't be compared with the feeling of 
attachment which she would feel if her child was hurt. If you 
are not attached to anything, you will have no worries.

Karma will not bind to the Soul that has no impure 
feelings of attachment.

  Stanza 247  

Omo _ÊU{X qhgm{_ ` qh{gÁOm{_ ` naoqh gÎmoqhŸ& 
gmo _yT>mo AÊUmUr UmUr EÎmmo Xw {ddarXmoŸ&&247&&

A Soul who believes that I kill other Souls and other 
Souls kill me is unconscious and ignorant. And the Soul 
who does not believe this is enlightened.

While walking in the sun with your friend, there is a 
shadow of you and your friend on the ground. You flash 
swords on each other’s shadows and you know that you will 
not kill anyone.
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Similarly, the body is like the shadow and the Soul is 
like the actual person.

  Stanza 248-249  

AmCŠI`oU _aU§ OrdmU§ {OUdaoqh nÊUÎm§Ÿ& 
AmC§ U hao{g Vw_§ H$h Vo _aU§ H$X§ VoqgŸ&&248&&

AmCŠI`oU _aU§ OrdmU§ {OUdaoqh nÊUÎm§Ÿ& 
AmC§ U ha§{V Vwh§ H$h Vo _aU§ H$X§ VoqhŸ&&249&&

Omniscient God has said that living beings die because 
of completion of their life-span karma. You cannot take 
the life-span karma of anyone. So how did you kill anyone? 
Omniscient God has said that living beings die because of 
completion of their life-span karma. Other living beings 
cannot take your life-span karma. So how did they kill you?

Some flowers wilt after sunset. This is not due to any 
one but because of the sunset. Life-span karma is like the 
sunset and is not in anyone’s control.

Many people died in an earthquake in India and a person 
got buried and unconscious under the debris of collapsed 
buildings. Once he came to conscious, he called the fire brigade 
to rescue him from the debris. However, when he was being 
taken out, the crane fell on him and killed him. This proves 
that in a situation of death he survived but in the situation 
of survival he lost his life. This clearly explains that his 
death is due to the fruition of life-span Karma.

The end of life-span karma causes death. No one 
else can take that karma from you to lengthen or shorten 
your life.
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  Stanza 250  

Omo _ÊU{X Ordo{_ ` Or{dÁOm{_ ` nao{h§ gÎmoqhŸ& 
gmo _yT>mo AÊUmUr UmUr EÎmmo Xw {ddarXmoŸ&&250&&

The Soul, who believes that I am making other Souls 
live and other Souls are making me live, is unconscious and 
ignorant. And the Soul who does not believe this is enlightened.

If one believes that a person gives life to others or cures 
people like a doctor, then in that case a doctor should never 
die. However, one must know the truth that no one can 
influence ones life-span.

The enlightened Soul believes that no one can 
shorten or lengthen anyone’s life.

  Stanza 251-252  

AmD$X`oU Ord{X Ordmo Ed§ ^U§{V gìdÊhÿŸ& 
AmC§ M U Xo{g Vw_§ H$h§ VE Or{dX§ H$X§ VoqgŸ&&251&&

AmD$X`oU Ord{X Ordmo Ed§ ^U§{V gìdÊhÿŸ& 
AmC§ M U qX{V Vwh§ H$h§ Uw Vo Or{dX§ H$X§ VoqhŸ&&252&&

Omniscient Gods say that all living beings live 
according to their life-span karma. You cannot give life-span 
karma to other living beings. So, how did you give them life? 
Omniscient Gods say that all living beings live according to 
their life-span karma. Other living beings cannot give life-
span karma to you. So, how did they give you life?

If you cannot give oil to another person’s lamp, how 
can you say that you are lighting up his lamp. If you cannot  
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give life-span karma to another person, how can you say 
that you are giving life to others?

If someone cannot give oil to your lamp, how can you 
say that he is lighting up your lamp? If someone cannot  
give life-span karma to you, how can you say that someone 
is giving life to you? 

  Stanza 253  

OmoAßnUm Xw _ÊU{X XwpŠIXgw{hXo H$ao{_ gÎmo {ÎmŸ& 
gmo _yT>mo AÊUmUr UmUr EÎmmo Xw {ddarXmoŸ&&253&&

One who believes that I make others happy or 
unhappy is unwise and ignorant. One who believes in the 
opposite of this is knowledgeable.

Twin children were abandoned at birth and were sent 
to an orphanage. One child was adopted by a multi-millionare 
and a slum family adopted the other. No one can make another 
person happy or unhappy. A knowledgeable Soul believes 
that everything is because of fruition of their own karma.

  Stanza 254-255-256  

H$å_moXEU Ordm XwpŠIXgw{hXm hd§{V O{X gìdoŸ& 
H$å_§ M U Xo{g Vw_§ XwpŠIXgw{hXm H$h H$`m VoŸ&&254&&

H$å_moXEU Ordm XwpŠIXgw{hXm hd§{V O{X gìdoŸ& 
H$å_§ M U qX{V Vwh§ H$Xmo{g H$h§ XwpŠIXmo VoqhŸ&&255&&

H$å_moXEU Ordm XwpŠIXgw{hXm hd§{V O{X gìdoŸ& 
H$å_§ M U qX{V Vwh§ H$h V§ gw{hXmo H$Xmo VoqhŸ&&256&&
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If all Souls become unhappy or happy because of  
the fruition of karma, and you cannot give them karma, 
how did you make them unhappy or happy? If all Souls 
become unhappy or happy because of the fruition of  
karma, and they cannot give you karma, how did they 
make them unhappy? If all Souls become unhappy or 
happy because of the fruition of karma, and they cannot 
give you karma, how did they make them happy?

A pet dog in a rich family gets his food at the exact time 
every day and enjoys all the luxuries. His owner has to work 
hard and cannot find time to eat his lunch in spite of it being 
ready on his table. 

A boy shows his report to his father, who is shocked to 
see his poor performance. When the father scolds the child, 
he says “It is your own result and your own karma that you 
got a son like me”

Two brothers fight and split up. The elder brother and his 
partner make a profit of 20 million in one year. The younger 
brother and his partner made a loss of 10 million in one year 
too. Everyone rebuked the elder brother for splitting up, but 
it was his own individual karma, which could not be changed.

All living beings have different circumstances 
according to fruition of their own karma. No one can 
make others happy or unhappy.

  Stanza 257-258  

Omo _a{X Omo ` Xw{hXmo Om`{X H$å_moXEU gmo gìdmoŸ& 
Våhm Xw _m[aXmo Xo Xwhm{dXmo Mo{X U hþ {_ÀN>mŸ&&257&&
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Omo U _a{X U ` Xw{hXmo gmo {d ` H$å_moXEU Mod IbwŸ& 
Våhm U _m[aXmo Umo Xwhm{dXmo Mo{X U hþ {_ÀNmŸ&&258&&

One dies and becomes unhappy according to the 
fruition of their karma. So isn’t your belief incorrect that 
“I killed, I made unhappy”. One does not die and does not 
become unhappy according to the fruition of their karma. 
So isn’t your belief incorrect that “I did not kill, I did not 
make unhappy”.

A father had four children. He tells everyone that he 
made the first son into an engineer; he made the second son 
into a doctor and the third son into a scientist. The fourth 
son did not study. He takes credit for the success of the first  
three children and blames the fourth child for his failure. 

A man works diligently his whole life, but dies a pauper. 
He is reborn as a millionaire’s son. 

Favourable and unfavourable circumstances cannot 
be attained by hard work, experience or contacts. It is  
all due to the fruition of one’s own karma.

  Stanza 259  

Egm Xw Om _Xr Xo XwpŠIXgw{hXo H$ao{_ gÎmo {ÎmŸ& 
Egm Xo _yT>_Xr gwhmgwh§ ~§YXo H$å_§Ÿ&&259&&

You make others unhappy or happy is your belief. 
Your this false belief binds auspicious-inauspicious karma.

A monk is meditating on his Soul. Any human being, 
animal or heavenly being will not be able to obstruct his 
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meditation. No one can make one unhappy if he is destined 
to be happy. Omniscient God preaches human beings, 
heavenly beings and animals. Even omniscient God cannot 
make one happy if one is destined to be unhappy.

  Stanza 260-261  

XwpŠIXgw{hXo gÎmo H$ao{_ O§ Ed_ÁPd{gX§ VoŸ& 
V§ nmd~§YJ§ dm nwÊUñg d ~§YJ§ hmo{XŸ&&260&&

_m[a{_ Ordmdo{_ ` gÎmo O§ Ed_ÁPd{gX§ VoŸ& 
V§ nmd~§YJ§ dm nwÊUñg d ~§YJ§ hmo{XŸ&&261&&

"I make others unhappy or happy is your ignorance." 
This is the cause of binding inauspicious or auspicious 
karma. I kill or save lives, is your ignorance. This is the 
cause of binding inauspicious or auspicious karma.

A killer shoots a person, but he survives and is taken to 
hospital. The doctor tries his best, but the person succumbs 
to his injury. The killer binds inauspicious karma even though 
the person doesn’t die, but the doctor binds auspicious karma 
because his intentions were good. 

A masseur massages a person. The person gets an 
allergic reaction to the oil, yet the masseur binds auspicious 
karma because his intention was good. 

Intentions are the cause of binding auspicious or 
inauspicious karma.
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  Stanza 262  

AÁPd{gXoU ~§Ymo gÎmo _maoC _m d _maoCŸ& 
Egmo ~§Yg_mgmo OrdmU§ {UÀN>`U`ñgŸ&&262&&

Whether you kill or don’t kill, karma is bound only 
due to ignorance. From a theoretical viewpoint, all this is 
a summary of the bondage in Souls.

An unenlightened person renounces his family and 
becomes a monk. He used to feel proud that he is sustaining 
his whole family. After becoming a monk he is sustaining 
many lives by doing all acts carefully and not killing any life 
as far as possible. However, he still binds karma due to his 
pride. The cause of bondage of karma is ignorance and 
pride but not physical violence.

  Stanza 263-264  

Ed_{bE AXÎmo A~§^Moao n[a½Jho ModŸ& 
H$sa{X AÁPdgmU§ O§ VoU Xw ~ÁPXo nmd§Ÿ&&263&&

Vh {d ` gƒo XÎmo ~§ ô An[a½JhÎmUo ModŸ& 
H$sa{X AÁPdgmU§ O§ VoU Xw ~ÁPXo nwÊU§Ÿ&&264&&

In this way, inauspicious karma gets bound due to 
ignorance in lies, stealing, sex and possessions. Similarly, 
auspicious karma gets bound due to ignorance in truth, 
non-stealing, celibacy, or non possession.

An ignorant person believes that religion is connected to 
the body. When he dies, the body becomes ash and his religion 
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is also destroyed. Actions of the body are not important. 
Belief of the Soul is important.

When a Soul attains omniscience, infinite one-sensed 
beings living in its body die. However, the Soul does not bind 
new karma since it is engrossed in its own Soul. Meditation 
on one’s own Soul is important.

  Stanza 265  

dËWw§ nSw>ƒ O§ nwU AÁPdgmU§ Vw hmo{X OrdmU§Ÿ& 
U ` dËWwXmo Xw ~§Ymo AÁPdgmUoU ~§YmopËWŸ&&265&&

One gets impure feelings towards an object, but the 
object is not the cause of bondage. Bondage is only due to 
ignorance.

When one makes a phone call, the person making the 
call is charged. Incoming calls are free. A Soul binds karma 
due to it’s own impure feelings. The instrumental cause 
of these feelings are not to be blamed.

  Stanza 266  

XwpŠIXgw{hXo Ordo H$ao{_ ~§Yo{_ Vh {d_moMo{_Ÿ& 
Om Egm _yT>_Xr {UaËW`m gm hþ Xo {_ÀNmŸ&&266&&

I make other living beings happy or unhappy, bind 
them or free them. In fact this belief is useless and false.

In a war, a soldier kills his enemy. The life-span karma of 
the enemy was over and one should not blame the soldier. No 
one is responsible for else's happiness or unhappiness.
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  Stanza 267  

AÁPdgmU{U{_Îm§ Ordm ~ÁP§{V H$å_Um O{X {hŸ& 
_wƒ§{V _moŠI_½Jo {R>Xm ` Vm qH$ H$ao{g Vw_§Ÿ&&267&&

Souls get bound to karma due to their own impure 
feelings or they are on the path to liberation. So, what do 
you do? 

The graveyards are full of people who thought that 
the world will not work without them. However, no one is 
indispendasble.

  Stanza 268-269  

gìdo H$ao{X Ordmo AÁPdgmUoU {V[a`UoaBEŸ& 
Xod_UwE ` gìdo nwÊU§ nmd§ M Uo`{dh§Ÿ&&268&&

Yå_mYå_§ M Vhm OrdmOrdo AbmoJbmoJ§ MŸ& 
gìdo H$ao{X Ordmo AÁPdgmUoU AßnmU§Ÿ&&269&&

Due to ignorance, the Soul achieves all forms of 
animal being, hellish being, heavenly being and human 
being and all the Souls binds many types of auspicious  
and inauspicious karma. In the same way due to ignorance, 
the Soul believes, that ether and anti-ether substances, 
living and non-living substances, habited and inhabited 
spaces belong to itself.

A king is on his deathbed. An astrologer predicts that 
when he dies he will be reborn as a spider in the toilet of his 
palace. He tells his four sons that they should kill the spider 
immediately, since the king does not want to live as a spider.  
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When the king dies, his sons rush to kill the spider in the toilet. 
The new born spider jumps and does not want to be killed. 
He is attached to this body now. The Soul gets attached to 
the body and that is the cause of cycles of birth and death. 

The white shirts of two people get stained with a dark 
color and a light color. Both feel that the colored shirts are 
theirs and forget that the shirts were white and they are 
stained. The ignorant Soul believes that auspicious and 
inauspicious feelings belong to it and does not accept 
that both are impurities of the Soul.

  Stanza 270  

EXm{U UpËW Ooqg AÁPdgmUm{U Ed_mXr{UŸ& 
Vo AgwhoU gwhoU d H$å_oU _wUr U {bßn§{VŸ&&270&&

Monks, who do not have these types of impure feelings, 
do not get bound by inauspicious and auspicious karma.

A cataract covers a person’s eyes and he cannot see 
clearly and bangs into things. When the cataract is removed, 
he can see clearly and does not bang into things. Monks’ 
impure feelings have been removed and they do not get 
bound by karma.

  Stanza 271  

~wÕr ddgmAmo {d ` AÁPdgmU§ _Xr ` {dÊUmU§Ÿ& 
EŠH$Æ>_od gìd§ {MÎm§ ^mdmo ` n[aUm_moŸ&&271&&

Revealed knowledge, keeping busy in work, ignorance, 
thinking, superficial knowledge, perturbed thoughts, 
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emotions and impure feelings - all these words have the 
same meaning.

One should not concentrate on the finger pointing to the 
moon, but on the moon itself. One should not concentrate on 
words, but on the meaning of the words.

  Stanza 272  

Ed§ ddhmaUAmo n{S>{gÕmo OmU {UÀN>`UEUŸ& 
{UÀN>`U`m{gXm nwU _w{UUmo nmd§{V {UìdmU§Ÿ&&272&&

The practical viewpoint is neglected by the theoretical 
viewpoint. Monks, who follow the theoretical viewpoint, 
attain liberation.

A person has a map showing the River Ganges. However, 
he has to reach the River Ganges to quench his thirst. One 
has to leave the practical viewpoint and imbibe the real/
theoretical viewpoint to attain liberation.

  Stanza 273  

dXg{_XrJwÎmrAmo grbVd {OUdao{h nÊUÎm§Ÿ& 
Hw$ìd§Vmo {d A^ìdmo AÊUmUr {_ÀN>{XÆ>r XwŸ&&273&&

The Soul who has no capacity to attain liberation 
is still ignorant and a false believer in spite of following 
vows, self-control, restraint, abstinence and penance.

A person’s tumor does not go away by changing his 
outer clothes. Impure feelings of an unenlightened monk are 
not removed by renouncing clothes and possessions. Vows, 
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restraint, Soul involvement, abstinence and penance are 
not as important as the renunciation of false belief and 
ignorance.

  Stanza 274  

_moŠI§ AgÔh§Vmo A^{d`gÎmmo Xw Omo AYrEÁOŸ& 
nmR>mo U H$ao{X JwU§ AgÔh§Vñg UmU§ VwŸ&&274&&

The Soul, who has no capacity to attain liberation, 
does not believe in liberation, still studies the scriptures 
but does not believe in knowledge and therefore does not 
get the appropriate result.

A voice recorder can store all the information given to 
it, but it has no knowledge and will not attain liberation. It is 
more important to realize one’s own Soul rather than to 
memorize numerous scriptures.

  Stanza 275  

gÔh{X ` nÎmo{X ` amoMo{X ` Vh nwUmo ` \$mgo{XŸ& 
Yå_§ ^moJ{U{_Îm§ U Xw gmo H$å_ŠI`{U{_Îm§Ÿ&&275&&

The Soul, who has no capacity to attain liberation, 
trusts, believes and takes interest and is following religion, 
which gives sensory pleasures of material object. It does not 
follow the religion, which is the cause of destruction of karma.

A newly grown plant is surrounded by grass. The farmer 
looks after the grass, but ignores the plant and so it withers. 
One should not concentrate on auspicious feelings like 
vows, penance, fasting, etc. but should concentrate on 
self-realization which leads a Soul to destroy its karma.
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  Stanza 276-277  

Am`mamXr UmU§ OrdmXr X§gU§ M {dÊUo`§Ÿ& 
N>ÁOrd{UH§$ M Vhm ^U{X M[aÎm§ Vw ì`dhmamoŸ&&276&&

AmXm Iw _ÁP UmU§ AmXm _o X§gU§ M[aÎm§ MŸ& 
AmXm nƒŠImU§ AmXm _o g§damo OmoJmoŸ&&277&&

From a practical viewpoint, scriptures are the 
knowledge, the Soul and other elements are the belief and 
protecting six types of living beings is the conduct. 

From a theoretical viewpoint, my Soul itself is the 
knowledge. My Soul itself is the belief and conduct. My 
Soul itself is renunciation and stopper of karma. My Soul 
is meditation itself.

From a practical viewpoint the knowledge is in the 
scriptues yet a person knows, believes and bows to God's idol.

From the theoretical viewpoint, God's idol is not God 
but purest Soul itself is God. In the same way, Scriptural 
knowledge is not knowledge however the Soul's nature of 
conscious is actual knowledge.

  Stanza 278-279  

Oh \${bh_Ur gwÕmo U g`§ n[aU_{X amJm_mXrqhŸ& 
a§{JÁO{X AÊUoqh Xw gmo aÎmmXrqh XìdoqhŸ&&278&&

Ed§ UmUr gwÕmo U g`§ n[aU_{X amJm_mXrqhŸ& 
amBÁO{X AÊUoqh Xw gmo amJmXrqh XmogoqhŸ&&279&&

Clear Crystal is pure and does not change to red or 
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other colors on its own. But it can get colored red etc. by 
external red substances.  Similarly, the Soul is pure and 
does not change to impure feelings of love, hate and 
attachment on its own. But it becomes impure by other 
external impure feelings.

A transparent glass is filled with a sweet drink. However, 
the glass does not become sweet. A movie screen does not  
get burnt with a fire scene or wet with a rainy scene or does 
not get cut with a violent scene. Similarly, a Soul has impure 
feelings, but it does not become impure.

  Stanza 280  

U ` amJXmog_moh§ Hw$ìd{X UmUr H$gm`^md§ dmŸ& 
g`_ßnUmo U gmo VoU H$maJmo Voqg ^mdmU§Ÿ&&280&&

The enlightened Soul does not do feelings of love, 
hate and attachment or feelings of passion. Therefore,  
it is not the doer of those feelings.

Water does not get hot without heating it. An enlightened 
Soul does not automatically change into impure feelings 
without contact with an instrumental cause.

  Stanza 281  

amJpåh ` Xmogpåh ` H$gm`H$å_ogw Mod Oo ^mdmŸ& 
Voqh Xw n[aU_§Vmo amJm{X ~§Y{X nwUmo {dŸ&&281&&

The ignorant Soul binds more impure karma again 
because of its feelings when past love, hate and passion 
karma comes to fruition. 
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A person withdraws money from his bank account and 
deposits money again. So his account continues. The Soul 
attains the frutition of past karma, but binds new karma. 
So it does not become free from the karmic account.

  Stanza 282  

amJpåh ` Xmogpåh ` H$gm`H$å_ogw Mod Oo ^mdmŸ& 
Voqh Xw n[aU_§Vmo amJmXr ~§YXo MoXmŸ&&282&&

The Soul binds more impure karma again because of his 
feelings when past love, hate and passion karma comes to fruition. 

Another day the same person withdraws money from 
his bank account and deposits money again. So his account 
continues. The Soul attains the frutition of past karma, 
but binds new karma again. So it does not become free 
from the karmic account.

  Stanza 283-284-285  

Aßn{S>H$_U§ Xw{dh§ AnƒImU§ Vhod {dÊUo`§Ÿ& 
EXoUwdXogoU ` AH$maJmo dpÊUXmo MoXmŸ&&283&&

Aßn{S>H$_U§ Xw{dh§ Xìdo ^mdo AnƒImU§ {nŸ& 
EXoUwdXogoU ` AH$maJmo dpÊUXmo MoXmŸ&&284&&

Omd§ Aßn{S>H$_U§ AnƒImU§ M Xìd^mdmU§Ÿ& 
Hw$ìd{X AmXm Vmd§ H$Îmm gmo hmo{X UmXìdmoŸ&&285&&

There are two types of non-repentance and two types 
of non-renunciation. In this way, the Soul is not the doer.
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There are two types of non-repentance – outer and 
inner; and two types of non-renunciation – outer and 
inner. In this way, the Soul is not the doer.

The Soul is the doer until it does the inner and outer 
non-repentance and non-renunciation.

When we say “Sorry” we ask for forgiveness. The 
important thing one should remember is that “Sorry” also 
means that one should not repeat the same mistake again. 
The Soul should realize its weakness of impure feelings 
to be able to renounce them.

An old man is trying to pull a roped cow to make it walk. 
A wise person advises the old man to cajole it by holding and 
offering some grass in front of it. The cow now follows him 
to grab the grass. All ignorant Souls are being pulled by 
their hope and expectations. This is the cause of their 
unhappiness. All impure feelings for the future should 
be renounced.

An airhostess welcomes passengers with no 
attachment. The knowledgeable Soul has no attachment 
to any incidents. We welcome our guests with feelings of 
attachment. An ignorant Soul has attachment.

  Stanza 286-287  

AmYmH$å_mXr`m nmo½JbXìdñg Oo B_o XmogmŸ& 
H$h Vo Hw$ìd{X UmUr naXìdJwUm Xw Oo {Uƒ§Ÿ&&286&&

AmYmH$å_§ CÔo{g`§ M nmo½Jb_`§ B_§ Xìd§Ÿ& 
H$h V§ __ hmo{X H$`§ O§ {Uƒ_MoXU§ dwÎm§Ÿ&&287&&
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Inauspicious and other karma are impurities of 
matter. How can the Soul be their doer - which are always 
properties of other substances? Therefore, inauspicious 
and auspicious karma are matter. They are always 
inanimate. So how can the Soul be their doer?

If you ask someone “Get angry” he will not be able 
to do so at that moment. When a person gets angry and is 
advised to stop his anger, he is unable to do so. You have an 
auspicious feeling to donate at a temple, but this feeling does 
not arise frequently. The Soul is not the doer of auspicious 
or inauspicious feelings. They arise due to the fruition of 
past karma.
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MOKSHA ADHIKAAR 
(Liberation) 

  Stanza 288-289-290  

Oh Um_ H$mo {d nw[agmo ~§YU`påh {MaH$mbn{S>~ÕmoŸ& 
{Vìd§ _§Xghmd§ H$mb§ M {d`mUXo VñgŸ&&288&&

OB U {d Hw$U{X ÀN>oX§ U _wƒXo VoU ~§YUdgmo g§Ÿ& 
H$mboU C ~hþJoU {d U gmo Uamo nmd{X {d_moŠI§Ÿ&&289&&

B` H$å_~§YUmU§ nXog{R>Bn`{S>_od_Uw^mJ§Ÿ& 
OmU§Vmo {d U _wƒ{X _wƒ{X gmo Mod O{X gwÕmoŸ&&290&&

A person who has been bound since many eras knows 
the fluctuating nature and duration of his bondage, but 
he does not cut this bondage. So he does not become 
free from his bondage. Because of this he is imprisoned 
and does not attain liberation, which is free from 
bondage. Similarly, the Soul knows the space, duration, 
type and fruition of karma, but it does not become free 
from bondage. If it becomes pure, it can be liberated.

A parrot's owner repeatedly taught it to fly away when a 
cat comes near. Over time the parrot memorizes its master's 
instructions. However, when it was time to apply its master's 
instructions, the cat comes, it does not fly away and the cat 
kills it. There is no benefit from just memorizing the 
scriptures. The Soul has to imbibe them.

A spiritual student writes repeatedly in an essay, “I 
am not the doer of anything”. He was awarded for his essay 
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writing. When he was asked, who has written the essay, he 
proudly takes credit and says, “I wrote it all by myself”. In 
this case his belief did not match his words expressed in his 
writing. Right belief is more important than superficial 
knowledge, convincing speech or impressive writing.

Fasting, vows, penance, etc. are all rituals. Spoken words 
are also rituals. Both are not true religion. Self-realization is 
the true religion.

  Stanza 291  

Oh ~§Yo qMV§Vmo ~§YU~Õmo U nmd{X {d_moŠI§Ÿ& 
Vh ~§Yo qMV§Vmo Ordmo {d U nmd{X {d_moŠI§Ÿ&&291&&

A person who is bound by bondage does not attain 
liberation by thinking of his bondage. Similarly, the Soul 
does not attain salvation by thinking of his bondage. 

A blind person must think before he walks but will not 
find his way by thinking alone. In the same way, a Soul will 
not become free from bondage by merely thinking about 
its bondage.

  Stanza 292  

Oh ~§Yo N>oÎmyU ` ~§YU~Õmo Xw nmd{X {d_moŠI§Ÿ& 
Vh ~§Yo N>oÎmyU ` Ordmo g§nmd{X {d_moŠI§Ÿ&&292&&

A person who is bound by bondage attains liberation 
by destroying his bondage. Similarly, the Soul attains 
salvation by destroying his bondage. 

A sighted person does not have to think before walking 
since he can see the way. An enlightened Soul knows and 
sees the path which leads him to liberation. 
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  Stanza 293  

~§YmU§ M ghmd§ {d`m{UXw§ AßnUmo ghmd§ MŸ& 
~§Yogw Omo {daÁO{X gmo H$å_{d_moŠIU§ Hw$U{XŸ&&293&&

When the Soul knows the nature of bondage and  
the nature of the Soul, then, it becomes separate from 
bondage and becomes free from karma.

A lion’s cub, that grows up with a herd of goats, does 
not realize its true nature and is stuck in its belief. When it 
realizes this, it leaves the herd to live life freely like a lion. 
When the Soul knows the nature of the bondage and 
leaves the bondage, then it is free.

  Stanza 294  

Ordmo ~§Ymo ` Vhm {N>ÁO§{V gbŠIUoqh {U`EqhŸ& 
nÊUmN>oXUEU Xw {N>ÊUm UmUÎm_mdÊUmŸ&&294&&

The Soul and karma get separated from each other 
by their own inherent natures. The Soul and karma can 
be separated from each other by the chisel of knowledge.

An iron rod with a joint can be separated by hammering 
with a chisel. Karma can be separated from the Soul by 
the chisel of knowledge.

  Stanza 295  

Ordmo ~§Ymo ` Vhm {N>ÁO§{V gbŠIUoqh {U`EqhŸ& 
~§Ymo N>oXXìdmo gwÕm Aßnm ` KoÎmìdmoŸ&&295&&
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In this way, the Soul and karma get separated from 
each other by their own inherent natures. The karma has 
to be discarded and the pure Soul has to be meditated on.

Wheat has to be separated from the stones in it. The 
stones are thrown away and the wheat is kept. Karma is 
removed from the Soul. Karma is thrown away and the 
Soul is kept.

  Stanza 296  

H$h gmo {Kßn{X Aßnm nÊUmE gmo Xw {KßnXo AßnmŸ& 
Oh nÊUmB {d^Îmmo Vh nÊUmEd KoÎmìdmoŸ&&296&&

How can the Soul be meditated upon? It can be meditated 
on by the nature of knowledge. Just like the Soul was 
separated from karma by knowledge, it can be meditated 
upon only by knowledge.

Rice gets stuck to the bottom of a pan. We scrape the rice 
with a spoon. We then eat the rice with the same spoon. The 
Soul has to be separated from karma with knowledge. 
The Soul has to be known with the same knowledge.

  Stanza 297  

nÊUmE {KÎmìdmo Omo MoXm gmo Ah§ Vw {UÀN>`XmoŸ& 
Adgogm Oo ^mdm Vo _ÁP nao {Îm Um`ìdmŸ&&297&&

One should understand by knowledge that in reality 
I am the conscious being. All types of other feelings are 
separate from me. 
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A person knows that the shirt belongs to him, but the 
dirt stuck on it does not belong to him. The enlightened 
Soul understands that it is the pure Soul and all types of 
impure feelings do not belong to it.

  Stanza 298-299  

nÊUmE {KÎmìdmo Omo XÆ>m gmo Ah§ Vw {UÀN>`XmoŸ& 
Adgogm Oo ^mdm Vo _ÁP nao {Îm UmXìdmŸ&&298&&

nÊUmE {KÎmìdmo Omo UmXm gmo Ah§ Vw {UÀN>`XmoŸ& 
Adgogm Oo ^mdm Vo _ÁP nao {Îm UmXìdmŸ&&299&&

One should understand by knowledge that in reality 
I am the observer. All types of other feelings are separate 
from me. 

One should understand by knowledge that in reality 
I am the knower. All types of other feelings are separate 
from me. 

If one finds gold mixed with impurities, he still feels 
happy that he has found gold. If one finds a diamond with 
spots, he still feels happy because he has got a diamond. An 
enlightened Soul feels happy that it is the eternal pure 
Soul even though its present form is impure.

  Stanza 300  

H$mo Um_ ^{UÁO ~whmo UmXw§ gìdo namBE ^mdoŸ& 
_ÁP{_U§ {V ` d`U§ OmU§Vmo Aßn`§ gwÕ§Ÿ&&300&&

After knowing that all types of feelings are separate 
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from me, which enlightened Soul, who knows that it is pure 
will say that these feelings belong to me?

A glass of water is given to a guest. The host knows that 
the glass is his and the guest will just drink water from it 
and return the glass back to the host. The enlightened Soul 
believes that the Soul will remain eternal and impure 
feeling will be removed.

  Stanza 301-302-303  

Wo`mXr Adamho Omo Hw$ìd{X gmo C g§{H$Xmo ^_BŸ& 
_m ~ÁPoÁO§ Ho$U {d Mmoar {Îm OUpåh {d`a§VmoŸ&&301&&

Omo U Hw$U{X Adamh gmo {Uñg§H$mo Xw OUd{X ^_{XŸ& 
U {d Vñg ~pÁPXw§ Oo qMVm CßnÁO{X H$`mBŸ&&302&&

Edpåh gmdamhmo ~ÁPm{_ Ah§ Vw g§{H$Xmo MoXmŸ& 
OB nwU {Uamdamhmo {Uñg§H$moh§ U ~ÁPm{_Ÿ&&303&&

A person who commits crimes like thieving, etc. 
is always scared by thinking that he will be caught. A  
person, who does not commit crimes, is fearless, because 
he never thinks that he will be caught. In the same way, 
the impure Soul is always scared by thinking that it is 
impure and therefore will be bound. A pure Soul is fearless 
because it will never be bound.

A person who is asked, “When did you come out of  
jail?”, answers “I have never been sent to the jail so where is 
the question of coming out?” From a real viewpoint, the Soul  
is not bound with karma. So the liberation of the Soul  
has always been there. 
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A person is travelling without a ticket, is worried 
that everyone who comes near him is the ticket checker.  
A person with a ticket is worry-free. An impure Soul is 
always frightened. A pure Soul is always unperturbed.

From infinite time, the Soul has never done anything 
except knowing. Knowledge is the nature of the Soul and that 
is not a crime. An enlightened Soul is therefore fearless.

  Stanza 304-305  

g§{g{ÕamY{gÕ§ gm{Y`_mam{Y` M E`Æ>§Ÿ& 
AdJXamYmo Omo Ibw MoXm gmo hmo{X AdamYmoŸ&&304&&

Omo nwU {UamdamYmo MoXm {Uñg§{H$Amo C gmo hmoBŸ& 
AmamhUmB {Uƒ§ dÅ>oB Ah§ {V OmU§VmoŸ&&305&&

Attainment, bliss, fulfillment, achievement and 
adoration mean the same. The Soul without bliss is impure. 
The pure Soul is fearless and always knows that I am the 
Soul only by continuous effort.

A robber is scared of getting caught because he has 
commited a theft. A person who pays his taxes diligently is 
relaxed. The impure Soul is fearful, whereas the pure 
Soul is fearless.

  Stanza 306-307  

n{S>H$_U§ n{S>gaU§ n[ahmamo YmaUm {U`Îmr `Ÿ& 
qUXm Jahm gmohr AÆ>{dhmo hmo{X {dgHw§$^moŸ&&306&&
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Aßn{S>H$_Ußn{S>gaU§ Aßn[ahmamo AYmaUm ModŸ& 
A{U`Îmr ` AqUXmJahmgmohr A_`Hw§$^moŸ&&307&&

There are eight types of pots of poison - Repentance 
for past mistakes, pursuit of good, rejecting evil, 
concentration, abstinence, criticizing, confession and 
effort of purification. 

There are eight types of pots of nectar – non-
repentance for past mistakes, non-pursuit of good, non-
rejecting evil, non-concentration, non-abstinence, non-
criticizing, non-confession and non-effort of purification.

A person’s clothes got dirty and he had to wash them. 
He didn’t need to wash them if they were not dirty. To ask  
for forgiveness is like a pot of poison.

If they get dirty by mistake, a person will wash his 
dirty clothes because he knows that they will get clean and 
therefore washing them is good. To ask for forgiveness is 
like a pot of nectar.
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SARVA VISHUDDHA GYAANA ADHIKAAR 
(Pure Knowledge) 

  Stanza 308-309-310-311  

X{d`§ O§ CßnÁOB JwUoqh V§ Voqh OmUgw AUÊU§Ÿ& 
Oh H$S>`mXrqh Xw nÁOEqh H$U`§ AUÊU{_hŸ&&308&&

OrdñgmOrdñg Xw Oo n[aUm_m Xw Xo{gXm gwÎmoŸ& 
V§ Ord_Ord§ dm Vo{h_UÊU§ {d`mUm{hŸ&&309&&

U Hw$Xmo{M {d CßnÊUmo Oåhm H$ÁO§ U VoU gmo AmXmŸ& 
CßnmXo{X U qH${M {d H$maU_{d VoU U g hmo{XŸ&&310&&

H$å_§ nSwÀM H$Îmm H$Îmma§ Vh nSw>ÀM H$å_m{UŸ& 
CßnÁO§{V ` {U`_m {gÕr Xw U XrgXo AÊUmŸ&&311&&

One should know that a substance and its 
characteristics are one. Just like gold and bangles, etc. are 
one in this universe. 

The characteristics of living substance and living 
substance itself, explained in scriptures, are one. The 
characteristics of non-living substance and non-living 
substance itself, explained in scriptures, are one.

Since the Soul has not been created by anyone, 
therefore the Soul is not an effect of any other substance. 
Since the Soul has not created anyone, therefore the Soul 
is not a cause of any other substance.
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In fact, the effect is due to the cause and the cause is 
due to the effect. There is no other cause-effect doctrine.

A lemon can be removed from its container but can 
never be removed from its sourness, which is its nature. A 
Soul can be separated from the body, but it can never be 
separated from knowledge, which is its inherent nature. 

A mango has taste, smell, color and touch. All attributes 
cannot be separated from each other, but can be known 
separately by knowledge. For example, by using only the eyes 
the color will be seen. The Soul has knowledge, perception, 
belief, conduct and bliss attributes. These attributes cannot 
be separated from each other, but can be understood 
separately. The Soul is the unity of infinite attributes.

India is separate from all other countries but is not 
separate from its own different states. The Soul is separate 
from all other substances, but is not separate from its 
own infinite attributes.

You cannot do something good for another person 
thinking that God will do something good for you. Why doesn’t 
God directly do the good, without involving you? If you yourself 
can do good for others, why don’t you do the good for yourself? 
God or any other Soul cannot do good or bad for you. 

  Stanza 312-313  

MoXm Xw n`S>rAÆ>§ CßnÁOB {dUñgBŸ& 
n`S>r {d Mo``Æ>§ CßnÁOB {dUñgBŸ&&312&&

Ed§ ~§Ymo C XmoÊh§ {n AÊUmoÊUßnÀM`m hdoŸ& 
AßnUmo n`S>rE ` g§gmamo VoU Om`XoŸ&&313&&
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The Soul is pure by itself and the nature of the Soul is 
to spread in the whole universe. This Soul is not the doer 
of other substances and their characteristics. Still, the Soul 
binds karmic matter. This is the ignorance of ignorant Soul.

A friend holds another friend’s wrist and does not let 
him go anywhere. Both the friends are bound to each other. 
The Soul and karma are bound to each other. The karma 
can be destroyed by tremendous effort, but the Soul 
remains unaffected.

A man and a woman are separate, but if they meet each 
other and have a child, a family is started. The Soul and 
karmic matter are separate, but if the Soul gets bound 
with karma, the cycles of birth and death continue.

  Stanza 314-315  

Om Eg n`S>rAÆ>§ MoXm Uod {d_wÄMEŸ& 
A`mUAmo hdo Vmd {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r Ag§OAmoŸ&&314&&

OXm {d_wÄME MoXm H$å_\$b_U§V`§Ÿ& 
VXm {d_wÎmmo hd{X OmUAmo nmgAmo _wUrŸ&&315&&

The Soul remains a false believer, false knower 
and following false conduct, till it does not leave his 
involvement with karma, which is transient. 

When the Soul destroys fruition of infinite karma, 
then the Soul becomes a knower, an observer, a monk and 
it is free from bondage.

A girl is in India but dreams that she is in America. She 
can come back to India once she realizes that it is a dream 
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and awakens. The Soul falsely believes that it is the body 
and material objects belong to it. For realization, it does 
not need to renounce the material objects to realize its 
own nature. It must only awaken from its ignorance.

A man sees a snake in the dark. When he turns on the 
light, he realizes that it is only a black rope and the snake 
was never there. The Soul believes that all material  
objects belong to him. When he attains self-realization, 
the Soul realizes that the material objects were just an 
illusion and never belonged to him. 

  Stanza 316  

AÊUmUr H$å_\$b§ n`{S>ghmd{Æ>Xmo Xw doXo{XŸ& 
UmUr nwU H$å_\$b§ OmU{X C{XX§ U doXo{XŸ&&316&&

The ignorant Soul suffers fruition of karma because 
it is involved with the nature of karma. The enlightened 
Soul knows but does not suffer the fruition of karma.

A newspaper announces the death of a person. His 
family is deeply involved and affected by his death. Others 
are only readers and are not affected. The ignorant Soul 
suffers from the fruition of karma since it is involved, 
but the enlightened Soul is detached and does not suffer 
from the fruition of karma.

  Stanza 317  

U _w`{X n`{S>_^ìdmo gwQ²Rw> {d AÁPmBXyU gËWm{UŸ& 
JwS>XwÕ§ {n {n~§Vm U nÊU`m {U{ìdgm hm|{VŸ&&317&&
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The Soul who is unable to attain liberation does not 
leave karma in spite of studying scriptures thoroughly. 
Just like a snake does not become antivenom in spite of 
drinking milk with added sugar.

A scientist misuses his knowledge to make an atom 
bomb. It is not important to just gain knowledge, but it is 
more important to use that knowledge correctly.

  Stanza 318  

{Uìdo`g_mdÊUmo UmUr H$å_ß\$b§ {d`mUo{XŸ& 
_hþa§ H$Sw>`§ ~hþ{dh_do`Amo VoU gmo hmoBŸ&&318&&

The detached enlightened Soul only knows many 
types of fruition of sweet and bitter karma. Hence, he is a 
non-sufferer. 

Just like a salesman is not affected by the poor or good 
sales at his counter as he knows he has nothing to lose or 
gain. An enlightened Soul is detached and therefore it is 
a non-sufferer.

  Stanza 319  

U {d Hw$ìdB U {d do`B UmUr H$å_mB§ ~hþn`mamB§Ÿ& 
OmUB nwU H$å_\$b§ ~§Y§ nwÊU§ M nmd§ MŸ&&319&&

The enlightened Soul does not bind many types of 
karma and also does not suffer. However, he only knows the 
bondage and fruition of auspicious and inauspicious karma.

A student gives an exam and will pass or fail. If a student 
does not study and doesn’t give the exam he will not worry 
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whether he will pass or fail. An unenlightened Soul will 
suffer the karma because it believes that it is the doer 
of the karma. The enlightened Soul does not suffer the 
karma since it believes that it has not bound the karma.

  Stanza 320  

{XÆ>r Ohod UmU§ AH$ma`§ Vh AdoX`§ ModŸ& 
OmUB ` ~§Y_moŠI§ H$å_wX`§ {UÁOa§ ModŸ&&320&&

Knowledge is the non-doer and non-sufferer and only 
knows bondage, liberation and fruition of karma and 
release of karma. This is just like the eyes. 

In front of a mirror, there is a pile of wood, a fire and an 
iron ball. The wood catches fire and heats the iron ball.  The 
doer of the fire is the wood and the sufferer is the iron ball. 
The mirror is not affected at all. Similarly, a knowledgeable 
Soul is like a mirror. It is the knower of bondage, liberation 
and fruition of karma, but is not the doer or sufferer of them.

  Stanza 321-322-323  

bmo`ñg Hw$U{X {dÊhÿ gwaUma`{V[a`_mUwgo gÎmoŸ& 
g_UmU§ {n ` Aßnm O{X Hw$ìd{X N>pìdho H$mEoŸ&321&&

bmo`g_UmU_o`§ {gÕ§V§ OB U Xrg{X {dgogmoŸ& 
bmo`ñg Hw$UB {dÊhÿ g_UmU {d AßnAmo Hw$U{XŸ&&322&&

Ed§ U H$mo {d _moŠImo Xrg{X bmo`g_UmU§ XmoÊh {nŸ& 
{UÀM§ Hw$ìd§VmU§ gXod_Uw`mgwao bmoEŸ&&323&&
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It is believed in the world that Vishnu protects 
heavenly beings, hellish beings, animal beings and human 
beings. And if it is believed by monks that the Soul protects 
six types of living beings, then this belief becomes the same 
as the worldly belief. The world believes that Vishnu is the 
doer and monks believe that the Soul is the doer.  In this 
way the Souls are circling in heaven, earth and hell and it 
seems that they will not get liberation.

Some people believe that God is the protecter of life. 
Some monks believe that they are the protector of living 
beings because they are carefully doing their daily routine. 
Therefore, they believe that they are themselves God. In 
fact, God is not the creator, protector or destroyer of the 
universe. All substances in the universe have their own 
inherent nature of creation, protection and destruction.

Every substance has its own nature. For example, fire 
goes upwards, water moves downwards and air moves sideways. 

A railway station has an automatic weighing machine 
and a manual weighing scale manned by a lady. Most people 
prefer the automatic weighing machine in which they have to 
insert a coin. They find it more reliable than a manual weighing 
scale manned by a person, since they are certain that an 
automatic machine eliminates the possibility of human error 
or cheating. For some reason, humans tend to have more faith 
on automatic systems. The universe is automatic. 

  Stanza 324-325-326-327  

ddhma^m{gXoU Xw naXìd§ __ ^U§{V A{d{XXËWmŸ& 
OmU§{V {UÀN>EU Xw U ` _h na_mUw{_Îm_{d qH${MŸ&&324&&
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Oh H$mo {d Uamo O§n{X Aåh§ Jm_{dg`U`aaÆ>§Ÿ& 
U ` hm|{V Oñg Vm{U Xw ^U{X ` _mohoU gmo AßnmŸ&&325&&

E_od {_ÀN>{XÆ>r UmUr Urg§g`§ hd{X EgmoŸ& 
Omo naXìd§ __ B{X OmU§Vmo Aßn`§ Hw$U{XŸ&&326&&

Våhm U _o {Îm UÀMm XmoÊh {d EXmU H$Îm{ddgm`§Ÿ& 
naXìdo OmU§Vmo OmUoÁOmo {X{Æ>a{hXmU§Ÿ&&327&&

A person who has not known the nature of the 
substance only adopts preaching of the practical viewpoint 
and says that other substances belong to me. However, 
enlightened Souls know from the theoretical viewpoint 
that "a single atom also does not belong to me."

Just like a person says that “our village, our country, 
our town, our kingdom” do not belong to it, the Soul says 
this due to its ignorance. Similarly, a knowledgeable 
person also becomes a false believer when he believes  
that “other substances belong to him.”

An enlightened Soul knows that "other substances 
do not belong to it." And it knows that all other Souls who 
believe that the Soul is the doer of other substances are 
false believers.

A foolish person says “I want to sell India to America”; 
which is not possible. A guest is welcomed to our home and 
told “Think of this as your own home and be comfortable”. 
However, he cannot claim possession of our home. Words 
spoken from a practical viewpoint, should not be taken 
deliberately.

One man went to a temple with gifts to offer God. When 
he reached there, the guard at the entrance told him that 
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he should leave his gifts outside; only then he will be able 
to see God. So the man left all his gifts outside and went in. 
The guard again stopped him. The man now asked “Only I am 
going in now. Why are you stopping me again?” The guard 
replied, “Even the “I” had to be left outside and you should 
go in without ego, only then will you be able to see God.” 
A person with ego doesn’t attain liberation.

A layman who “sleeps” in the office and another who 
“sleeps” in the temple are both unconcious. A person who lives 
at home and an unenlightened monk, both believe that they are 
the body. Both are ignorant and will not attain liberation.

A cashier has a lot of money, but he only owns his own 
salary. The living body only owns the Soul and not a single 
atom of the body.

  Stanza 328-329-330-331  

{_ÀN>Îm§ O{X n`S>r {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r H$ao{X AßnmU§Ÿ& 
Våhm AMoXUm Vo n`S>r UUw H$maJmo nÎmmoŸ&&328&&

Ahdm Egmo Ordmo nmo½JbXìdñg Hw$U{X {_ÀN>Îm§Ÿ& 
Våhm nmo½JbXìd§ {_ÀNm{XÆ>r U nwU OrdmoŸ&&329&&

Ah Ordmo n`S>r Vh nmo½JbXìd§ Hw$U§{V {_ÀN>Îm§Ÿ& 
Våhm Xmoqh H$X§ V§ XmopÊU {d ^w§O§{V Vñg \$b§Ÿ&&330&&

Ah U n`S>r U Ordmo nmo½JbXìd§ H$ao{X {_ÀN>Îm§Ÿ& 
Våhm nmo½JbXìd§ {_ÀN>Îm§ V§ Vw U hþ {_ÀN>mŸ&&331&&

If belief-deluding karma makes false belief of the  
Soul, then one would believe that inanimate karma 
becomes the cause of false belief of the Soul. 
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Or if this Soul is the doer of belief-deluding karma, then 
karmic matter will become the false believer, not the Soul.

Or if both the Soul and karmic matter convert 
inanimate matter to belief-deluding karma, then both the 
Soul will suffer the fruition of karma.

Or if neither the Soul nor inanimate karmic matter 
converts inanimate matter to belief-deluding karma, 
then karmic matter naturally converts to belief-deluding 
karma. Isn’t this false?

A car knocks down a lady and speeds away. A motorcyclist, 
who sees this, can either take the lady to hospital or go after 
the car driver and beat him up. A person with compassion 
will choose to take the lady to hospital whereas a person with 
aggression will go after the driver.  One should not blame 
the instrumental causes like karma and observe our  
own self and change one’s own belief.

A dust particle enters one’s eye and he blames his 
neighbour at whose house he is sitting. He should in fact 
just remove the dust particle. If the dust particle was due 
to the neighbour, then it should have also affected him. One 
should not blame one’s karma but should remove one’s 
false belief. If karma is the cause of one’s sufferings, then 
karma itself will become a false believer.

If both the neighbour and himself get dust particles in 
their eyes, they will both be affected. If both the Soul and 
karma are the cause of bondage, they both should suffer. 
However, only the Soul suffers since it is only the false 
believer and responsible for binding new karma.

A man with jaundice looks yellow because of his disease. 
A false believer has false beliefs about the Soul and the 
whole world. 
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  Stanza 332 to 344  

H$å_o{h Xw AÊUmUr {H$ÁO{X UmUr Vhod H$å_oqhŸ& 
H$å_o{h gwdm{dÁO{X O½Jm{dÁO{X Vhod H$å_oqhŸ&&332&&

H$å_o{h gwhm{dÁO{X XwŠIm{dÁO{X Vhod H$å_oqhŸ& 
H$å_o{h ` {_ÀN>Îm§ {UÁO{X {UÁO{X Ag§O_§ ModŸ&&333&&

H$å_o{h ^_m{S>ÁO{X CS²>T>_hmo Mm{d {V[a`bmo`§ MŸ& 
H$å_o{h Mod {H$ÁO{X gwhmgwh§ Oo{Îm`§ qH${MŸ&&334&&

Oåhm H$å_§ Hw$ìd{X H$å_§ Xo{X ha{X {Îm O§ qH${MŸ& 
Våhm C gìdOrdm AH$maJm hm|{V AmdÊUmŸ&&335&&

nw[a{gpËW`m{hbmgr BËWrH$å_§ M nw[ag_{hbg{XŸ& 
Egm Am`[a`na§namJXm E[agr Xw gwXrŸ&&336&&

Våhm U H$mo {d Ordmo A~§^Mmar Xw Aåh CdXogoŸ& 
Oåhm H$å_§ Mod {h H$å_§ A{hbg{X B{X ^{UX§Ÿ&&337&&

Oåhm KmXo{X na§ naoU Km{XÁOXo ` gm n`S>rŸ& 
EXoUËWoU {H$a ^ÊU{X naKmXUm_o{ÎmŸ&&338&&

Våhm U H$mo {d Ordmo dKmXoAmo ApËW Aåh CdXogoŸ& 
Oåhm H$å_§ Mod {h H§$_§ KmXo{X B{d ^{UX§Ÿ&&339&&

Ed§ g§IwdEg§ Oo C nê$d|{V E[ag§ g_UmŸ& 
Voqg n`S>r Hw$ìd{X Aßnm ` AH$maJm gìdoŸ&&340&&

Ahdm _ÊU{g _ÁP§ Aßnm AßnmU_ßnUmo Hw$U{XŸ& 
Eogmo {_ÀN>ghmdmo Vwåh§ E`§ _wU§VñgŸ&&341&&
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Aßnm {UÀMmo@g§IoÁOnXogmo Xo{gXmo Xw g_`påhŸ& 
U {d gmo gŠH${X VÎmmo hrUmo A{hAmo ` H$mXw§ OoŸ&&342&&

Ordñg Ordê$d§ {dËWaXmo OmU bmoJ_oÎm§ IwŸ& 
VÎmmo gmo qH$ hrUmo A{hAmo ` H$h§ Hw$U{X Xìd§Ÿ&&343&&

Ah OmUJmo Xw ^mdmo UmUghmdoU AÀN>Xo {Îm _X§Ÿ& 
Våhm U {d Aßnm Aßn`§ Vw g`_ßnUmo Hw$U{XŸ&&344&&

Karma makes the Soul ignorant and karma makes 
the Soul knowledgeable. Karma makes one sleep and 
karma wakes one up. Karma makes one happy and 
karma makes one sad. Karma makes Souls’ belief false. 
Karma makes the Soul sin. Karma makes one have cycles 
of birth and death in the Upper, Middle and Lower parts 
of the Universe. Karma only makes all auspicious and 
inauspicious deeds. Therefore, karma only does, karma 
gives and karma takes back. In this way, whatever happens 
is because of karma. Hence, all Souls are not the doers.

Karma makes a male desire a female and a female 
desire a male. Monks have explained this since ages.  
There is no Soul, which is not celibate. Because it is said 
that karma only desires karma. Also, that which kills 
others and which is killed by others is due to karma, which 
is known as physique-making karma. Therefore, it is said 
in our preaching, no one Soul is the killer because karma 
only kills the karma. 

In this way, monks who explain that karma only is 
the doer and all Souls are not the doers are explaining  
the Saankhya philosophy. 
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Or if one believes that my own Soul is the doer of my 
own Soul, then this is false belief because the doctrine  
says that the Soul is eternal, occupies innumerable spaces 
and cannot be reduced or increased. If fact, the Soul has 
the capacity to occupy the whole Universe and so how can 
it be reduced or increased? How can the Soul be the doer 
of the Soul? 

The Soul remains steady in the nature of knowledge. 
In this way the Soul is not the doer of the Soul.

Some friends come to meet child Vardhaman. They meet 
his mother on the ground floor who tells them that he is up. 
Then they meet his father on the seventh floor and who tells 
them that he is down. Vardhaman is actually on the fourth 
floor. Both the mother and father are right from their own 
viewpoint. One should know the multiple viewpoints to 
understand the essence of any statement.

An alarm clock set by you yourself, wakes you up in the 
morning. You suffer the consequences of karma bound  
by your impure feelings and not karma itself.

Four people playing cards get 13 cards each randomly. 
The cards you get are not in your control, but the way you 
play them is in your control. Circumstances are not to be 
blamed; your effort as to how you deal with them is in 
your hands.

The food, which is served may or may not be eaten by 
you depending on your choice. We should not blame karma 
but put in effort to release our impure feelings and  
attain self-realization.

An instrumental cause does not itself change into the 
effect. The potter is instrumental in making the pot. He himself 
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does not change into the pot. The baker is instrumental in 
making the bread. He himself doesn’t change into the bread. 
Karmic matter is the instrumental cause for false belief 
of the Soul. Karmic matter itself does not change into 
false belief.

A student doesn’t feel like attending an early lecture.  
He will not be lazy if he has to catch an early flight. One  
should not be lazy by speaking and behaving that 
whatever is destined will happen. Whatever karma is 
bound to you, is because of you and has to be released by 
your own effort and you should not be lazy.

Cash is deposited in the bank. In the future the cash is 
withdrawn by a cheque. The cheque is only the medium. A 
person commits a crime and is taken to prison by a policeman. 
The policeman is only the medium. The fruition of karma is 
by your own feelings. The Soul attains all circumstances due 
to fruition of his own feelings. Karma is only the medium.

The real viewpoint says that nothing is yours. A man 
cannot take any thing or touch any woman that is not his own. 
The practical viewpoint is also important, otherwise 
human beings will become like animals.

The water in the basin and toilet are taken differently, 
even though water is water. All Souls are the same from a 
theoretical viewpoint. This is to be believed but should 
not become your behavior.

Sugar is in the shop, in the car, on the table, in your 
mouth, and in your stomach from a practical viewpoint.  
From a real viewpoint sugar is where there is sweetness. 
From a practical viewpoint the Soul is in the universe, 
on earth, in India, in Mumbai, in the body. From a real 
viewpoint the Soul is where there is knowledge.
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 A man attacks a dog, a lion and a tortoise with a stick. 
The dog bites the stick, the lion bites the man and the 
tortoise withdraws into his shell. Ignorant Souls blame the 
circumstances or karma. An enlightened Soul withdraws 
its attention from the circumstances or karma.

  Stanza 345-346-347-348  

Ho$qh{M Xw nÁOEqh {dUñgE Uod Ho$qh{M Xw OrdmoŸ& 
Oåhm Våhm Hw$ìd{X gmo dm AÊUmo d Uo`§VmoŸ&&345&&

Ho$qh{M Xw nÁOEqh qdUñgE Uod Ho$qh{M Xw OrdmoŸ& 
Oåhm Våhm doX{X gmo dm AÊUmo d Uo`§VmoŸ&&346&&

Omo Mod Hw$U{X gmo {M` U doXE Oñg Eg {gÕ§VmoŸ& 
gmo Ordmo UmXìdmo {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r AUm[ahXmoŸ&&347&&

AÊUmo H$ao{X AÊUmo n[a^w§O{X Oñg Eg {gÕ§VmoŸ& 
gmo Ordmo UmXìdmo {_ÀN>m{XÆ>r AUm[ahXmoŸ&&348&&

Because the Soul gets destroyed by many changes 
and does not get destroyed by many changes, therefore  
‘it is the doer’ or ‘someone else is the doer’. This is not a 
one-sided viewpoint. 

Because the Soul gets destroyed by many changes 
and does not get destroyed by many changes, therefore  
‘it is the sufferer’ or ‘someone else is the sufferer’. This is 
not a one-sided viewpoint. 

One who believes that the doer is not the sufferer is 
a false believer and does not believe in omniscient God.

One who believes that someone else is doer and 
the sufferer is a false believer and does not believe in 
omniscient God.
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A crow is black, red and yellow from multiple viewpoints. 
Its skin is black, his blood is red and his sputum is yellow. 
The Soul is changeable from a modifications viewpoint 
and unchangeable from an attribute viewpoint.

So a prisoner is in jail because of his own crime. He 
cannot blame others. The Soul cannot blame karma for 
cycles of birth and death.

A party with 100 guests was served dinner at night. 
Five people, do not eat after sunset so didn't have dinner.  
The remaining 95 persons who ate that night died after 
consuming the food because some poisoness insects had 
fallen into the food in the dark. Everyone suffers the fruition 
of their own karma.

A hardworking man does not get a good salary, whereas 
a man who does not work gets the hardworking man’s  
salary. Then why should he work? If the Soul does the effort 
and the fruits are enjoyed by others, then why should the 
Soul put in the effort?

A human being goes to hell and suffers karma, which 
was bound by a human being. This is a false belief. The Soul 
is the same and has to suffer its own karma. The doer 
and the sufferer is the same. This is a right belief.

  Stanza 349 to 355  

Oh {gpßnAmo Xw H$å_§ Hw$ìd{X U ` gmo Xw Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ& 
Vh Ordmo {d ` H$å_§ Hw$ìd{X U ` Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ&&349&&

Oh {gpßnAmo Xw H$aUoqh Hw$ìd{X U ` gmo Xw Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ& 
Vh Ordmo H$aUoqh Hw$ìd{X U ` Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ&&350&&
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Oh {gpßnAmo Xw H$aUm{U {JÊh{X U gmo Xw Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ& 
Vh Ordmo H$aUm{U Xw {JÊh{X U ` Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ&&351&&

Oh {gpßn Xw H$å_\$b§ ^w§O{X U gmo Xw Vå_Amo hmo{XŸ& 
Vh Ordmo H$å_\$b§ ^w§O{X U ` Vå_Xmo hmo{XŸ&&352&&

Ed§ ddhmañg Xw dÎmìd§ X[agU§ g_mgoUŸ& 
gwUw  {UÀN>`ñg  d`U§  n[aUm_H$X§  Vw  O§  hmo{XŸ&&353&&

Oh {gpßnAmo Xw MoÆ>§ Hw$ìd{X hd{X ` Vhm AUÊUmo goŸ& 
Vh Ordmo {d ` H$å_§ Hw$d{X hd{X ` AUÊUmo goŸ&&354&&

Oh MoÆ>§ Hw$ìd§Vmo Xw {gpßnAmo {UÀMXwpŠIAmo hmo{XŸ& 
VÎmmo {g`m AUÊUmo Vh MoÆ>§Vmo Xwhr OrdmoŸ&&355&&

The goldsmith makes bangles, etc. but he himself does 
not change to bangles, etc. In the same way, the Soul binds 
karma but it itself does not change to karma. The goldsmith 
uses instruments like hammer, etc. but he himself does not 
change to the instruments, etc. Similarly, the Soul binds karma 
by mind, speech and body; it itself does not change to mind, 
speech and body. The goldsmith receives the instruments, 
but it itself does not change to the instruments. Similarly, 
the Soul receives mind, speech and body, but he himself does 
not change to mind, speech and body. The goldsmith enjoys 
the fruition of his effort (e.g. food, wealth), but he himself 
does not change to the fruition. Similarly, the Soul enjoys or 
suffers the fruition of auspicious and inauspicious karma, 
but it itself does not change to happiness or unhappiness. 
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The above is all from a practical viewpoint. Now, the 
theoretical viewpoint is being explained. The goldsmith 
is the doer of feelings of making bangles, etc. and he is 
attached to these feelings. Similarly, the Soul is the doer of 
feeling of attachment, love and hate and is bound to these 
feelings. The goldsmith is constantly unhappy with his 
feelings and these feelings of unhappiness are attached 
to the goldsmith. Similarly, the Soul is constantly unhappy 
with its feelings of attachment, love and hate and is bound 
to these feelings. 

The potter makes pots, but he himself does not change 
to a pot. In the same way, the Soul binds karma but it itself 
does not change to karma.

A person with a bitter taste in his mouth will find 
everything bitter. A false believer believes that the whole 
world is false.

India and America are two separate countries. India 
and Pakistan were once a single country but are now 
separate countries. The Soul and matter are like India and  
America. An Indian, who believes that America belongs to 
him, has a false belief. Similarly, a Soul which believes that 
matter belongs to it, is also a false belief.

A person walks on stones, but feels no pain. However,  
if the stones were in his shoe, he would feel pain. One should 
know the correct reason of unhappiness. A Soul must get  
rid of its own false belief.
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  Stanza 356 to 365  

Oh go{S>`m Xw U nañg go{S>`m go{S>`m ` gm hmo{XŸ& 
Vh OmUJmo Xw U nañg OmUJmo OmUJmo gmo XwŸ&&356&&

Oh go{S>`m Xw U nañg go{S>`m go{S>`m ` gm hmo{XŸ& 
Vh nmgJmo Xw U nañg nmgJmo nmgJmo gmo XwŸ&&357&&

Oh go{S>`m Xw U nañg go{S>`m go{S>`m ` gm hmo{XŸ& 
Vh  g§OXmo  Xw  U  nañg  g§OXmo  g§OXmo  gmo  XwŸ&&358&&

Oh go{S>`m Xw U nañg go{S>`m go{S>`m ` gm hmo{XŸ& 
Vh X§gU§ Xw U nañg X§gU§ X§gU§ V§ VwŸ&&359&&

Ed§ Vw {UÀN>`U`ñg ^m{gX§ UmUX§gUM[aÎmoŸ& 
gwUw ddhmaU`ñ` ` dÎmìd§ go g_mgoUŸ&&360&&

Oh naXìd§ goS>{X hþ go{S>`m AßnUmo ghmdoUŸ& 
Vh naXìd§ OmU{X UmXm {d gEJ ^mdoUŸ&&361&&

Oh naXìd§ goS>{X hþ go{S>`m AßnUmo ghmdoUŸ& 
Vh naXìd§ nñg{X Ordmo {d gEU ^mdoUŸ&&362&&

Oh naXìd§ goS>{X hþ go{S>`m AßnUmo ghmdoUŸ& 
Vh naXìd§ {dOh{X UmXm {d gEU ^mdoUŸ&&363&&

Oh naXìd§ goS>{X hþ go{S>`m AßnUmo ghmdoUŸ& 
Vh naXìd§ gÔh{X gå_{XÆ>r ghmdoUŸ&&364&&

Ed§ ddhmañg Xw {d{UÀN>Amo UmUX§gUM[aÎmoŸ& 
^{UXmo AÊUogw {d nÁOEgw E_od UmXìdmoŸ&&365&&
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Just like the paint on the wall doesn’t belong to the 
wall; the paint is still the paint. Similarly, the knower 
doesn’t belong to others; the knower is still the knower. 
Just like the paint on the wall doesn’t belong to the wall; 
the paint is still the paint. Similarly, the observer doesn’t 
belong to others; the observer is still the observer. Just  
like the paint on the wall doesn’t belong to the wall; the 
paint is still the paint. Similarly, the renouncer doesn’t 
belong to others; the renouncer is still the renouncer. Just 
like the paint on the wall doesn’t belong to the wall; the 
paint is still the paint. Similarly, the belief doesn’t belong 
to others; the belief is still the belief. 

The above statements were about knowledge, belief 
and conduct from a theoretical viewpoint. Now it is 
explained from a practical viewpoint. 

Just like the paint on the wall makes the wall white 
by its own nature, the knower knows the outer objects by 
its own nature. Just like the paint on the wall makes the 
wall white by its own nature, the observer observes the 
outer objects by its own nature. Just like the paint on the 
wall makes the wall white by its own nature, the knower 
renounces the outer objects by its own nature. Just like 
the paint on the wall makes the wall white by its own 
nature, the right believer believes the outer objects by its 
own nature. In this way knowledge, belief and conduct 
are explained from a practical viewpoint. One should 
understand all other modifications in the same way.

A mirror costing Rupees 10 is facing a multimillion-
rupee palace. The cost of the mirror remains the same. The 
mirror is now facing a dumpyard. Still the cost of the mirror 
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remains the same. The mirror doesn’t merge with the palace 
or the dumpyard. In spite of objects reflecting in the 
knowledge, it doesn’t merge with any object. It remains 
the same.

The side view mirror of our car reflects many cars 
passing by. However, the mirror does not become the owner 
of the reflected cars. The Soul’s knowledge reflects feelings 
and objects, but they don’t belong to the knowledge.

A customer goes to a shop to buy a mirror. He chooses 
a mirror and sees his face reflected in it. However, the 
shopkeeper believes that the mirror does not belong to the 
customer yet. The customer now pays for the mirror and 
tells the shopkeeper to pack it. Now the shopkeeper’s face is 
reflected in the mirror. But he believes that the shopkeeper 
is no longer the owner of that mirror. True belief about 
knowledge makes the Soul free from worry.

A cup reflecting in a mirror breaks. However, the mirror 
remains the same. Objects or feelings reflecting in the 
knowledge of the Soul change constantly. However, the 
knowledge of the Soul does not change due to objects or 
feelings reflecting in it.

From a practical viewpoint, the objects or feeling are 
reflecting in knowledge of the Soul. From a real viewpoint, 
knowledge and the objects or feelings do not merge. 

  Stanza 366 to 371  

X§gUUmUM[aÎm§ qH${M {d UpËW Xw AMoXUo {dgEŸ& 
Våhm qH$ KmX`Xo MoX{`Xm Vogw {dgEgwŸ&&366&&
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X§gUUmUM[aÎm§ qH${M {d UpËW Xw AMoXUo H$å_oŸ& 
Våhm qH$ KmX`Xo MoX{`Xm Vpåh H$å_påhŸ&&367&&

X§gUUmUM[aÎm§ qH${M {d UpËW Xw AMoXUo H$mEŸ& 
Våhm qH$ KmX`Xo MoX{`Xm Vogw H$mEgwŸ&&368&&

UmUñg X§gUñg ` ^{UXmo KmXmo Vhm M[aÎmñgŸ& 
U {d Vqh nmo½JbXìdñg H$mo {d KmXmo Xw {U{ÔÆ>moŸ&&369&&

Ordñg Oo JwUm Ho$B UpËW Ibw Vo naogw XìdogwŸ& 
Våhm gå_m{X{Æ>ñg UpËW amJmo Xw {dgEgwŸ&&370&&

amJmo Xmogmo _mohmo Ordñgod ` AUÊUn[aUm_mŸ& 
EXoU H$maUoU Xw gÔm{Xgw UpËW amJmXrŸ&&371&&

Belief, knowledge and conduct are not at all present 
in inanimate objects, and therefore, what will the Soul 
destroy in these objects? 

Belief, knowledge and conduct are not at all present 
in inanimate karma, and therefore, what will the Soul 
destroy in these karma? 

Belief, knowledge and conduct are not at all present 
in inanimate bodies, and therefore, what will the Soul 
destroy in these bodies? 

When it is said that knowledge, belief and conduct  
are destroyed, it is not said that matter substance is 
destroyed at all. 

If fact, all the attributes of the Soul are not present 
in other substances. Therefore, a right believer has no 
feeling of love towards objects. Attachment, love and  
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hate are feelings associated with the Soul. Because of this, 
these feelings are not present in other matter, like sound 
waves, etc.

A body is composed of the head, torso and limbs. A 
person wants to go for a morning walk. However, he has 
a headache and the whole body has to stay at home, since 
they are together and can't be seperated. Other friends still 
go for a walk. Other bodies are not connected with any part 
of one’s own body. The Soul has knowledge, belief and 
conduct attributes. When the belief is false, the Soul has 
to suffer the cycles of birth and death since the attributes 
are united. Matter is not affected by the attributes of the 
Soul. Upon one's death the Soul is not destroyed.

On heating impure gold, the gold and its impurities 
separate. The gold itself does not destroy impurities. By 
meditation on one’s own Soul, the Soul and its karma 
separate. The Soul itself does not destroy karma.

A 4D movie makes one feel as if everthing is real. In  
fact, it is an illusion. Similarly, the Soul cannot kill others 
and others will not be killed by the Soul.

A beggar in a village sits and begs on the same spot  
for 30 years. The beggar becomes old and the whole spot is 
very dirty and stinks. The beggar dies and he is cremated 
with all his clothes. The stink still remains on that spot. 
The villagers decide to dig a pit on that to remove the stink. 
They find a treasure of gold and diamonds in the pit. The 
ignorant Soul expects to get happiness from others. The 
enlightened Soul does not expect to get happiness from 
outer objects, since it has realized that the happiness  
is within its own self.
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Everyone does not appreciate classical music. Only 
a person who is interested in classical music will love it. A  
person is not interested in numeric digits. However the digits 
of his mobile phone have to be in the correct order. An object 
doesn’t attract the Soul. However the Soul gets entrapped 
by his own weakness.

  Stanza 372  

AÊUX{dEU AÊUX{d`ñg Umo H$saE JwUwßnmAmoŸ& 
Våhm Xw gìdXìdm CßnÁO§Vo ghmdoUŸ&&372&&

One substance cannot create another substance. 
Therefore all substances are created by their own nature.

A lady cannot make exactly identical chapatis even though 
she desires that all are the same size and shape. A teacher 
teaches many students, but they all don’t perform the same 
in the exams. Their marks depend on their individual effort. 
The Soul is not a doer or creator of any other substance.

  Stanza 373 to 382  

qU{XXg§WwXd`Um{U nmo½Jbm n[aU_§{V ~hþJm{UŸ& 
Vm{U gw{UXy` ê$g{X Vyg{X ` nwUmo Ah§ ^{UXmoŸ&&373&&

nmo½JbXìd§ gÔÎmn[aUX§ Vñg O{X JwUmo AÊUmoŸ& 
Våhm U Vw_§ ^{UXmo qH${M {d qH$ ê$g{g A~wÕmoŸ&&374&&

Agwhmo gwhmo d gÔmo U V§ ^U{X gwUgw _§ {V gmo ModŸ& 
U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXw§ gmoX{dg`_mJX§ gÔ§Ÿ&&375&&
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Agwh§ gwh§ d ê$d§ U V§ ^U{X noÀN> _§ {V gmo ModŸ& 
U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXw§ MŠIw{dg`_mJX§ ê$d§Ÿ&&376&&

Agwhmo gwhmo d J§Ymo U V§ ^U{X {O½K _§ {V gmo ModŸ& 
U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXw§ KmU{dg`_mJX§ J§Y§Ÿ&&377&&

Agwhmo gwhmo d agmo U V§ ^U{X  ag` _§ {V gmo ModŸ& 
U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXw§ agU{dg`_mJX§ Vw ag§Ÿ&&378&&

Agwhmo gwhmo d \$mgmo U V§ ^U{X \w$ggw _§ {V gmo ModŸ& 
U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXw§ H$m`{dg`_mJX§ \$mg§Ÿ&&379&&

Agwhmo gwhmo d JwUmo U V§ ^U{X ~wÁP _§ {V gmo ModŸ& 
U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXw§ ~w{Õ{dg`_mJX§ Vw JwU§Ÿ&&380&&

Agwh§ gwh§ d Xìd§ U V§ ^U{X ~wÁP _§ {V gmo ModŸ& 
U ` E{X {d{U½J{hXw§ ~w{Õ{dg`_mJX§ Xìd§Ÿ&&381&&

E`§ Vw Om{UD$U§ Cdg_§ Uod JÀN>Xo _yT>moŸ& 
{U½Jh_Um nañg ` g`§ M ~wqÕ {gd_nÎmmoŸ&&382&&

Matter substance changes to sound waves of many 
types of criticism and praise. When the ignorant Soul hears 
this, it thinks that ‘it is said to me’ and it feels unhappy and 
happy. 

Matter substance changes to sound waves. If its 
nature is different from you, then nothing has been said  
to you. Oh! Ignorant Soul, why do you get angry?

Favorable or unfavorable sound waves do not tell  
that "you listen to me." The Soul also does not leave its 
position and adopt the words heard by the ear sense. 
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Favorable or unfavorable scenes do not tell that "you 
see me." The Soul also does not leave its position and adopt 
the scenes seen by the eye sense. 

Favorable or unfavorable, fragrance and foul smells, 
do not tell that "you smell me." The Soul also does not leave 
its position and adopt the fragrance and smells smelt by 
the nose sense.

Favorable or unfavorable tastes do not tell that "you 
taste me." The Soul also does not leave its position and 
adopt the taste tasted by the tongue sense. 

Favorable or unfavorable touches do not tell that 
"you touch me." The Soul also does not leave its position 
and adopt the touches felt by the skin sense. 

Favorable or unfavorable natures do not tell that 
"you know me." The Soul also does not leave its position 
and adopt the natures known by the mind. 

Favorable or unfavorable substances do not tell that 
"you know me." The Soul also does not leave its position 
and adopt the substances known by the mind.

Even though the ignorant person knows this, he still 
does not get restful and since he has not attained self-
realization he still desires to adopt other outer objects.

A man is abusing a lady. She remains very calm. He asks 
her why she is not affected by the abuses. She takes him to 
her house and gives him very old and stinking clothes and 
tells him to wear them. He says he won’t wear them. The lady 
tells him “Just as you won't accept my dirty clothes, I will not 
accept your dirty words”. If you have achieved satisfaction 
within yourself, no one’s praise or abuse will affect you.
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A saint is surrounded by people of one village who 
showers him with abuses. The saint is not affected. He tells 
them that he just came from a village where the villagers 
showered him with sweets. He was full and did not accept 
the sweets, which were distributed to their family members. 
A cup of tea is full and more cannot be added to it. The Soul 
who has realized that it is full of happiness will not be 
affected by any words. 

A scorpion has fallen into the water and a man saves him. 
The scorpion bites the man. When the scorpion again falls 
into the water, the man saves him again. Someone asks him 
why is he doing this. He says “The nature of the scorpion is to 
bite and my nature is to save living beings and if he doesn’t 
leave his nature, I, being a human will not leave my nature”. 
We should not retaliate against anyone. 

 A fire or ice reflecting in a mirror does not make a mirror 
hot or cold. All objects known in the Soul’s knowledge will 
not affect the Soul.

A man goes to the president of the village and tells him 
that a lady is enticing him. The president goes to his cottage 
and asks him where the lady is. He takes him to the attic, 
makes him stand on a stool and see the lady across the river 
with a pair of binoculars. The president tells him that it is his 
own weakness and not the lady’s fault. 

An air-conditioner does not force us to put it on. A 
restaurant does not invite us to taste its food. A perfume 
doesn’t tell us to spray it. A movie doesn’t tell us to come 
and see it. A musician doesn’t tell us to come and hear him.  
The Soul does not get involved in any of the five senses 
even if it has the feeling of enjoying them.
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A lion, a fox and a donkey are friends. They go hunting 
together and kill many animals. They collect all the dead 
animals in one spot. The lion tell the intelligent fox to  
distribute the meat. The fox distributes it equally amongst  
the three of them. The lion feels that it should have got the 
largest portion since it worked the hardest. So he kills the 
fox and adds it to the meat pile. Now it asks the donkey to 
distribute the meat. The donkey tells the lion that this is all 
yours. When the lion asks the donkey from where did it learn 
this, the donkey replies that it is from the dead fox. In spite of 
knowing that material objects never give permanent bliss, 
ignorant humans do not learn from their experience.

One puts the label of “Poison” on a bottle of mercury. 
One should be aware and protect oneself of impure 
feelings since they are like poison.

  Stanza 383-384-385-386  

H$å_§ O§ nwìdH$`§ gwhmgwh_Uo`{dËWa{dgog§Ÿ& 
VÎmmo {U`ÎmXo Aßn`§ Vw Omo gmo n{S>ŠH$_U§Ÿ&&383&&

H$å_§ O§ gwh_gwh§ Opåh ` ^mdpåh ~ÁP{X ^{dñg§Ÿ& 
VÎmmo {U`ÎmXo Omo gmo nƒŠImU§ hd{X MoXmŸ&&384&&

O§ gwh_gwh_w{XÊU§ g§n{S> ` AUo`{dËWa{dgog§Ÿ& 
V§ Xmog§ Omo MoX{X gmo Ibw Ambmo`U§ MoXmŸ&&385&&

{Uƒ§ nƒŠImU§ Hw$ìd{X {Uƒ§ n{S>ŠH$_{X Omo `Ÿ& 
{Uƒ§ AmbmoMo`{X gmo hþ M[aÎm§ hd{X MoXmŸ&&386&&
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The Soul, who releazes itself from various types  
of auspicious and inauspicious karma bound in the past, 
is repentant.  

The Soul, who stops itself from the feelings, which 
cause various types of auspicious and inauspicious  
karma for the future is a renouncer.  

The Soul, who accepts the fruition of various types  
of auspicious and inauspicious karma with equanimity,  
is a real confessor.  

True conduct is when one always does repentance, 
always renounces and always confesses.

A repentant man goes to the church at night and 
repeatedly confesses in front of God that he is a thief. 
Another person hears him and follows him out of the church. 
He shouts “Thief, thief”. The thief then retaliates by saying 
that he is not a thief and will take him to court. “I was only 
telling God and not you that I am a thief”. The Soul can ask 
for confession only if it is repentant and after repentance 
nothing anyone says should affect the Soul. Past mistakes 
occurred because one was not engrossed in one’s own 
Soul. Repentance is to be engrossed in one’s own Soul.

A man is besotted with going to America and makes 
all the preparations to go. On the way to the airport he gets 
the news that a close relative has passed away and he has to 
cancel his trip. He is very angry. He has not realized that he 
himself might have died. All desires of the future may not 
necessarily be fulfilled, but the Soul still binds karma. 
Therefore, an enlightened Soul renounces all desires of 
the future by being engrossed in its own self.
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A king had been taught, “This moment is temporary 
and will pass”. Another king wins in a war against him and 
is persuading him to kill him. He remembers what he had 
been taught and finds another path and escapes. The king is 
back on his throne and doesn’t remember that this moment 
will also pass. An enlightened Soul knows and believes that 
“All moments are temporary and will pass”. Therefore, it 
renounces all attachment from circumstances arising from 
fruition of past karma. It is engrossed in its own Soul.

Mistakes of the past, present and future can be renounced 
by meditating on one’s own eternal knowledgeable Soul.

  Stanza 387-388-389  

doX§Vmo H$å_\$b§ AßnmU§ Hw$U{X Omo Xw H$å_\$b§Ÿ& 
gmo V§ nwUmo {d ~§Y{X ~r`§ XwŠIñg AÆ>{dh§Ÿ&&387&&

doX§Vmo H$å_\$b§ _E H$X§ _wU{X Omo Xw H$å_\$b§Ÿ& 
gmo V§ nwUmo {d ~§Y{X ~r`§ XwŠIñg AÆ>{dh§Ÿ&&388&&

doX§Vmo H$å_\$b§ gw{hXmo Xw{hXmo ` hd{X Omo MoXmŸ& 
gmo V§ nwUmo {d ~§Y{X ~r`§ XwŠIñg AÆ>{dh§Ÿ&&389&&

The Soul, who suffers the fruition of karma and 
believes that the karma belong to it, binds eight types  
of karma repeatedly, which are the seeds of sorrow. 

The Soul, who suffers the fruition of karma and 
knows that he is the cause of fruition of karma, binds eight 
types of karma repeatedly, which are the seeds of sorrow. 
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The Soul, who suffers the fruition of karma and  
feels happiness and unhappiness, binds eight types of 
karma repeatedly, which are the seeds of sorrow. 

A person commiting sins may still get favourable 
circumstances, whereas a monk who does not commit 
any sins and who has not got food for a year may still get 
unfavourable circumstances. All circumstances are due to 
fruition of karma. The Soul has no control over this.

A couple from a village in India goes to Singapore for 
three days for their honeymoon. They have 500 dollars  
with them. When they land at Singapore airport, the wife 
throws a piece of paper on the floor. She is fined 500 dollars. 
When the officer gives her a receipt for it, she angrily  
throws this also on the floor. She is again fined 500 dollars. 
Since they don’t have any money they were made to work 
as cleaners in Singapore for 6 months with boarding and 
lodging provided by the government. This was all due to the 
fruition of their karma. 

The great Gama wrestler was able to stop a speeding car 
with his bare hands and was very proud of his achievements. 
When he became old and sick, he could not even flick a 
fly from his face. One should not have pride since all 
circumstances are due to fruition of karma.

A child is born with his fists closed and he has the 
chance to attain self-realization. He dies with his palms open 
because he has lost the opportunity. The Soul should use 
every moment of his precious human life.
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  Stanza 390 to 404  

gËW§ UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm gËW§ U `mUXo qH${MŸ& 
Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ gËW§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&390&&

gÔmo UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm gÔmo U `mUXo qH${MŸ& 
Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ gÔ§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&391&&

ê$d§ UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm ê$d§ U `mUXo qH${MŸ& 
Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ ê$d§ {OUm ~o§{VŸ&&392&&

dÊUmo UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm dÊUmo U `mUXo qH${MŸ& 
Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ dÊU§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&393&&

J§Ymo UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm J§Ymo U `mUXo qH${MŸ& 
Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ J§Y§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&394&&

U agmo Xw hd{X UmU§ Oåhm Xw agmo U `mUXo qH${MŸ& 
Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ ag§ M AÊU§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&395&&

\$mgmo U hd{X UmU§ Oåhm \$mgmo ` `mUXo qH${MŸ& 
Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ \$mg§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&396&&

H$å_§ UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm H$å_§ U `mUXo qH${MŸ& 
Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ H$å_§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&397&&

Yå_mo UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm Yå_mo U `mUXo qH${MŸ& 
Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ Yå_§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&398&&

UmU_Yå_mo U hd{X OåhmYå_mo U `mUXo [H§${MŸ& 
Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU_Yå_§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&399&&
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H$mbmo UmU§ U hd{X Oåhm H$mbmo U `mUXo qH${MŸ& 
Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÊU§ H$mb§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&400&&

Am`mg§ {n U UmU§ Oåhm`mg§ U `mUXo qH${MŸ& 
Våhm`mg§ AÊU§ AÊU§ UmU§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&401&&

UÁÂdgmU§ UmU§ AÁPdgmU§ AMoXU§ OåhmŸ& 
Våhm AÊU§ UmU§ AÁPdgmU§ Vhm AÊU§Ÿ&&402&&

Oåhm OmU{X {UÀM§ Våhm Ordmo Xw OmUJmo UmUrŸ& 
UmU§ M OmU`mXmo Aìd{X[aÎm§ _wUo`ìd§Ÿ&&403&&

UmU§ gå_m{XqÆ> Xw g§O_§ gwÎm_§JnwìdJ`§Ÿ& 
Yå_mYå_§ M Vhm nìdÁO§ Aã^wd§{V ~whmŸ&&404&&

Scripture is not knowledge, because scripture does 
not know anything. Therefore, knowledge is different  
and scripture is different. Omniscient Gods say this. 

Sound waves are not knowledge, because sound 
waves do not know anything. Therefore, knowledge is 
different and sound waves are different. Omniscient  
Gods say this. 

Scene is not knowledge, because scene does not  
know anything. Therefore, knowledge is different and 
scene is different. Omniscient Gods say this. 

Color is not knowledge, because color does not  
know anything. Therefore, knowledge is different and 
color is different. Omniscient Gods say this. 

Smell is not knowledge, because smell does not  
know anything. Therefore, knowledge is different and 
smell is different. Omniscient Gods say this. 
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Taste is not knowledge, because taste does not  
know anything. Therefore, knowledge is different and 
taste is different. Omniscient Gods say this. 

Touch is not knowledge, because touch does not  
know anything. Therefore, knowledge is different and 
touch is different. Omniscient Gods say this. 

Karma is not knowledge, because karma does not 
know anything. Therefore, knowledge is different and 
karma is different. Omniscient Gods say this. 

Ether substance is not knowledge, because ether 
substance does not know anything. Therefore, knowledge 
is different and ether substance is different. Omniscient 
Gods say this. 

Anti-ether substance is not knowledge, because 
anti-ether substance does not know anything. Therefore, 
knowledge is different and anti-ether substance is 
different. Omniscient Gods say this. 

Time substance is not knowledge, because time 
substance does not know anything. Therefore, knowledge 
is different and time substance is different. Omniscient 
Gods say this. 

Space substance is not knowledge, because space 
substance does not know anything. Therefore, knowledge 
is different and space substance is different. Omniscient 
Gods say this. 

Ignorance is not knowledge because ignorance is  
non-living. Therefore, knowledge is different and 
ignorance is different. 
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The Soul continuously knows and therefore the Soul 
is knowledgeable and one should know that knowledge  
is united to the Soul.

An enlightened Soul knows that knowledge is right 
belief, self-control, scriptures, auspicious and inauspicious 
deeds and asceticism.

A book on electricity does not have electricity. A live  
wire itself will have electricity. Scriptures do not have 
knowledge. Knowledge is the inherent nature of the Soul alone.

A lamp lights up a dark room and when it goes to 
another room the first room becomes dark and this room 
lights up. The Soul is like a lamp, knowledge is like light 
and the body is like a dark room. In fact, knowledge is  
the inherent nature of only the Soul.

A dog chews a bone and its jaw gets cut and bleeds. 
The dog thinks that the bone is tasty because of the blood, 
which is actually its own blood. The ignorant Soul believes 
that the body has knowledge. In fact, knowledge is the 
inherent nature of the Soul alone.

A computer wins a game against us. However, it has 
no knowledge of happiness of winning the game. In fact, 
knowledge is the inherent nature of the Soul alone.

A child bangs against a chair and hurts himself. He hits 
the chair, but the chair has no knowledge of hurting him. In 
fact, knowledge is the inherent nature of the Soul alone.

A housewife gets burnt if she touches fire. A dead body 
has no feeling when it is cremated because the Soul has left 
the body. In fact, knowledge is the inherent nature of  
the Soul alone.
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A chef is cutting vegetables and his finger gets cut and 
he feels pain. A dead body undergoing post mortem feels no 
pain since it does not have knowledge. In fact, knowledge  
is the inherent nature of the Soul alone.

During an earthquake, people know that they can run 
and save themselves, but the buildings cannot go anywhere. 
In fact, knowledge is the inherent nature of the Soul.

A manager is late for work and blames the signals. The 
signals have no knowledge and are only doing their duty. In 
fact, knowledge is the inherent nature of the Soul alone.

A scarecrow in a field scares the birds and animals. 
However, the scarecrow has no knowledge of it. In fact, 
knowledge is the inherent nature of the Soul alone.

A dog steals a chapati and runs and hides with it. It eats 
it after making sure that no one is chasing it. The next day 
goes to the same place and the owner gives it a chapati. It now 
knows that it is safe and eats the chapati there itself. The dog 
knows the difference between stealing and being offered. In 
fact, knowledge is the inherent nature of the Soul alone.

Two neighbouring children are fighting and the mother 
of one of them calls her child back home. The child tells 
his mother “Why are you only telling me and not the other 
child?” She tells him that “I can only tell you because you  
are knowledgeable and will understand”. The enlightened 
person will only preach to the knowledgeable Soul and not 
to the inanimate body. In fact, knowledge is the inherent 
nature of the Soul alone.

A mirror is reflecting the sea waves going up and down, 
but it remains steady itself.  The Soul with impure feelings 
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does not leave its nature of knowledge. Though it does 
not know the whole universe, it still knows its impure 
feelings. In fact, knowledge is the inherent nature of the 
Soul alone.

A diamond remains the same whether it is in a packet, 
in a person’s ring or in the dust. It’s shiny nature remains the 
same. The Soul can be in any body or form but will not 
leave its nature of knowledge. 

A person finds a diamond in a crowd. He goes home  
and examines the diamond closely and enjoys it. A true 
seeker of the Soul listens to the discourse on the Soul 
and comes home and quietly meditates on it. It achieves 
supreme bliss. 

  Stanza 405-406-407  

AÎmm Oñgm_wÎmmo U hþ gmo AmhmaJmo hd{X Ed§Ÿ& 
Amhmamo Ibw _wÎmmo Oåhm gmo nmo½Jb_Amo XwŸ&&405&&

U {d gŠH${X KoÎmw§ O§ U {d_moÎmw§ O§ M O§ naÔìd§Ÿ& 
gmo H$mo {d ` Vñg JwUmo nmC{JAmo {dñggmo dm {dŸ&&406&&

Våhm Xw Omo {dgwÕmo MoXm gmo Uod JoÊhXo qH${MŸ& 
Uod {d_w§M{X qH${M {d OrdmOrdmU XìdmU§Ÿ&&407&&

In this way, the Soul is colorless, invisible and not the 
eater of food. Food is visible because it consists of matter. 

Other substances cannot be adopted and renounced 
by the Soul. This is the Soul’s own nature. 
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Therefore, the enlightened Soul does not adopt and 
renounce other living and non-living substances.

A person asks his friend “When did your cow stop eating 
meat?” The friend replied, “My cow never started eating 
meat so how will it ever stop eating meat?” The Soul has 
never adopted food and so how can it renounce the food?

There were two friends. One friend says he doesn’t 
wants to sell the Taj Mahal. The other friend says he doesn’t 
want to buy the Taj Mahal. In fact both of them can neither 
buy nor sell it. The Soul cannot adopt or renounce other 
substances.

One friend asks another friend whether he can 
permanently stay at his house. This friend says “No”. So the 
friend asks him whether he would like to come and stay at 
his house. He says that “I have enough only for myself but  
not extra to give to you”. Each Soul has enough properties 
for itself but does not have any extra to give others.

When a mirror cannot adopt the object, which reflects 
in it, how can it renounce anything? When a Soul cannot 
adopt the object which is known in its knowledge, how 
can it renounce it?

  Stanza 408-409  

nmg§S>rqbJm{U d {J{hqbJm{U d ~hþßn`mam{UŸ& 
KoÎmw§ dX§{V _yT>m qbJ{_U§ _moŠI_½Jmo {ÎmŸ&&408&&

U Xw hmo{X _moŠI_½Jmo qbJ§ O§ Xoh{Uå__m A[ahmŸ& 
qbJ§ _wBÎmw X§gUUmUM[aÎmm{U god§{VŸ&&409&&
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The ignorant Soul says that the various types of 
physical appearances adopted by monks and laymen are 
the path to liberation.

But physical appearance is not the path to liberation, 
because omniscient God has no attachment to his body; 
he has left all outer rituals of monks and follows belief-
knowledge-conduct.

A politician loses an election and has no job. He gets a 
job at a circus. He has to dress up as a lion. When he goes 
to the rink, he encounters another lion and gets scared and 
starts running away. The other lion shouts at him that he is 
also a politician who has lost an election. No one can become 
a lion by just dressing himself as one. Outer physical  
appearances and rituals of a monk do not make him a 
true monk. 

A person doesn’t become a doctor by just hanging a 
stethoscope around his neck. He needs to study to become a 
doctor. One cannot become a monk by just following outer 
rituals. He has to attain self-realization and renounce 
feelings of attachment, love and hate.

  Stanza 410  

U {d Eg _moŠI_½Jmo nmg§S>r{J{h_`m{U qbJm{UŸ& 
X§gUUmUM[aÎmm{U _moŠI_½J§ {OUm ~|{VŸ&&410&&

Physical appearance of monks and laymen is not 
the path to liberation. Omniscient God said that the  
unity of right belief, knowledge and conduct is the path  
to liberation.
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By just keeping a peacock feather, does not mean that 
you are religious. Otherwise all peacocks will be called 
religious. By just leaving all possessions does not make one 
religious. Otherwise all animals will be called religious. By 
just sitting in one place and not speaking does not make 
one religious. Otherwise all trees will be called religious. 
By just wearing white clothes does not make one religious, 
since it is very easy for anyone to go and purchase white 
clothes. Omniscient God has renounced all feelings of  
attachment, love and hate and inspite of not following 
any rituals he is supremely religious.

  Stanza 411  

Våhm O{hÎmw qbJo gmJmaUJmaEqh dm J{hXoŸ& 
X§gUUmUM[aÎmo AßnmU§ Ow§O _moŠInhoŸ&&411&&

That is why monks and laymen should leave all outer 
appearances and immerse themselves in right belief, 
knowledge and conduct, which is the path to liberation.

A man doesn’t become a woman by wearing femine 
clothes. An unenlightened Soul will not become a monk 
by just following physical rituals.

A son loves his mother immensely, but he cremates her 
once she dies because the Soul has left her body. Without 
enlightenment of the Soul, physical rituals are not 
effective.
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  Stanza 412  

_moŠInho AßnmU§ R>do{h V§ Mod Pm{h V§ Mo`Ÿ& 
VËWod {dha {UÀM§ _m {dhagw AÊUXìdgwŸ&&412&&

You should stabilize your own Soul on the path to 
liberation. You should meditate on and experience only 
the Soul. You should always wander in the Soul itself and 
not wander in other substances.

One cannot travel to other countries without a visa. One 
does not need permission to enter one’s own home. To start 
an inward journey into one’s own Soul, one does not 
require anyone else’s permission. One should meditate 
only on one’s own Soul.

  Stanza 413  

nmg§S>rqbJogw d {J{hqbJogw d ~hþßn`maogwŸ& 
Hw$ìd§{V Oo __qÎm Voqh U UmX§ g_`gma§Ÿ&&413&&

One who gets involved in outer appearances of  
monks or laymen, has not understood ‘Samaysaar’.

A person has 100 and 500 Watts bulbs but he has no 
electricity. So they are of no use. Outer appearances of monks 
or laymen do not help them to attain enlightenment of the Soul.

  Stanza 414  

ddhm[aAmo nwU UAmo XmopÊU {d qbJm{U ^U{X _moŠInhoŸ& 
{UÀN>`UAmo U BÀN>{X _moŠInho gìdqbJm{UŸ&&414&&
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From the practical viewpoint, the path to liberation 
is physical outer appearances. From the theoretical 
viewpoint, all types of outer appearances is not the path 
to liberation.

A student has all his paraphernalia ready to go for an 
exam. However, he has not studied. Another student has 
studied for a year but has not got his things together. From 
a practical viewpoint, outer appearances are enough 
to attain liberation. From a theoretical viewpoint, 
enlightenment of the Soul is the path to liberation. 
Practical viewpoint is always there only where the real 
viewpoint is present.

  Stanza 415  

Omo g_`nmhwS>{_U§ n{T>XyU§ AËWVÀMXmo UmXw§Ÿ& 
AËWo R>mhr MoXm gmo hmohr CÎm_§ gmoŠI§Ÿ&&415&&

The Soul, who will study and imbibe this 
‘Samayprabhrit’ scripture and know the essence of this 
scripture and engrosses himself in its true message will 
attain supreme bliss.

A hungry person reads a cookery book, understands 
the recipe and then cooks the food and eats it. His hunger is 
then satisfied. The Soul, who will study this scripture and 
its explanation with examples and imbibe the essence  
of the Soul, will attain supreme bliss.
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